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turntable
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From The Jazz
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Star Wars
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» PMC Wafer 2 On-we
hi-fi sound comes of age
» Audio Physic Spark
Panache with performance

Three-way loudspeaker with onboard bass
amplifier
Constant Phase crossover for perfect phase
at all frequencies at all times
System response 16 - 40,000 Hz, - 3dB
(depending on Q setting and room size)
Remote control for Q setting, Bass Level and
Low Cut
Time- aligned front baffle curvature for
identical arrival time from all drivers at the
listening position
14 customized, extensively modified Danish
drive units
Special cone surround termination to
eliminate edge reflections
Symmetrical vertical driver array for ideal
point source presentation
Four 8" bass drivers for extreme speed and
precision with massive air displacement
Ct.stom designed Gryphon bass amplifiers
capable of delivering SOO Watts continuously
(8 ohms) per channel
Integrated Linkwitz-Greiner Q Controller
with preset and custom Q settings for ideal
low frequency integration in any room
Hand- adjusted passive mid/high crossover
network
Tnple-magnet bass/midrange driver motor
system for maximum force and precise focus
Scan Speak Revelator ring radiator high
frequency driver in specially developed Ikg.
Gryphon aluminium housing
Sealed enclosures with extensive internal
bracing
Combination of pure wool and synthetic
interior damping materials
Stylish string grille for driver protection
Virtually unlimited custom finish options
Designed and built in Denmark
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t: 0845 4000 400
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'Evolution 402 has acracking
bass; strong anc. correctly
dry on powerful tracks'
Martin Coliorns [p44]

Together with the premature treble roll- off,
these make for acolourec, sound, which
harks back, unflatteringly, to a ygone era'
Keith Howard [p60]

Can this maniac eof full-HD
video and DVD-A quality sound
cement arelationship between
cine- and audiophiles?
Paul Mider [p20]
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anything else this
month, but it's the
two- box ' integrated'
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the benchmark for
awesome, speakerbusting watts.
So is our cover
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technical review.
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YPSILON SET 100
With anod towards the Greek Parthenon,
this Doric- styled piece of audio engineering
is actually a 120W hybrid monoblock power
amplifier. And yes, it does come from Greece.
Most unusually, this is asingle- ended solid-state
design, said to draw asteady 400W of power,
most of which will keep your house warm in
winter - this is no super- efficient Class D but
old- school Class A technology at work. Standing
610mm tall and weighing 80kg a piece, a pair
of these monoblocks costs £ 33,000.
www.ypsilonelectronics.com
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DUEVEL THE PLANETS
Combining sculpture with loudspeaker - that's
the new compact floorstanding loudspeaker
from German omni speaker specialist Duevel.
The Planets is the name for this upwardpointing design, exploiting polished metal
spheres placed above the mid/bass and tweeter
units to reflect radiated sound in all directions.
And at just £ 800 this stylish design even belies
the usual high- end tags for glamorous products.
wvvw.cd-konzert.com

••••

ARCAM FMJ DV139
'One of the world's most advanced DVD/Universal Audio players' is how
Arcam describes its latest DVD player. It employs an ABT102 ' Precision
Deinterlacer' and ABT1010 scaler to transform DVD source video to ' Near

L' 1
The pick of the latest and greatest kit
that's about to come your way...

HD' quality up to 1080p, and also claims to deliver such an increase in
CD sound quality that it will equal a ' serious high- end CD player'. A CD
Direct Mode is offered which will switch off all video stages for a ' surprising
improvement' in sound quality, along with new, ultra- low jitter audio clock
circuitry. It will play stereo and multichannel DVD-A and SACD, as well as
Dolby Digital, DTS and even HDCD-encoded audio. Price is £ 1800.
Arcam, 01223 203200
www.arcam.co.uk

UNIVERSAL ARCAM
TITAN LANDS
IN THE UK
QUADRAL TITAN VII
Standing tall at the top of German

SILICONE
ENHANCED
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY
New and improved is the Harmony
interconnect from Black Rhodium.

company Quadral's range is the Aurum
Titan VII. Now available in the UK for
£12,000, this three-way design uses

It uses alow- loss silicone rubber
insulation, said to give amellow,

a380mm bass driver sited behind a
distinctive open grille, and is joined by a

portrayal of leading edges and
decays in music.

210mm midrange, and ribbon tweeter

musical fluidity and more accurate

This insulation is post-cured

with four neodymium magnets.

after manufacture to remove

An elaborate crossover includes
low- impedance laminated core inductors

apurer quality of sound.

excess impurities, promising

and polypropylene capacitors, with

Inside are two cores in a

Real Cable internal wiring. Sensitivity is

semi- balanced configuration,

given as 91dB/W, with apower handling
of 500w. A wide frequency response

twisted together to reduce the
effects of RFI.

of 16Hz to 65kHz is advertised. Each
speaker weighs 88kg and is available
in three real wood veneers: maple
champagne with silver, cherry with black

The cable is terminated with
hourglass-shaped plugs that

or wenge with white.

make them easier to grip, pull
or push. Price is £ 60 for 1m pair,
and £ 50 for 0.5m lengths.

Quadral, 020 8991 9200
www.quadral.com

www.blackrhodium.co.uk
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Black Rhodium, 01332 342233
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DIGITAL AM RADIO
ON ITS WAY

Cyrus takes on iPo
CYRUSLINK LINKDOCK

RADIOSCAPE RS500 DAB/DRM MODULE
British audio specialist Cyrus Audio has turned its talents to creating a
Radioscape, developer of digital audio broadcast
electronics, is now shipping to manufacturers adigital
radio module that allows reception of both DAB and DRM
radio. DAB is already established through most of Europe,
while DRM, Digital Radio Mondiale, is mooted as adigital
replacement for the AM bands, with reduced sound quality
advertised as ' near- FM'. Radioscape's RS500 module is
expected to be used in forthcoming portable radios, and

docking station for the Apple iPod. The CyrusLink LinkDock features four
small alloy speaker drivers powered by a2x4W amplifier, housed in a
compact gloss white plastic platform. Touch sensitive volume keys on the
unit are complemented by aremote control which allows playback control
of aconnected iPod and also adjusts volume, bass and treble. Extra sources
can be connected through aline- in socket, and the LinkDock can also be
connected to ahi-fi system with the help of aline-out socket. Price is £ 70.
Cyrus Audio, 01480 435577 www.cyrusaudio.com

will support Band- II and L- Band DAB, DRM ( LW, MW and
SW), and FM-RDS AM ( LW, MW and SW) broadcasts. It
also supports automatic alternative frequency switching
(AFS), electronic programme guide ( EPG) on DAB, SD-Card
recording from DAB and DRM broadcasts, and the playback
of MP3 and WMA audio files.
www.radioscape.com

FIVE MINUTES WITH...

ANTONY MICHAELSON OF MUSICAL FIDELITY
The Musical Fidelity kW550 [see review, p54] boasts over
600W into 8ohm. Why would anyone need so much amplifier
power at home?
All loudspeaker efficiency ratings are at one metre. In reality the
listening position is somewhere between three and four metres from
the loudspeaker. This means that the practical in- room efficiency of
aloudspeaker is between 10 and 12dB less than the manufacturer's
rating. Additionally most loudspeakers are rated at 4ohms which
gives them an apparent 3dB efficiency rating advantage.

REFLECT ACTION
ALBEDO CABLES
Albedo's range of pure silver cables
is now available in the UK. The Polish
company's portfolio of all-silver audio
interconnects and speaker cables starts
with the Blue interconnect, priced
at £ 85 for 0.5m pair. Topmost is the
Monolith at £ 680 for a 1m RCA pair.
The flagship Versus speaker cable costs

Also many loudspeakers are slightly optimistic about their
efficiency ratings anyway. The real world sum total effect of these
factors means that if you want to be able to produce an unclipped
peak SPL of 102dB, then 600 watts is only just enough. What this
says about the vast majority of other self-proclaimed high- end
amplifiers Ileave to your consideration.
Many of your products, both flagship and at the entry-level,
currently feature outboard power supplies. What inspired this
design choice?
We have found that moving the transformer away ( magnetic fields,
for example) from delicate signal handling electronic circuitry has
ahuge positive effect on sound quality. All of our series of super

£2055 for 2x 1.5m pair.

integrateds from the original A1000 through the Nu-Vista M3,Tri -

Runet, 020 8997 9980

Vista 300 and kW500 have received unreserved subjective praise.

www.albedo-silver.com

We think there's alot in this.
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NEW BRITISH
LIFESTYLE

EVENT
JEW!

VITA AUDIO R1
British loudspeaker specialist Ruark
has created Vita Audio, dedicated
to compact audio products, starting
with the R1 DAB/FM radio. Standing
170mm high and available in a
selection of wood veneers and high
gloss lacquers, the R1 features a
3.5in speaker with 7W amplifier, a
front- mounted headphone socket and
line- in input. On top sits a ' RotoDial'
control with soft illumination. Price is
£160, or £ 180 for high gloss versions.
Vita Audio, 01702 601410
www.vitaaudio.com

8-11 JAN 2007
CES Consumer
Electronics Show,
Las Vegas, USA
11 FEB
Audio Jumble,
Angel Leisure
Centre.
Tonbridge,
vvwvv.audio
jumble.co.uk
12-15 APRIL
Festival Son &
Image, Sheraton
Centre, Montreal,
Canada
25-27 JUNE
31st International
AES Conference,
New Directions
in High Resolution Audio, Queen
Mary, University
of London

Clarification of CD
clipping software

EL SUB PRICES
REL T-SERIES
Four years of R&D are said to be
behind REL's new T- Series. Three
models form arange that utilises an
active/passive driver configuration,
with apowered forward-facing
driver, ( 10in, 8in and 8in in size for
Ti, T2 and T3 models respectively).
A downward-firing passive driver
extends low bass. All feature
high- gloss black lacquered rails.
Prices are £ 595 for the T-1,
£495 T-2 and £ 395 for the T-3.
REL, 01797 260882
www.rel.net

In December's
Inside Story on
CD clipping, we
made reference
to software
available to
perform the
sound data
sample analysis.
We would like to
clarify that the
program used
for the article is
the original work
of Jim Lesurf,
written for RISC
CS platform,
and that the
'wavestats.
zip' program
referred to on
Keith Howard's
website [ www.
audiosignal.co.uk]
;s aseparate
program written
by Keith for
Windows.

HflZ CgifilFIDENTIAL
JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI- Fl
FROGS, FANS AND FORDS
It is well known ( in small circles, luckily) that the female Physalaemus
coloradorum frog prefers mating calls followed by alow-pitched sound,
such as the ' chucks' of amale or even white noise. And, in studies in
Luton, it has been seen that the male Homo sapien, or Vauxhallus Nova
bum-blastus prefers loud bass frequencies to that of the female variety,
particularly after midnight, outside my house. So the following article
might be of interest to them. Eminent Technology's TRW- 17 is the first
hi-fi subwoofer claiming to get right down to below 1Hz! Conventional
subwoofers roll off below 20Hz, not only to protect the diaphragm,
but also because you need to increase the cone area four-fold for each
halving of frequency, if you wish to maintain the same sound- pressure.
Many believe that the lowest humanly audible frequency is around
20Hz, but what Eminent Technology wants to show is that we can
actually hear well below this. Ironically, since the resonant frequency of
the human body is below 20Hz ( the chest vibrates at 5-10Hz, and the
spinal column 10-12Hz) tnis could mean we'll all explode if the SPL is
high enough:
There have been various subwoofer designs to try to counteract the
inefficiency at very low frequencies, but the TRW- 17 is revolutionary ( sic)
in that it doesn't use aconventional diaphragm at all. Call it aKenwood
Chef that might also double as an air fan in the summer if you get bored
with having your intestines m crowaved to the sound of Messiaen. It
claims to work so well because of the higher density of air- movement
getting to the listener. Not sure how that compares with the air- density
of the original music source, unless, Iguess, it was adouble bassist
playing pillion on amotorbike along the M 1...
The advantage of the Thigpen rotary woofer ( patent pending)
and the conceptual jump occurs in understanding the impedance
match with the air in this approach to sound reproduction, versus the
impedance mismatch with the air in acone woofer. Air density is much
too low to be agood impedance match with acone. Take your hand
and try and grab some air or flatten your hand and try and push some
air as fast as you can. This illustrates the futility of trying to move air
to create low frequencies with acone speaker. You can barely feel
the resistance of the air to the motion of your hand, he air molecules
simply slip around.
Now take your hand while driving down the road and stick it outside
the window of acar. The faster you go the thicker the air feels. And a
simple twisting of your hand enables you to deflect a ! arge number of
air molecules. This illustrates the way the rotary woofer works and how
effectively it couples moving blade surfaces to the air to create sound
pressure. A conventional voice-coil/magnet assembly fed from your
amplifier changes the angle of the fan's blades proportionally to the
applied audio signal. The degree of angle controls the amplitude of the
pressure wave. As air travels through the blades, oscillating the angle of
the blades creates the required frequency of the sound while they are
rotating. Clever stuff, and four years in the making.
It has enough acoustic output to move an open door
back- and- forth five inches between 1Hz and
5Hz. And if you want to hear or, more
appropriately, feel the 4Hz fundamental
frequency of ahelicopter rotor or
perhaps the infrasonic sound of an
explosion, then this is the subwoofer for
you. Oh, and it costs around S25,000
but that does include installation,
though you'll need an attic or
basement to put it in.
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AUDIO SHOW 2006
Now in its 10th successful year, Poland's annual event highlighted the continued
growth of hi-fi and AV at this major east European event. By Andrew Harrison

I

twas Independence Day in Warsaw,
November 11th, as the country's annual
Audio Show opened its doors to enthusiastic
visitors at the Hotel Sobieski. It's been 10

years now that this show - the largest of its
kind in eastern Europe - has been drawing
large crowds, areflection of the interest shown
by more than just ahard-core of audiophiles
through the country.
Anglophile distributor Decibel had a
themed set for its Naim portfolio, featuring
green lighting as abackdrop for the n- Sat
loudspeakers, while another room saw elegant
new 1050 speakers from UK- based Q-Acoustics
previewed. Poland's pre-eminent speaker
specialist ESA took aroom at the Hotel Bristol,
aprestigious venue by the capital's old town,
where it proudly demonstrated the new

ESA founder Andrzej Zawdda stands
before the open- baffle Revolution No 9
LEFT: RCM Audio played host to German acoustic
blues duo Wolfgang Bernreuther and Rudi Bayer
RIGHT: Visitors
were treated
to their first

ABOVE: Zero-feedback Bonasus from RCM Audio
Revolution No 9 speaker. This towering open baffle design uses nine 10in alloy- coned bass
drivers, an 8in carbon-fibre midrange and a

demonstration
of Blu-ray hi-def,
with Panasonic's
DMP-BD10

top-of-the- line ScanSpeak ring tweeter. Price is
80,000 zloty, about £ 14,000.
Silver cable brand Albedo teamed up with
Manley Labs and Joseph Audio to preview its
new high-end Versus wire. Countryman RCM
Audio not only distributes names like SME, CEC,
Dynavector and Morch but also finds time to
develop its own valve amplification, like the
€6500 dual- mono Bonasus valve integrated.
Ancient Audio of Kraków was maintaining
its high standards of single-ended amp sound,
rewarded again by aroom continuously
packed to capacity with eager ears.
Audionova followed last year's

Albedo Versus cables dem'd with
Manley and Joseph in cosy setting

launch of cables with an eyecatching standmount speaker,
the Nostromo. Available in two
variants, the top Reference version
decked out with ScanSpeak
driveware is about € 3000.
Expect to see athree hotel show next year,
to accommodate the
snowballing interest in
both audio and AV in this
audio heartland.

ABOVE: The decks are back in town,
including the Pro-Ject Xpression and 9.1
LEFT: Audionova Nostromo loudspeaker
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Hi -Fi News Show Report Pt 2
To follow last month's look at the Hi Fi News Show 2006, sponsored by Crystal Cable,
here's more highlights of the products on display...

S

elect Audio had plenty to interest
the analogue enthusiast, with
Acoustic Signature and Basis

years of business with aground floor exhibit integrated amp, with Figura speakers, to
that included anew headphone amp and
great effect.
aDiA converter with USB interface for PC
Audiofreaks' main room sounded as

Audio turntables with the new
Vector Model 3tonearm and anniversary

integration. Cable heavyweight Nordost
was exhibiting, showing the possibilities of

cartridge from EMT. Also on show were
Gershman AvantGarde RX20 speakers. Real

upgrade across its range of cables.

Hi Fi showed the new flagship CD player
from Shanling, the Reference 500, along

its full-width and ' brick' valve pre- amps

with head-turning omni speaker called The

From Germany, Valvet was showing a
and solid-state power amps. Visonik had a
range of contemporary-finished speakers,

Planets, from Duevel. Another omni-speaker including the classic David mini- monitor,
specialist Bolzano Villetri demonstrated its while Scots speaker brand ART made
innovative full-size Piazzetta, along with the the large Emotion the focus of its room.
new entry-level Bellagio range.
Linn Products made use of alarge room
European distributor of Totem Acoustic to debut its new Komri Aktiv speakers.
speakers played the Wind floorstander
From France, UKD had the new Triangle

sublime as ever, this time with Karan
Acoustics' KAM 1200 monoblocks driving
Avalon loudspeakers. Absolute Sounds used
Audio Reference monoblocks to drive its
new Wilson System 8speakers.
In the IAG room, Quad's new ESL- 2905
was on show, powered by Quad solid-state
electronics. Musical Fidelity took the
opportunity to show its new entry-level
components, the X-T100 and X- Ray V8,
including amatching X-Plora V8 tuner.
Roksan had its new Caspian Platinum M

speaker. Two-channel distributor HIAudio

Magellan Concerto, along with stylish

unusually had an AV system on view but still

series, including pre and 130W power, as
well as its entry-level Kandy LIll system.

Pathos Endorphin CD player and anew
range from Opera, the Linea Classica.
Swiss high- end specialist Ensemble

assembled asystem based on electronics
from Greek marque Ypsilon, including the

had time to show off The Cartridge Man
silver-wired MusicMaker Classic cartridge.
Meanwhile, Russ Andrews celebrated 20

UK distributor Sounds of Music

showcased its Dirondo CD player and Fuoco impressive- looking monoblocks seen on p6.

IAG exhibited Quad's ESL- 2905
loudspeakers driven by aQuad
CD player and power amp

The CD500
is the new
flagship player
from Shanling,
heard at the
show through
Hyperion
speakers

BELOW: ART Loudspeakers
with its upgradeable two-way
Emotion loudspeaker, driven
here by Naim electronics
Linn Products'
Komri Aktiv
loudspeaker,
used with
Klimax
Kontrol
and LP12
turntable

Musical Fidelity's new entrylevel electronics, incuding
the X-Plora V8 DAB tuner
AMIlLiMIECIWIMMOU
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Taste it before
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Manufacturers of home and visual entertainment for more than
50 years know what counts. Marantz — because music matters.
Visit your nearest dealer for ademonstration.
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Without cinema hi-fi surround and the work of Dolby and later DTS, there would be
no home theatre surround. As the HD-DVD and Blu-ray formats lock horns, Barry Fox
looks back at how sound in the theatre shaped home cinema and disc- based hi-fi

11

1 he blue laser war zone
is changing the battle
lines between Dolby and

DTS. DTS was the poor
relation on DVD, with Dolby Digital

quality gain over Dolby Digital, or

didn't stop to notice how poor

whether - as Dolby has argued - the
differences heard are in the audio

the sound quality was. The Jazz
Singer sound was coming from

mixed. So as the HD-DVD and Blu-ray

adisc system developed by Bell

Titans limp into battle the time looks
right to look back at how sound in

Labs. In the roaring twenties Bell

the cinema shaped home theatre,

the mainstream. DVD-Audio used

graduates to join the company.

surround, and disc- based hi-fi.

MLP, the Meridian Lossless Packing
system licensed by Dolby. SACD
relies on DSD one- bit bitstream

Recruiting lecturers used to go out
to the universities, and they took

NUTS ON SOUND

with them asilent film to explain
how electronic valves worked. The

mandatory and DTS optional. DTS on
CD never had achance of making

Watch the movie - or stage show
-Singin' In The Rain and you will

coding. But both the new blue laser
formats pay near equal respect
to both Dolby and [YTS, with each
offering both lossy and lossless
compression.
It's easy to forget that without
cinema hi-fi surround, first Dolby and
then DTS, there would be no home
theatre surround. There would have
been no hot debate on whether the
higher data rates which DTS uses for
DVD, really gives achalk and cheese
BELOW: Al Jolson with English- born
and Oscar-winning George Groves
(right) who recorded the soundtrack
to The Jazz Singer in 1927 using a
disc- based system

14
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Labs were looking for bright young

Bell Labs engineers - who included

get afun flavour of how the cinema

Lancashire- born movie sound

industry went nuts on sound in
the 1920s. It fictionalises the

pioneer George Groves ( see www.
georgegroves.org.uk)- thought

way Americans went crazy after
seeing Al Jolson's lips moving in
synchronism with the sound of his

it would be agood idea to
synchronize arecorded sound track
with their recruiting film, because

Jazz Singer songs and ad-libbed

it would mean that the lecturer did

speech. They were so excited they

not have to talk all the time.

'In 1927 there were nine
sound films; in 1928 there
were 82 and in 1929 there
were literally hundreds'

By 1924 they had engineered a
robust system by modifying agear
train originally developed to control
BELOW: A 16in Vitaphone disc
-shellac discs were limited to just 20
plays - and abillboard in New York
advertising Don Juan, the first feature
film to have asynchronised score

JANUARY 2007

the lock gates on the Panama Canal.
The film- disc system was called
Vitaphone. But why use aseparate

eeeersee.

disc, when the idea of putting
sound on film was already old? In
1900, Joseph Poliakoff of Moscow
had patented aphoto recording
system which relied on selenium
cells. Eugene Lauste took up the
idea in 1906 and by 1911 Augustus
Rosenberg had patented atalking
film system that used two separate
sound recording channels to feed
left and right sound to speakers
either side of the screen.
Fox News used sound on film in
1925. But the film track was too
noisy, with the sound blanketed by
hiss. Discs sounded better.

ENTER VITAPHONE
In the mid- 1920s, Bell showed
its system to every major film
producer. All, bar one, remained
convinced that audiences only

11 ,. Grew.*
d love

wanted to see silent films. The
exception was Sam Warner

ABOVE: Ray Dolby, Douglas Mandell,
Marty Richards, Mark Davis, and
Charles Seagrave at the introduction
of Dolby Digital at the Academy of

.,clocle I

who saw the Vitaphone system
in 1925 and persuaded his

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences'

brothers to make amovie
called Don Juan with sound.
It was amusical with singers

Samuel Goldwyn Theater, Beverley
Hills, Summer 1991.

and a 107- strong orchestra.

made test glms with optical stereo

Each disc was 16in diameter

soundtracks, some showing engines

and ran at 33.3rpm to give 10
minutes of playing time.
Although Don Juan was a

The Jazz Singer, which had
originally been planned as a

&um».
*JIM • Oa

GIIT N.Q_W!

AMA Inman- aura.,
TM.••••61,....091...... • •

musical with subtitles instead of

ABOVE: In 1953,

DISNEY BREAKTHROUGH

20th Century
Fox released The

The big breakthrough came in

Projectionists sometimes broke
the discs or put the wrong disc on

Robe with four

what composer Leopold Stokowski

magnetic tracks

for the reel. When sound is recorded
optically on film, as awavering

on the 35mm

had been doing with Bell Labs
-recording stereo music on film for
concert playback. Disney teamed up

film was inevitable.
In 1927 there were nine sound
films; in 1928 there were 82 and in
1929 there were literally hundreds,
all with optical tracks. Between
1928 and 1929 there were 10 disc
and five film recording systems
-and more than 80 film and disc
playback systems!

of stereo, began experimenting with
stereo optical sound in 1931, making

with experimental stereo tracks, but
cinemas would not spend money on
equipment to reproduce them.

audiences flipped at the sight of

trace, these mistakes cannot
happen. So the switch to sound on

ABOVE: Alan Blumlein, the inventor

'

speech. But Al Jolson ad-libbed and
lip-sync speech.

test films at Hayes in Middlesex

late 1930s Warners made acouple
of films, including Santa Fe Trail,

PARKING

pretty dire film, the Warner
brothers liked what they saw
when it opened in August
1926. So they went on to make

passing on the railway line outside
the EMI laboratories at Hayes. In the

IPi

film to give left,
right and centre
channels behind
the screen, and
surround from
around the
audience

1939 when Walt Disney heard

with RCA for the Fantasia project.
The Fantasound recording was
made in 1939 with eight optical
audio channels, and aninth channel
used to record ametronome
click track for synchronizing the
animation. The music was recorded
in Philadelphia by Stokowski, with
Disney engineers using agang of
synchronized optical recorders.
Disney's original intention was

Who says standards battles are
new? We are lucky to have just two

to take Fantasia around the country
with aroad show of Fantasound

blue laser systems.
All these early sound films were
mono, but at EMI Labs in Britain,

projection and sound reproduction
equipment; aseparate film sound
reader and projector run in

Alan Blumlein started work on stereo
optical sound in 1931. Blumlein

synchronism. But after only afew
screenings at 14 cinemas in 1940 G.
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America declared war in Japan,
after Pearl Harbour, and the project
was dropped. Disney gave the
equipment to Russia as awar-time
ally but it was sunk at sea.
The worst thing that happened
to the cinema in the early days of
sound was the Academy Curve.
In the 1930s, with no hi-fi noise
reduction, cinema systems had to
use treble cut, to reduce the sound
of optical track hiss which otherwise
resembled eggs frying.
Sometimes they used electronic
filters, but more often they relied
on the fact that when speakers are
behind the cinema screen, alot of
the treble is soaked up.
So the film producers started
to boost or ' equalize' the midand high-frequency sound on an
optical track at the recording
stage, to compensate for the cut
at reproduction. Before long there
was chaos, because different studios

ABOVE: The stunning success of the first Star Wars movie in 1977 dramatically
increased both public and industry awareness of Dolby Stereo
'Academy' curve. This had a
roll-off response which started
-believe it or not - at under 2kHz
and continued up to 9kHz where

By the 1960s the cinema industry
had sunk back into its bad old

attenuation was at least 20dB. This
curve remained the standard for
the film industry until the 1970s.

ways of going for the cheap and

the Academy of Motion Picture

Halving the track width to record

Arts and Sciences, set astandard

stereo - as Blumlein had done for his

optical prints - even when they had
been made in stereo. Around 1970

used different equalisation boosts.
So in 1938 the industry, led by

loan Allen of Dolby Laboratories
started to try and interest the
cinema industry in improved sound

THE ROBE AND SURROUND

quality. Although the studios were

In the 1950s, Hollywood
experimented with other ways of
getting stereo into the cinema.
In 1953, 20th Century Fox

using Doiby-A noise reduction for
original soundtrack recording, they

cinema had aprojector with a
magnetic sound reader, The Robe
came with left, right and centre
channels behind the screen, and
surround from around the audience.
ABOVE: April 1979, and accepting Dolby Laboratories' first

Later, Fox adopted the principle
of striping and magnetising the

Academy Award for Dolby Stereo are, ( left to right) Ray

film after it had been printed with

Dolby, loan Allen, Steve Katz, and David Robinson

an ordinary mono optical track.
The stripe only covered up half
the optical track, so that if the
magnetic equipment went wrong,
the projectionist could still run the
film using the remaining half of the
optical track.
During the stereo 1950s some
pretty odd sounds were coming
out of Hollywood. The dialogue for
those early stereo films followed the
action round the screen; if an actor
walked from left to right, the sound
panned from left to right.
But this soon proved to be the
wrong approach because only

ABOVE: Doug Greenfield and Ray Dolby, both of whom
worked on the development of Spectral Recording ( SR), at
an SR recording session in 1986 at 100 Portrero Avenue,
San Francisco, the building that is Dolby's HQ to this day
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easy option. Most films were made
in mono and released on 35mm

tests - made the hiss and distortion
unacceptable for cinema release.

released The Robe in wide screen
Cinemascope, with four magnetic
tracks on the 35mm film. If the

16

practice, keeping dialogue firm at
centre front.

people sitting in the centre seats
of the audience got the intended
effect. So before long Hollywood
adopted what is now common

were still using the brutal 1938
Academy Curve for release.
Dolby's idea was to use the
A-type noise reduction system on
film tracks and so avoid the need
to boost mid and high frequencies

`By the 1960s the
cinema industry
had sunk back into
its bad old ways
of going for the
cheap option'
so unnaturally to compensate for
speaker roll- off.
In 1974 afew films were made
with Dolby mono tracks, for instance
Callan, Stardust and The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. But it was
ahard struggle against industry
apathy and inertia. The movie
industry sound engineers stubbornly
resisted change. 'All our prerecorded sound effects tracks would
need re-recording', one dubbing
engineer complained. Cinema
managers were against the idea too

Holman, who developed anew

junk the Academy filters. They had

effects. Audiences just could not
hear what Streisand was saying.
Modern directors still mix action

to replace the whole sound system

effects too loud, making subsequent

power amplifiers that don't distort,

with wide- band hardware.

dialogue unintelligible.
The experiments with matrix

and big meaty bass woofers.
Only acinema that meets the

mixed ademo reel of Stardust in

surround led to the 1977

optical stereo. loan Allen and his

watershed, when Close Encounters
of the Third Kind and Star Wars were
released in Dolby surround - stereo

standards and pays alicence fee can
use the THX logo. Indiana Jones and

because they had to do alot more
than just add astereo reader and

By 1974, Dolby had already

team split the mono soundtrack
into two, just as Alan Blumlein had
done, but with the key addition of
Dolby noise reduction to reduce the
hiss that came from the narrower
tracks, and athird channel at centre
front to hold the dialogue firm at
screen centre. Ken Russell liked
what he heard and in 1975 made
Lisztomania the first ever optical
stereo release.
Barbara Streisand's 1976 movie
A Star is Born became the test
bed for surround. Dolby engineers
used some domestic quadraphonic
decoders to bury surround- sound
information in the optical track.
They also added adelay to the rear
channel to help keep the dialogue
firmly at centre front.

DUBBING PROBLEMS
The Streisand film opened up a
practical problem which still persists
today. Because Dolby opens up the
dynamic range, making it possible to
have quieter subtleties and louder
rock and blast sounds, the mixing
engineers must be very careful
at the dubbing stage to prevent

speaker crossover and put together
aset of quality standards for high

the Temple of Doom, was one of the
first movies to carry the THX logo.

with matrix surround buried in the

INTO THE HOME

mix. The studios still found time to
explore some blind alleys, though.
In 1977 abizarre system, called
Sensurround, was used for the
movies Earthquake, Battle of
Midway and Roller Coaster.
Sensurround produced
deafening sub bass, not by
recording it, but by using
inaudible switching signals
buried in the optical track to

Oklahoma (
1954)
was made on
70mm film with
six magnetic
audio tracks

trigger low frequency rumbling
sound effects generators on the
cinema floor. Mercifully, Sensuround

like Star Wars projected in
cinemas where the sound
system quite literally cracked up
under the strain. So he poached

dialogue becoming inaudible,

engineers from the professional

especially after loud music or

audio industry, including Tom

'DVD home releases, which
enabled the electronics
industry to sell Dolby Pro
Logic decoders for home
use. The home cinema and
home theatre industry was
born. Kodak was the first to

develop adigital movie system

theatres, and analogue prints for
analogue theatres. Dolby blew
Kodak out of the water in
\ 1992 with the Dolby Digital

diversion, the year 1977 was as
important to the cinema as

release format for Hollywood
movies. George Lucas soon
grew tired of seeing films

\ surround, the tracks carried
over onto VHS and later

for the cinema, but the studios had
to produce digital prints for digital

did not catch on.
Setting aside the Sensurround

1927. Dolby Stereo, with matrix
surround, became the standard

As the cinema industry
made movies in stereo and

Optical strip
soundtracks
have avirtually
flat response to
10kHz

' compatible system that
slots digital code into
the gaps between the
sprocket holes to let one
roll of 35mm hold an
optical track that gives
mono, stereo or surround,
analogue or digital,
depending on the playback

equipment in the cinema.
The dominance of Dolby upset
Hollywood. Sony developed arival

BELOW: Experiments with matrix surround led to Star Wars, originally released

digital optical system called Sony
Dynamic Digital Sound, which
soon flopped. In 1993 Steven

in Dolby surround - the Star Wars franchise has never looked back
WOW

Alfred Hitchcock
4 24
switched to
sound halfway
through shooting
Blackmail in
1929

\ Spielberg bought aslice of
DTS and made Jurassic Park,
using the DTS system.
This neatly took the
industry full circle back
to 1927 and Al Jolson, by
putting digital sound on a
separate disc, and playing
it in synchronization with
the movie film.
Initially DTS used CD-ROMs,

now the audio is transferred to hard
disk. But there was far more room
for data than on the film itself. And
that's how DTS came to use higher
data rates than Dolby - which
creates space problems on DVDs.
Now with blue laser there is plenty
of room for higher rate tracks from
both Dolby and DTS. The playing
ground is now level and we can
expect many happy years of whichsounds- best jousting in Hi Fi News. c')
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HITS ALL THE RIGHT NOTES

THIS IS THE TUCANA
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
AMPLIFIER.
You CAN HEAR EVERY
DAMPED NOTE AND OPEN
CHORD CUTTING THROUGH
WITH THE UTMOST CLARITY,
YOU MIGHT EVEN HEAR THE
PIANIST'S FEET ON THE
PEDALS, IT DOESN'T GET ANY
BETTER THAN THIS...
You FEEL LIKE HE IS IN THE
ROOM WITH YOU
...PLAYING JUST FOR YOU.

ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL
YOU TRULY BELIEVE.
To LOCATE YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CALL LEEMA ACOUSTICS ON
01938 811900
OR LOG ON TO
VVWWLEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Tucana

AUDIOPHILE
STEREO
AMPLIFIER

ON
BEAUTIFULLY

LEEMA ACOUSTICS

ENGINEERED

SOUND

THIS MONTH: Our group test features six pre/power combinations
from Arcam, Audiolab, Exposure, Roksan, Rotel and Unison Research

28 Pre-amp/power amp Group Test

20

PANASONIC DMP-BD10

50

PMC1NAFER 2

24

AUDIO PHYSIC SPARK

54

MUSICAL FIDELITY

28

GROUP TEST

38

CONRAD-JOHNSON

kVV550
60

LIZARD WIZARD PMC

CA200
44

KRELL EVOLUTION 402

,,
20 Panasonic DMP-BD1 0

cc; o
• r
•
i

24 Audio Physic Spark

OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
Hi Fi News scores all audio

THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

equipment by four key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the most
comprehensive and trusted
SPEC/FEATURES
out of 5
tests of any hi-fi magazine
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
:n the world. Each month
BUILD QUALITY
out of 5
we offer aclear evaluation
VALUE FOR MONEY
out of 5
of all types of audio
equipment - two- channel
38 Conrad-Johnson CA200
audio from turntables to
Hi Fi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING out of 20
through to multi- channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
ii Fi News lab tests are
i
conducted using the six- channel QC Suite
testing station developed by Hi Fi News'
SPEC jFEATU
Technical Director. Paul Miller. and now the
Results are combined to
audio industry standard test equipment.
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
It gives Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its
RATING out of 20. Our
testing of all stereo and multi- channel kit so
SOUND QUALITY
OVERALL RATINGS mean
our tests are respected around the world.
the following:
su

e resu t
BUILD QUALITY

jazz and classical t
Hi Fi News Golden

IBM

Star speaker delivers
authority, grip and

VALUE FOR MONEY

smoothness in spades.

10 & below = Don't listen'
11-12 =Below average
13-14 = Average
15-16 = Very good
17-18 = Excellent
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold

11111

Hi-fi news
OVERALL RATING

20/20

PASS LABS AMPS + FINAL 6001 SPEAKER + COPLAND ROOM EQ
SYSTEM + KRELL EVO 222 PRE-AMP + REGA APOLLO CD PLAYER + BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS

Krell Evolution 402

50 PMC Wafer 2

Hi-fi news

BEST
SOUND

Hi-fi news
OUR AWARDS EXPLAINED
In our group tests of equipment - the best
of the equipment reviewed for overall
performance, spec and price will be awarded
a ' BEST BUY' whilst the best sounding product
will receive the ' BEST SOUND' award. When a
product reviewed is absolutely one of the best
in its field, regardless of cost, it will receive a
coveted Hi Fi News ' GOLD AWARD'.
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PANASONIC DMP-BD10 (£ /
300)

Blu-ray and anew dawn for
home cinema is upon us. But
does it live up to the hype?

ABOVE: Behind a
smoked perspex
fascia lies a
smattering of
disc controls
and the hopes
of Panasonic,
Sony and the rest
of the Blu-ray
consortium

Tested by Paul Miller

'Can this marriage of DVD-A with
full-HD video cement arelationship
between audio and cine-philes?'

I

with full- HD video finally cement arelationship between

codecs mean vastly superior reproduction of colour
and contrast without the visible artifacts commonly

aresult we can expect other, companion products to be
launched under the Panasonic name later in 2007.
By way ol flexibility, the ' BD10 offers compatibility

fthe transition from standard telly to HDTV is atruly
eye-opening experience, then the leap from this to

audio and cine-philes? So what of Panasonic's solution,
the £ 1300 DMP-BD10? Importantly, it marks the re-

full 1080p HD will prove arevelation for any
high-end home cinema. But both HD-DVD and

entry of afamiliar brand to something other than the
mass market, an attempt by Panasonic to gain back the
ground once held by its specialist marque, Technics. As

Blu-ray promise more than just 1080p resolution.
Higher video bit- rates coupled with advanced video

associated with DVD. Moreover, there's the tantalizing
prospect of DVD-A quality multichannel sound to

with Region 2 DVDs, DVD-A, CD-R/RW (with MP3 and
JPEG files) plus Region BBD ( Blu-ray Disc) media.
Incidentally, the DMP-BD10 will not recognize either

accompany these stunning images.
Both Dolby and DTS are supplying ' HD' bitstreams,
afull 7.1 channels of losslessly-packed widebandwidth

SACD or HD-DVD media from ahole in the ground,

audio to complement those eye-tickling images. Blu-ray

so this is far from auniversal solution. The small

also has the capacity to support 7.1 channels of linear
PCM. Can this marriage of DVD-Audio quality sound

complement of transport keys are hidden beneath a

LEFT: Afull
7.1-channel
output will, in
time, deliver
DTS and DD HD
audio. Separate
stereo pairs are
provided for CD
and two- channel
downmixes.
Analogue video
is serviced via
component,
composite,
S-Video
and SCART
connections
while scaled,
progressive
digital video and
multichannel
digital audio
is delivered
through the
HDMI port

smoked and hinged fascia, leaving the vast majority of
functions to the companion, flip-top remote control.
It takes longer to ' boot- up', load and reveal the disc
menu than would aplain-vanilla DVD player, although
this Pana is significantly more stable in operation than
the Toshiba HD-DVD player Iimported from the US some
six months ago. Every disc loaded and played flawlessly,
although the mechanism is less capable of navigating
slightly marked DVD discs than the average DVD player.
Don't even think about playing aBlu-ray disc with a
smudge or fingerprint on its surface...

ON THE MENU TONIGHT
You'll still need to stop the movie before prizing open
the combined BD player[TV remote to reveal the setup
menu. The key functions are buried within the Sound,
Connection and HDMI menus. All the likely Dolby Digital,
DD Plus ( Dolby Digital at aslightly higher bit- rate)
and DTS bitstreams may be delivered natively or as a
PCM downmix through the conventional SIPDIF digital
output. For now, this might be the preferred option
because you'll not always get afull multichannel audio
output from the player's own 7.1-channel terminals. C->
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BLU-RAY PLAYER

For starters, the ' BD10 will not currently decode
either of the DTS or Dolby HD lossless audio formats,
although it does deliver either 5.1-channel DTS/Dolby
Digital bitstreams from the digital output. A firmware
update is promised to resolve this, and other issues,
in January 2007. Similarly, even if you have selected
'multichannel' from the ' Connection' setup menu, but

The colour gamut looks no more impressive than
might be achieved from scaled DVD although some
of the more obvious MPEG blocking artifacts are
ameliorated by the higher bit- rate. Do not forget,
however, that this bit- rate is also supporting ahigher
native resolution, regardless of the video encoding.
MPEG4 (VC1 or H.264) encoded Blu-ray material is

have your HDMI lead hooked into atwo-channel sink,
such as aplasma or projector, then this will force a

trickling onto the market and what I've seen through
the DMP-BD10 looks astonishing - pin-sharp detailing,

stereo downmix from the analogue outputs. To realize
analogue multichannel audio, you'll need to switch off

free of artificial enhancement and reinforced by bold,
noise-free colours. This is what full- HD home cinema

the ' HDMI Audio Output'.

should be all about even if, for now, the format seems

LIGHTS OUT

hamstrung by adecade-old MPEG2 video coding regime.

Having used aUS- imported HD-DVD player for

With this caveat firmly in mind, and while colour
purity and image resolution is clearly superior to that

some months now, which will only deliver 1080i,

achieved with 576p DVD or, indeed, DVD scaled to

my expectations for atrue 1080p source were

1080p, this is not the case with panned images. Scenes

understandably high. Unfortunately, Iwas to

with plenty of fine detail, or even plenty of colour detail,
appear to stagger rather than flow seamlessly across the

be disappointed, not because there is anything
fundamentally flawed with Blu-ray technology per se,
but because the combination of software, firmware and
hardware is currently incomplete.
Picture quality with Blu-ray software seems limited
by at least two factors. The first is the decision by the

screen. Pans across the animated glaciers of Ice Age 2
or even the lazy sweep across the flower-strewn clinic
of The Fantastic Four clearly demonstrate this juddering
motion when hooked into atrue 1080p display like the
Projectiondesign Action! model three.

software producers to run with MPEG2 video encoding
for the majority of early Blu-ray releases. Sure, this

INTERNAL DECODER

permits an encoded video stream of 18Mbls but the

There are two possible reasons. The first is that

end result is pretty much what you would expect - just
like ahigh bit- rate DVD ( aSuperBit DVD will deliver

Panasonic's internal MPEG2 decoder is falling down on
the job at these higher bit- rates ( conventional MPEG2
DVD actually looks smoother) or, alternatively, that

MPEG2 video at amaximum of some 8-9Mb/s) with the
benefit of ahigher pixel resolution.

1080/24p video is being transcoded to 60Hz. The same
effect was obvious if a 1080i feed from the DMP-BD10

This Silicon Image SiI9030 is a
second-generation PanelLink
transmitter that includes the
HDCP encryption required to
drive an HDMI output. This chip
supports up to 7.1 channels of
DVD-A quality audio along with
1080p digital video.

was de- interlaced through aCrystalio Il scaler which,
incidentally, fails to successfully communicate to the
player that it's a 1080p device.
This, in turn, is one of the potential drawbacks
of HDMI when its EDID protocol fails, for whatever
reason, to force the optimum resolution from the
source component. For example, Blu-ray media was
automatically delivered at 1080p to the Action!
model three projector while, with plain vanilla DVD,
it defaulted to a576p output that the projector

,e)
It•

Sigma Designs' SMP8634 secure HD
video decoder will unpack MPEG2,
MPEG4, H.264, VC1 and VVMV9 video
datastreams with full DRM ( Digital
Rights Management) and provide
support for up to 9.1 audio channels.
The chip could be used in both Blu-ray
and HD-DVD players.

would not accept. No amount of coercion on my part
(including shouting at it very loudly) would persuade
it otherwise. Incidentally, the ability to over- ride the
automatic HDMI Video Format mode was also disabled.
Connecting the ' BD10 to the Crystalio scaler
prompted a 1080i/50Hz output, again, without any
intervention on my part, leaving the scaler to deliver
asmoother- looking image at 1080p through the
projector. Colours are rather less realistic via DVD, with
fleshtones appearing rather too pink-ish, while blues and
greens lack some depth and saturation. But at least they
do not stutter across the screen.
So what about the sound? Well, Blu-ray, like HD-DVD,
has the capacity to deliver uncompressed multichannel
audio and with the limited demonstration software
currently available, the DMP-BD10 makes an impressive
debut. Central vocals sound clear and articulate while
the supporting front, surround and back channels build
an entirely sympathetic, 3D pool of sound. Much of this
depends and will continue to depend on the quality of
the multichannel mix but there's absolutely no reason
why future Blu-ray players could not sound as impressive
as the very best DVD-A or universal players currently
available. That's the theory, and my hope at least.
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PANASONIC DMP-BD10

(£1300)

Blu-ray vs HD-DVD, an overview by David Perry

III

here are many reasons
why DVD has been such a
success. Not least because

it's asingle standard
with industry-wide support plus
it's afamiliar form factor that's
affordable and accessible. So one
would think that development of
the ' next-generation DVD' would
follow asimilar formula. Not so.
In one corner we have HD-DVD,
sanctioned by the DVD Forum as
the only official successor to DVD,
hence its name. Toshiba heads
the HD-DVD promotional group
and is the principle developer and
supporter of the format along
with around 133 other consumer
electronics and media companies.
In the other corner is Blu-ray, not
recognised by the DVD Forum as a
DVD format and therefore forbade
from using the DVD trademark. Bluray's key developer is Sony, which
heads the Blu-ray Disc Association
and joins some 170 members
including Panasonic, Philips,
Samsung, Pioneer and Apple.
Both HD-DVD and Blu-ray
are new, higher density optical

If we are truly standing at the dawn

405nm wavelength laser. They can
utilise the same range of audio and
video codecs and both use AACS
(Advanced Access Content System)
for data protection. Finally, both
have adopted asingle speed data
rate with dual layer and write/
re-write capability.
A key difference between the
discs lies in the positioning of their
respective data layers. HD-DVD
keeps its data layer 0.6mm below

suggests the sun's not quite over

costs. Blu-ray positions its data
just 0.1mm from the surface and
requires asuper- hard protective
coating to ensure reliability.
This allows for ahigher optical
numerical aperture ( NA) and a
more tightly focused laser able
to read data tracks with asmaller
pitch than those of HD-DVD. This is
why Blu-ray offers greater storage.
Of course, arguably the most
important factor in deciding this
'format war' will be the price of
the hardware offered and the

storage formats using the same
form factor as DVD. On the face
of it, they have much in common

wish, so we shouldn't treat current

the horizon. Nevertheless, Ihave
every confidence that successive
generations will deliver Blu-ray's full
functionality while also benefitting
media. Until then, my advice is to
hold fire and see what the future

From atechnical standpoint, the audio performance of this player
is really rather good, although the front stereo outputs are superior
to the ancillary channels. Jitter is impressively low at -45psec at all
sample rates up to 96kHz while distortion is typically <-100dB over
the top 30dB of its dynamic range. Low-level resolution is good
to - 110dBFs while the frequency response, at least with 48kHz
material, is so flat that it's only one-hundredth of adB out at 20kHzI
Meanwhile the bass management of all speaker configurations is
achieved flawlessly.
For full and exclusive QC Suite reports on the Panasonic DMPBD1O's DVD and Dolby Digital performance, please log onto
www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Maximum Output Level

1.9V

A-wtd SMI Ratio

103dB

Distortion, 11tHziOdBFs

0.0013%
0.0095%

HD-DVD and Blu-ray supporter lists
as set in stone. '

Response 20Hz-20IcHz

+0.0 to - 0.0dB

Jitter (481cHz/961cHz)

45psecf4Opsec

Resolution @ -100dBFs

+0.0f-0.0dB

Separation 20Hz-20kHz

>95dB

THE RIVALS BY SPECIFICATION
HD-DVD

MEDIA

Blu-ray

DATA CAPACITY

25GB Single Layer

15GB Single Layer

50GB Dual Layer

30GB Dual Layer
45GB Triple Layer
lx 36.55Mbis

lx 36Mb/s
1.5x 54Mbis

MAX. USER DATA RATE

48Mbis

30.24Mbis

MAX. VIDEO DATA RATE

40Mbis

29.40Mbis
0.6mm

DATA LAYER DEPTH

0.1mm

NA

0.85

0.65

TRACK PITCH

32pm

40pm

SUN Java

Microsoft iHD

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Panasonic UK
TEL + 44 ( 0)8705 357357
WEB: www.panasonic.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES ProjectionDesign 1080p DLP projector
Crystalio II scaler
AMPLIFIERS Arcam AV9 preampi processor
6xArcam P1 power amplifiers
SPEAKERS B&Vil Nautilus 802/804 / 1-ITM1/ASW850
CABLES Townshend Interconnects and QED speaker cable

INTERACTIVE APPLICATION
Firmware update

1080125p SUPPORT

FANTASTIC FOUR

-May 2007
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ICE AGE 2
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HD DVD
,.

to

Cfmm Ulmer

0Am Lase 405rm

VALUE FOR MONEY

Lab report

including their 120x1.2mm disc

I

11LJU
BUILD QUALITY

and HD-DVD brings.

size read by the same blue-violet

Blu-ray

PICTURE QUALITY

from superior MPEG4IVC1 encoded

Distortion, 201(Hz jOdBFs

SOFTWARE SYSTEM

1111

the surface, allowing for asimpler,
compact and inexpensive optical
system and reduced manufacturing

availability of software. Content
producers can decide on which
format to support whenever they

DATA RATE

FEATURES

of anew age in audio and video
quality then Panasonic's DMP-BD10

AKNIGHT'S TALE
SuperBit DVD

/ A
Lane

111 BM lam 405non

LOUDSPEAKER TEST

AUDIO 1"HYSIC SPAFtl (£ 1499)

If you're seeking aslim speaker that
majors on bass, energy and bite, then
let the Spark warm your heart

24
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'Then there's the
bass depth and
control on offer
-now where does
that come from?
The Spark has
really good bass,
and all from two
little woofers and a
hole in the back!'
Tested by David Berriman

S

omehow, Audio Physic manages to combine
panache with performance in their modern,

stylish and yet very competently designed
loudspeakers. The company strikes just the
right balance between aesthetics and acoustics, being
neither too conservative nor outlandish in either looks
or sound. The latest Spark is no exception: slim and
deep, and using two small woofers to reduce the baffle
width, the loudspeakers don't impose themselves on
the room. Yet the cabinets are not merely for looking
at: comprehensively braced internally, with ' sandwich'
front- baffle construction, they are designed for minimal
unwanted vibration.
In preference to fitting metal threaded inserts into
the underside of each cabinet, Audio Physic prefers to fix
three outrigger- style cross bars which carry adjustable

is much the same. No aberrations to spoil one's overall
enjoyment. Disc after disc was played and Icould find
nothing which jarred or offended but much to relish.
Vocals were adelight. For instance, Clare Martin's
voice on the title track 'Take My Heart' from her SACD

ABOVE AND

was clear, crisp and ' breathy'. It seems that midrange

BELOW: Twin

and treble have been well knitted in the Spark, avoiding
the common pitfalls of disjointed or sibilant treble.

150mm paper
cone drivers
sit below a

There was plenty of depth and clarity too, and when
the vibes receded into the distance at the end of this
track, this was plainly audible.

25mm softdome tweeter:
adjustable

SMOOTH STRINGS
The Spark was happy with arange of musical genres, for
instance with Beethoven's Second Symphony the overall
soundstage was fresh and transparent and the C->

spikes sit
on metal
outrigger- style
crossbars

spikes in small cylindrical pods - clean and functional to
look at, while providing superior lateral stability.
Even the VCT (Vibration Control Terminal) input
parels are different to your common-or-garden variety.
These are mounted on resilient pads to isolate not
only the crossover components, but also shield the
loudspeaker cable from the effects of cabinet vibration.
Ilike the satin finish WBT connectors too - rather
expensive, but with aquality feel, and arefreshing
change from the ubiquitous gold flashing which, these
days, is often more about marketing than sound quality.

SIMPLE SOUNDS
Apart from using high- quality Peerless and Vifa drive
units (two high-performance 150mm coated- paper
cone drivers and a25mm soft-dome tweeter blended by
ahigh-quality crossover) the Spark's design is based on
attention to detail in design and construction - not so
much revolutionary as evolutionary. As with the previous
Spark, this is atwo- and- a- half-way design in which both
drivers provide ' woof' but only the upper one handles
midrange frequencies. Around the back, above the input
terminals, is alarge diameter port, flared to reduce airflow noise ( or ' chuffing' to the cognoscenti). There are
no internal woofers - just the two on the front baffle.
The Spark looks deceptively simple - no fancy bits
to distract the eye, but elegant in stature. The sound

JANUARY 2007
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LOUDSPEAKER TEST

AUDIO PHYSIC
SPARK

A b:ighter

Spar<

strings smooth - but with just

and accomplished. Then there's

sufficient ' bite'.

the bass depth and control - now

Bass was surprisingly deep
and fluid for such asmall speaker

where does that come from? The

and in just the right quantity to
counterbalance the treble. These

from two little woofers and ahole
in the back!
Slipping Morcheeba's ' Part
of the Process' into the player
showed once again the fine

systems, but the Spark gave an
even-handed delivery, with no
hint of roughness or edginess.
Reproduction was smooth and
clean, yet the sound positively
brimmed vigour and drive.
Even in the 'fast and furious'
'Allegro con Brio' the Spark kept
everything together, in check, never
out of control, and the background

Ill I II
BUILD QUALITY

was deep and smooth - especially
so given the speaker's size. This

and is clearly value for money. In

CD has so much information in its

short, the Audio Physic Spark is well

many layers, it's avery good test,

worth an audition.

quality at £ 1499, it lifts the spirits

1111
IVALUE

FOR MONEY

percussion and synth. The sound

detailed, it was also even-handed

LITTLE WOOFERS

and clean, emphasising

The Spark has an open
and transparent

nothing and revealing

FOR:
Brings
music vividly
to life

speakers, because
they sounded so ' big'

styles. It is also very nicely put
Offering this level of sound and build

multi- layered recording.
So, the Spark was not only

to much larger

that goes for afull range of musical

SOUND QUALITY

and the Spark did not disappoint.

indeed alively, ' sparky' performer.

Isubconsciously
compared these

the very best sense of the word. And

silky smooth. Bass, once again,

been well named. The Spark was

sound - indeed

joi de vivre, bringing music to life in

together, elegant and good looking.

was very revealing of this

way ' light' in

MIMI

performance, full of analysis and

vocal quality, with singer Skye
sounding clear and focused, yet

Imused that the loudspeaker has

they are in any

The Spark delivered avery fine

The various parts of the mix were
very well revealed, with fine guitar,

acoustics were audible behind it
all, not masked by other goings on.

'boxiness', but
that is not to say

SPEC/FEATURES

Spark has really good bass, and all

recordings can be difficult, dry
to the point of starkness in some

quality and avoided
any sense of

(£1499)

much in the music.
Assessed over a

AGAINST: Nothing at all
at the price; great value
for money

range of musical
genres, the Spark
proved itself to
be an excellent,
musically
satisfying and
well- made

performer, which
easily lives up to its

name. Ireally enjoyed
listening to it. Ó

Hi Fi News lab report
Lab tests showed very competent performance both on and off axis.
The on-axis composite curve was very flat - within ± 2.5dB from
62Hz to 20kHz. Only the below-axis curve showed adip (but this is
less critical than when above axis). The port was tuned to 32Hz and
bass rolled off gradually near-field below 100Hz (6dB down at 50Hz).
In-room third-octave RTA graphs were among the flattest Ihave seen
in my room, with excellent mid/treble integration. The 1000 sample
average curve (around the listening position) was within ± 2.5dBdB
from 20Hz-17kHz (with room gain nicely filling in the lower two
octaves). The energy-time waterfall was good and impedance was
benign. Audio Physic rates the Spark as 4 ohm. They are too honest!
With aminimum of 5.5 ohm at 110Hz and phase within + 59/-53 0,it
is only just short of agenuine 8ohm rating ( IEC minimum 6.4 ohm),
but not as low as 4 ohm ( IEC minimum 3.2 ohm). So, the Spark is an
easy ' 6ohm' load to drive. Sensitivity measured 85dB for 2.83V/1m.
some 4dB short of Audio Physic's 89dB 1W rating.

Hi Fi News lab specifications
LF Loading

Ported reflex

Sensitivity

85d13/2.83V/m

Frequency Response

38Hz-33kHz

Impedance ( Nominal/Min)

6ohm/5.5 ohm

Phase Angle ( Max/Min)

+59°1-53 0

Size

980 x 147 x220mm ( hwd)

Weight

17kg

Contact numbers
UK Distributor: AanyJI Audio TEL: +44 ( 0)1359 240687
WEB: www.aanyilaudio.u-net.com

Review s stem breakdown
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SOURCE Musical Fidelity kW SACD
AMPUF1ER Musical Fidelity kW 500
CABLES Townshend lsolda loudspeaker cable, Audioquest Onyx silver
interconnect ( no longer available)

We listened to
CIARE MARTIN
Take My Heart

MORCHEERA
Big Calm

SACO Linn Records
AKD 137

INDOCHINA 3894 22244-2

BEETHOVEN
Second Symphony
Simon Rattle/Vienna
Philharmonic
EMI 0007243 557447 22
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Turntable Range

(I)

1400

2800

2100

2802

2200C

Debut

2500

Art

AirTignt
Emi116
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis
EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
K'ng Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix
Mundorf

•

rBASIS AUDIO
un

nPO

Year Legacy of Performance & Stab'ley

RASAS

Frorn £ 1795 to £57,995

selectdealers
AudioLines
T. 01476 591090
Brighton Hifi Exchange
T. 01580 878101
Retro Reproduction
T. 0131 558 9989
Grass Dance Audio
T. 0176L 650573
Hazelmere Audio
T. 0149L 865398

Basis 2200 & Calibrator
For almost three decades Basis Audio has enjoyed aworld-wide reputation for producing turntables of
uncompromised ability with some models enjoying legendary status.
Building aturn:able is within the capability of many manufacturers, but to create atruly great turntable requires
the highest level of technological expertise, an understanding of the characteristics of contemporary materials
and, most importantly, adeep appreciation of music, characteristics that are embodied within all Basis products.
Vinyl continues to provide an astonishingly realistic source of recorded music for discerning listeners and Basis
turntables offer atrue realisation of its potential. Basis turntables and the incomparable Basis. Vector tonearm
are available from aselect number of authorised dealers in the UK.
Basis Audio. There is no comparison.

www.basisaudio.com

Walrus
T. 0207 7247224
The Sound Surgery
T. 01392 662920

Please Note Basis Vector tonearm sold separately. Price on application.

© 2006 selectaudio®
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Six
packs

ARCAIVI
C31 pre- amplifier
£1200 ( phono stage
module £ 110 extra):
P1 monoblock
power amplifier
£1150 each
Total £ 3500

Tested by Steve Harris Lab tests by Paul Miller

AUDIOLAB

The race is on! Here we pull together six of the most
muscular pre/power amplifier combinations around, four
of them home-grown, and all ranging in price from under
£1000 to £ 3000. But are they all natural athletes?

R

ecent years have seen anew acceptance of the integrated amplifier even at high
price levels, but if you're exploring the possibilities of separate pre- and power
amplifiers there are still plenty to choose from - and, conversely, they start from

8000Q
pre- amplifier £ 600;
8000M monoblock
power amplifier
£400 each
Total £ 1400

EXPOSURE
XXIII pre- amplifier
£ 1400 ( phono

relatively low prices. The combinations we've pulled together here range from
under £ 1000 to over £ 3000, but all are products with apedigree. Here's aquick run down.
Arcam (then A&R Cambridge) entered the market 30 years ago with the modest A60
integrated amplifier, afar cry from today's sophisticated range. Arcam's C31 pre- amp is a
revision of the C30, and as Andrew Harrison pointed out in his solus review [August 2006],
is outwardly identical. While the C30 came with the phono stage built-in, now you have to

GRO Uf)
'TEST

ask for it - an Arcam dealer will fit the module for you if
required. Here we used the C31 with apair of Arcam P1
monoblock power amplifiers.
Audiolab's success in the 1980s, like Arcam's in the
'
70s, was based on asingle integrated amplifier, the
8000A, with pre/power amps as later spinoffs. TAG
McLaren bought the company in 1998 and used the
Audiolab designs as the basis for its own products, so
the name disappeared. But when TAG McLaren Audio
closed and the assets were sold to IAG in 2004, the
new owners lost little time in reviving the Audiolab
name. The idea was to update the 8000 series and,
thanks to manufacturing in China, offer the products at
surprisingly low prices. So our group includes the fully

featured 8000Q pre-amp plus apair of 8000M mono power amps.
Exposure's founder John Farlowe was adesigner of pro equipment and even imported
the massive American Phase Linear amplifiers before launching his own rugged looking hi-fi

stage £ 200 extra);
XXVIII stereo power
amplifier £ 1400
Total £ 2800

ROKSAN
Caspian M Series1pre- amplifier
£ 1250;
Caspian M Series- 1
monoblock power
amplifier
£1100 each
Total £ 3450

ROTEL
RC- 06 pre- amplifier
£ 300;
RB-06 stereo power
amplifier £ 300
Total £ 600

amps in the late 1970s. After more than 20 years of building up the brand, he decided to
retire, and Exposure was acquired by aMalaysian company. But today, as well as an ' entrylevel' series, Exposure still perpetuates the earlier design philosophies with its Classic series,

UNISON
RESEARCH

still built in Brighton, so we chose the chunky, solidly- made XXIII pre- and XXVIII power amp.

preamplifier £ 1625;

When Roksan launched the Caspian range in 1998, the company was still best known for
its turntables although it had already developed many innovative and unusual electronics

Unico DM
stereo power

products. But the no-nonsense Caspian electronics helped win Roksan acomfortable niche,
with acomplete and coherently- stylish electronics line. Since then, the casework hasn't

amplifier £ 1625
Total £ 3250

Unico Pre

changed, but what's inside has been refined and developed. Here we review the latest
Caspian M Series pre- and apair of mono power amplifiers.
Still afamily-owned business, based in Japan and manufacturing in China, Rotel was one
of the originators of affordable ' UK- designed' electronics in the early 1980s, and has never
deserted the two- channel market. Unlike its latest home cinema amplifiers, Rotel's ' 06'
series is based on traditional analogue technology and is clearly aimed at audiophiles. After
asolid recommendation for the RA- 06 integrated [ December issue], here we try the beefier
pre/power combination, RC- 06 and RB-06.
For something completely different, we turned to Unison Research, the respected Italian
company long wedded to valve and valve- hybrid amplifiers. Following the success of the
original little Unico integrated, this family has grown up somewhat, and is now headed by
the Unico Pre and Unico DM tested here.
So, our six contenders cover avery wide price range. How did they really compare,
head-to- head? Turn the page to find out...

NEXT
MONTH
Bookshelf
loudspeakers

GROUP TEST

-t•
Well-built,
with a well
r

r

thought out

•

mix of facilities,
Arcam's latest

7:1111/11111.11111•111

pre- amplifier
includes several
of Arcam's
'Mask of
Silence' design

CID
JIMIIIIM11111111111.1111111s

strategies
and,

Ithink,

continues to set
standards for
neutrality. The
PI monoblock
amplifier is an

ARCAM C31 AND Pl

L

established,
versatile

panel switch ativates one or

Ike the C30 and other
Arcam FM1 models, the

the other. A second switch sets

C31 is simple and easy
to use, but with some

the overall gain of the amplifier,
either Arcam's standard 31.5dB

useful extra adjustments that are
revealed when you use the ' Enter'
and ' Select' buttons to navigate
aspecial configuration menu.
Once in this mode, the volume
knob or up/down buttons can
be used to set channel balance,
volume control resolution,
maximum switch-on volume
and also equalize the levels of
different sources. For processor
applications, this includes
the overall gain of the C31.
Compared with the C30, this
menu has been simplified and the
tone control options have gone.
Visually uniform with the C31,
the P1 monoblock power amps
each measure 430 x110 x
370mm. The input and
pass-through audio
output (for daisychaining further
power amplifiers)
are available in both
unbalanced ( phono)
and balanced ( XLR)
formats, and on the

or ' THX standard gain'. Power
rating is 170W/8ohm, or 250W
into a4 ohm load. Speaker

powerhouse
and a pair of
these complete
an excellent
combination
here.
FEATURES

connection is via two pairs of
4mm binding posts.

1111111H
SOUND

SOUND QUALITY
This Arcam combination certainly
gave asense of power in hand,
and right from the start it gave

LAB REPORT
Both Arcam's pre and mono power amplifier
have been tested separately but this
represents acomplete re-test of them as
apair. Matched to a 'T', the C31/131is flat
as apancake right out to 100kHz (- 0.5dB)
and the A-wtd SIN ratio is pretty much
on target at 84dB for OdBW. Distortion
is as low as 0.0004% through bass and
midrange, rising amere 0.003% at 20kHz,
but the very lowest distortion is achieved
around 40W18ohm, rather than afew watts.
Interestingly, for such alow distortion
amplifier, the output impedance is not
exceptionally low at — 0.05ohm although
this will not create perturbations in the
amp/speaker response unless the latter's
impedance trend is especially violent.
So what of power output? Well, the P1
outstrips its 170W rating with 220W/8ohm
and 370W/4ohm, although its in-built
protection regime does begin to clamp
down on lower impedance loads. As a
result, Icould only squeeze some 155W and
37W into 2and lohm loads, respectively,
under dynamic conditions. The maximum
current available is only 11A or so ( 10msec,
<1% THD) which is not especially generous
for a 170W amplifier. If the protection was
relaxed (ajuggling act against long-term
reliability) and the P1 given its head, who
knows what it might achieve?

Arnim C31 /PI Pre/Powor
Doltorlion es Frequency 1OVVAlehrn (Monochrome

an impression of authority,
awell-balanced sound that
had weight in the bottom end

SIN
2

without ever seeming sluggish.
It could provide quite deep and
convincing stereo images, with

&me
&OH

awealth of detail. Voices were
generally very well portrayed.
On the Mel Tormé CD, the

FOR:
Powerful,
detailed,
accurate

AGAINST: Hard to fault if
accuracy over euphony
is your thing

input side asmall back

8.0011

21

le•

1k
Frequency

Arcam's resolution of
detail extended to
highlighting an excess
of sibilance on the
voice, presumably
due to microphone
overload, acase of

iF-

accuracy rather than
euphony. But overall,
hard to fault.

r
el
e

RIGHT: Line inputs
and outputs are
complemented
by XLR outputs
(not visible)
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10k

20k

As promised,
the current
Audiolab
line delivers
the brand's
traditional style
and quality
at low prices.

LAB REPORT

This pre- amp/
monoblock
combination
represents the
top of the twochannel range,
though of

AUDIOLAB 8000Q AND 8000M

S

an output ( labelled Load) for a

till with something of
the classic Audiolab

second amplifier, and has two
pairs of speaker terminals.

aesthetic, the 8000Q's
fascia carries more

rotary controls than we're used
to seeing these days. Along with

SOUND QUALITY

avolume control and separate

with the gain control set at + 9dB,

input ( listen') and ' record' source

as recommended for speakers of
average sensitivity. ( In my system,

Most of the listening was done

selectors for the line inputs and
outputs (video and two tape),

with gain set at OdB, the sound

there is arotary switch to adjust

seemed to became alittle thin,

the pre-amplifier's gain ( by up to
+15dB in 3dB steps) to suit the

almost aboomitizz effect.)
Taking Jennifer Warnes
Famous Blue Raincoat first, the

sensitivity of your speakers or
your power amplifier input, or the

quite good, firm bass and there
appeared to be reasonably good

have the volume control turned
way up most of the time, turn up
the gain. If the volume control

detail too. Imaging was fine
in the lateral sense, but there
wasn't particularly good depth

never goes past 9o'clock, turn

and the Audiolab combination

of the 8000 series
units at 445 x74 x
337mm ( whd), the
8000M mono power
amp is rated at

be easy to add
further power
amps for biamping. Good
value in terms
of power and
basic fidelity.
FEATURES

SOUND

Audiolab seemed to develop

size of room.
Basically, if you find that you

the gain down.
Uniform with the rest

course it would

Meet, 00000000001A Pre/Power
yt Frequency, 10W.10ohnl(Monochernek
1.000

0.100-

0.010

didn't seem to add that
elusive sense of height,

FOR:
Smooth,
unruffled,
firm bass

125W into 8 ohm. It

AGAINST: But is this a

comes with the usual
RCA phono input, plus

sound that truly grabs
the listener?

Conservative specification is the name
of the game here, as the 8000Q/8000M
combination bursts through its nominal
100W rating to achieve amassive 2x190W/
8ohm and 2x320WMohm with ahuge
2x615W available under dynamic conditions
into low 2ohm loads. The 8000Ms electronic
protection prevents more than - 195W being
released into lohm but this will not hamper
its ability to wrestle with the toughest
speaker loads. Distortion is also way, way
lower than Audiolab's combined 0.05%
specification with figures closer to 0.0006%
achieved through the midrange from 1W to
- 120W/8ohm.
Neither does Audiolab's compensation
run dry at HF where distortion rises to
0.01%, albeit fractionally higher than the
8000P's 0.007%. This, along with the wide
89dB A-wtd SIN ratio, builds apicture of
avery squeaky- clean amplifier. My only
note of caution concerns the gain control.
With modern line- level sources, such as CD
or universal players, you should leave this
as close to the ' OdB' position as possible,
if only to extend the useful range of the
accompanying volume control. If the gain is
set too high and the volume knob rotated
to less than the 12 o'clock position, then
the 8000Q can suffer ahigh (> 1dB) channel
balance error.

0.001

or the solidity which

0.000

makes sound more

20

100

iók got

1k

CI1

Frequency »

believable. A
performance which
for me somehow
just didn't catch fire,
though always smooth
and unruffled. C.

•1110.11111111
sown or
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RIGHT: Two
pre- outs are
offered to the rear
of the 8000Q, plus
three line- ins and
three tape loops
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Ammummuk,
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Exposure's
Classic
combination
te

still seems to

p

0 j it Ple

have a big and
generous heart,
though it lacks
fine detail and

LAB REPORT

resolution

If it's not broken, don't fix it' is atruism
that typically bears out in practice, but it
still leaves amplifiers with alongstanding
heritage, like this Exposure combination,
looking alittle dated. In many respects it's
the antithesis of models like the Audiolab,
Arcam and Roksan, with its relatively high
distortion ( peaking at ~ 0.2% at 4-8W
through the midrange) and below-average
75dB A-wtd 5/N ratio. Equally, the response
rolls away by - 0.8dB at 20kHz, hitting -12dB
at 100kHz. while the output impedance
is left at ahigh ( by modern standards)
0.2ohm. Of course, none of this is especially
damning. There's even aschool of thought
that suggests this approach is easier to
manage than ahigher-feedback, lower
distortion design and certainly less prone to
sounding hard or unsympathetic.
But neither is the XXVIII spectacularly
well-endowed in the power department,
meeting its 70W specification with auseful
90W/8ohm and 140W/4ohm but limiting

by modern

o

standards. It's
possible that
the Exposures'
particular

EXPOSURE XXIII AND XXVIII

S

olidly built with hefty
solid aluminium fascias
and well- made, rounded
steel casework, these
'Classic' series Exposure units
are chunky, clean looking and
utterly traditional. But the
pre- amp design is up-to-date
in functional terms, with an
effective full-function remote,
and red LED position indicators
on the rotary controls. Its Listen
and Record source selectors offer
aphono input as well as the usual
four line inputs, but note that

character may
be just what

SOUND QUALITY

you're looking

Gutsy, warm, and with some
sense of depth as well as width
to the image, there was always
afeeling of lots going on in a
mix, asort of busy energy to
the sound. But on the other
hand it sometimes seemed that
tiny details were half- heard

Roksan or Rotel, the Exposure
could sound almost sedate, if not
actually ponderous. But the big

operation via XLR
input connectors.

cut it on faster,
more complex
or dynamic
material.

any dynamic output to less than 200W ( and
maximum current to ~ 10A) thanks to some
conservative protection circuitry. Higher
sensitivity speakers rated at amoderate
8ohm will be the better match for this
established performer.

if anything on the side of body
and warmth rather than making

the price. Balanced XLR outputs

option of balanced

doesn't quite

combination was generally good
on rock/pop vocals, always erring

them sound thin and strained.

With the matching XXVIII
stereo power amplifier. Exposure
offers 70W/channel
with ' dual mono'
construction and the

combination

or fleetingly caught, rather
than clearly presented. The

the phono stage module is an
optional extra, adding £ 200 to
are provided as well as two sets
of RCA phono outputs.

for, but this

After the fleeter-footed

Exposure XXIII/XXVIII Pre/Peseef
Doeterbon n Frequency. lOWniollrn (Left &

warm sound was very effective
on big bass sounds, like the intro
to Warnes"Bird On A

Wire'. Generally this
FOR:
amplifier seemed to
utsy, warm excel on passages
good with with simpler
instrumentation,
rock and po where it could

There are two pairs of
speaker outlets. Like
the pre- amp, this power

amp measures 440 x90 x
300mm (whd).

AGAINST: Not the
most detailed in
sound

100

subtly enrich the
quality of avoice or
instrument.

inputs and one
tape loop on
heavy-duty phono
sockets, plus XLR

owe
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' pre- outs
,Dre w

1k
Frequemy »

RIGHT: Five line

32

Channels)

1.0011

10k

20k

Unusual
in design
and slightly
idiosyncratic
in some of the
operating logic,
these Roksan
products are
nonetheless

LAB REPORT

well- made,
inspire real
confidence and,
above all, can
be exciting.
It's a visceral,

ROKSAN CASPIAN M SERIES-I
PRE- AND MONO POWER

L

SOUND QUALITY

aunched in 2004,
Roksan's Caspian M
Series range upgraded

Immmediate , mpressions were of
asound that was very solid, the
bass powertul, and everything

and expanded the

original 1998 Caspian line-up but
retained the distinctive looks of
the original CD player, integrated
amp, stereo power amp and
tuner. The Caspian M Series- 1pre-

well spread oJt in aconvincing
stereo stage. On the Jennifer
Warnes CD, the rhythm section
had authority and punch, and
cymbals took on afresh realism.
Not warm sounding like the

amp offers five line- level inputs
plus Tape, selected by an endless
rotary switch which cycles
through the inputs and displays
their names in adistinctive
elliptical window. There is no
separate ' record' selector, but a
Tape monitor button allows

or apass-through
output allowing
further amplifiers to
be connected.

bubbling- under
details that
otherwise lie
buried deep in
the mix.

FEATURES

III
SOUND

11111111

%keen rneanee %IF.«
Dinertien ye Frequency. 10WISolen (Mononuclear)
1.000

0.100

areal drum, with afeeling of air
0.010

a

plucked. And some of Pierre

0.001

Bensusan's compositions seemed
0.000

now to make more sense,

FOR:
Powerful,
dynamic and
punchy
AGAINST: Can sound
dark or heavy at

times

20

100

lk

Ilk

211‘

Frequency n>

shedding any impression of
guitaristic noodling.
This Roksan

pairs of speaker binding
posts for bi-wiring.

also aChain Out

out those little

Wire', the big tom-tom hits now
sounded more visceral, more like

Power amplifier has two

phono input there's

rock music,
often bringing

had body and was really being

Rated at 100W into 8 ohm,

As well as the usual
(unbalanced) RCA

especially on

moving. Similarly, the bass guitar

off-tape monitoring while
recording from any source.
the matching Caspian Mono

Exposure or Unison, the Roksan
sounded alot more dynamic,
but avoided sounding hard. On
the intro to Warnes"Bird On A

intense sound,

The latest iteration of Roksan's long- running
Caspian series meets its 100W/175W
output rating with some small margin at
110W/190W into 8/4ohm loads, respectively.
and goes on to deliver 400W/280W into
2/1ohm loads under dynamic conditions.
This represents amaximum, 10msec current
output of 16.7A at < 1% TI-ID, which is more
realistic than the non-time or distortionspecific 80A peak-to- peak Isaw in Roksan's
colourful literature.
Otherwise, the level and nature of its
distortion is not dissimilar to that of the
Audiolab pairing, reaching aminimum of
'0.0007% through bass and midrange
before rising to amere 0.007% at 20kHz. The
frequency response is alittle flatter with a
slight - 0.15dB drop at 20kHz extending to
-2.9dB at 100kHz. This is mirrored by the
low 0.016ohm output impedance, which
should ensure the M series power amp
is relatively immune to variations in the
speaker's load impedance. The overall gain of
the combination adds up to 40dB (which is
more than sufficient) and the 86c18 A-wtd 5/1s1
ratio represents an average' figure for either
an integrated or pre/power combo at Od8W.
This is asolid and proven design.

combination could
be tremendously
effective on certain
kinds of music,

RO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

although at other
times it took on a
slightly heavy character.

RIGHT: Three
pre- outs are
offered, and all
inputs are labelled
to allow ready use
from rear or above
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Rotel's design
team clearly
hasn't stood
still, as this
new ' 06'
combination
did so very
well, even in
the context
of a group
which included

ROTEL RC- 06 AND RB-06

W

ith those piercing
blue LEDs, once the

channel, if desired the RB-06

hallmark of high- end
hi-fi ( though now a

mono ( 180W), again by an
internal adjustment.

can be converted to bridged

feature on every appliance from
electric kettles upwards), Rotel's

SOUND QUALITY

'06' models are ultra-clean and

With this amplifier, the music

uncluttered. Yet the RC- 06 still
has acouple of features absent

immediately had agood feeling
of pace, afine sense of swinging

from other models, namely, a

along rather than any forced

balance control and a3.5mm

sense of urgency. It also gave
quite good stereo image depth,

media player input, as well as a
3.5mm headphone output.
Other controls are pretty
standard, with Rotel's usual

'record' and ' listen' rotaries. A
phono input ( m- m sensitivity)
is provided, but can be reset
internal jumpers.
While the RC- 06
measures 437 x72 x
328mm, the power
amp has the same
frontal aspect but is
deeper at 342mm.
As well as asingle pair
of speaker connectors,

several times
the price. By
any standards,
this rhythmconscious Rotel
is very good,
and in value
terms it is a
bargain.

FEATURES
III I
SOUND

Only on very loud and complex

Source selector plus Source/Tape
selector rather than separate

to line- level by resetting

and generally had apleasing
'open' quality.

products at

passages did the upper midrange
get just alittle hard while the
overall sound seemed to close
in alittle. Bass was quite good,
drawing you in to follow

AGAINST: Upper mid
hard at very high
volumes

Rebel

tactile. But this Rotel
combination is nonetheless
extremely good, well-balanced

by atoggle switch. Rated at 70W/

and musically engaging.

1.000

0.100

10
0.001

0.000 ,0
180

line- ins, one tape
loop and two
pre- outs on back,
along with 12V
trigger socketry
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here, nor were cymbal
sounds so strikingly

the back panel carries 12V
trigger in/out sockets, activated

As you might expect, this two- box ' 06'
solution offers alittle extra grunt over and
above the companion RA- 06 integrated
amplifier tested back in HFN Dec 06. The
70W rating is exceeded by areal-world
performance of 2x98W/8ohm and 2x150W/
4ohm and agenerous maximum current of
22.1A ( 10msec, < 1% THD), albeit interrupted
by amomentary-action protection circuit.
The exceedingly flat. widebandwidth
response hits 100kHz at just - 0.3dB even
though the output impedance varies quite
substantially between channels above
- 5kHz (just like the RA- 06). Some capacitive
coupling still reduces the HF stereo
separation to about 44dB, but important if
subtle differences remain between the RC06/RB-06 and the RA- 06.
The RB-06 enjoys amore symmetrical
pattern of distortion between LiR channels
than the RA- 06, hovering around 0.03%
over afull 70W range across the midband.
Moreover, any increase in distortion at HF is
delayed in the RB-06, suggesting adifferent
mode of compensation. In practice, it holds
off to just - 0.03% when the RA- 06 reaches
0.14% at 20kHz. Neither does the RB-06
power amp, or at least this sample of the
RB-06, have the characteristically high DC
offset of other Rotel amps. Chance, or a
conscious act Iwonder?

VALUE

with agrooving sort of quality,

the bass line.
FOR:
Ultimately, the
ace, swing, bass
sound was good
good stereo but not so punchily
realistic as that of
image depth the
Roksan combo

LAB REPORT

00k

0.1
LAB REPORT

Unison's
cunning hybrid
design aims to
get the ' natural
sound' benefit
of valves,
while drafting
in a squad
of MOSFETs
to do the
donkey work
of driving the
loudspeaker,
and is successful
up to a point.
Though not
consistently
impressive on
every CD, the
sound is warm

UNISON UNICO PRE AND UNICO DM

S

tanding out from the
conventional majority by

virtue of their distinctive
styling and shoebox shape,
the Unico Pre and Unico DM ( Dual

provided, while on the rear of the
DM asmall toggle switch selects
bridged mono operation if desired.

Each makes use of apair of ECC82

single instrument, like Bensusan's

double-triode valves, while the DM
has aMOSFET power stage giving a

richly- recorded guitar on Intuité,
the Unison could also pull at your

rated output of 150W/channel. The

heartstrings reproducing avoice

DM measures 240 x 175 x500mm
(hwd), the source selector and

with plenty of space round it, like

30 second delay for valve warm-up)
when an input signal is present. A
small wood- bodied remote
handset carries just two
buttons for volume
up/down. Discreetly
set into the side of the
Pre casework are tiny
switches to optimise

FEATURES

Unison Resenren Unice Pne/Power
DI
IbIlke V
SFrequency. 10WA3olen ( Left

Chemed,»

SOUND

SOUND QUALITY
Immediately impressive on a

switch pads, but come on
automatically from standby (with a

inviting.

1.000

Mono) are unusual inside too.

volume knobs make the Pre about
20mm deeper.
Both units are brought to life by
touching the central illuminated

and often

It is debatable whether the Exposure or
Unison combination is the more 'colourful',
although any such euphony is more
excusable from the Pre/DM with its use of
ECC82 triode-based gain stages in both the
pre-amp and input stage of the power amp.
The compound effect of these two stages
is adistortion trend that rises through the
midrange to - 0.12% and through the treble
to - 0.17% even if there's no restriction on
the amplifier's bandwidth which extends
way out to - 0.8dB at 100kHz.
The DM's muscle is provided by a
complementary MOSFET output stage
that delivers the highest power levels and
greatest load tolerance of any amp in this
test. Imeasured afull 2x180W/8ohm and
2x290W/4ohm with agenerous dynamic
headroom amounting to 745W and 630W
into 2and lohm loads, respectively. That's
asubstantial 25A of clean (< 1% THD) current
to wrestle with difficult speakers. The
solid-state power amp also benefits from a
0.04-0.05ohm output impedance which
is far lower than might have been achieved
with a ' full-valve' configuration.
Nevertheless, distortion does rise almost
uniformly with ( log) power output, from
0.04% at 1W, 0.1% at 10W and 0.4% at 100W.
No run-of-the-mill amp, this.

0.100

0.010

O.
001 -

0.000
20

Jennifer Warnes' on ' Bernadette'.
But turn to more complex or busy

100

1k
Frequency »

arrangements and somehow
things don't gel the same way. The
imagery is expansive, but tends
to be more ' wall of sound' than
pinpoint precision, and the bass is
undeniably indistinct.
On demanding orchestral or
multi-tracked material, the

sound tends to wash
FOR:
over you rather than
Big, warm, pull you in with a
clear revelation of
ear-friendly what's
going on. This
resentatio amplifier is for those

the built-in phono
stage for m- m or m-c
cartridges. Balanced and
unbalanced connections are

AGAINST: Bass
indistinct, a ' wall
of sound'

who want, above all,
abig, warm natural
sound, with no rough

edges whatsoever. C-,

RIGHT: Three
line- inputs ( as
RCAs and XLRs) are
joined by one
•tape loop and a
'

phono input
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OVERALL VERDICT

the
est

Arcam's best
pre/power
combination offers
plenty of power
in awell- made,
stylish chassis, and
its C31 pre-amp
has useful control
options through
amulti- purpose
volume knob

Audiolab's
back, this time in
black again after
its initial 2005
relaunch in silver.
Gain control on
pre-amp is an
unusual addition,
while monoblocks
offer plenty of
engineering for the
money.

Exposure keeps
with its Roman
numbering in this
classic- style pre/
power combo that
majors with bass
warmth even if it's
not the tightest in
the group. Easygoing sound lacks
the detail of others
on test here.

SOURCE Arcam FM]
CD36 CD player
SPEAKERS Dali Ikon 6,
Final 600i
CABLES The Chord Co
interconnects and
speaker cable

Though they span awide price range, all our six pre/ power
combinations fulfill the basic obligations by offering at least
four line inputs and ample power output with low measured
distortion. Phono inputs ( m- m and m- c) come as standard
with the Rotel and Unison Research and as options with the
Arcam and Exposure. What's more important, of course, is
how these amplifier combinations sounded...
Audiolab's 8000Q/8000M combination offered afairly
detailed, neutral presentation and puts out alot of power
for the money. Subjectively, it wasn't felt to be sonically
outstanding in the context of this group, but still offers
quite good value.
Exposure's XXIII and XXVIII are also products with a
pedigree, and they look, feel and sound like it. Sonically, the
combination could be criticised for asomewhat soft bass
and alack of get-up-and-go by modern standards, but for
many listeners its virtues will outweigh these criticisms. If
you want asound that is genuinely easy on the ear, then
the Exposure combination may be for you.
Waving ared, white and green flag, rather than red,
white and blue, Unison Research makes abrave attempt

Listened
to...
PIERRE BENSUSAN
Intuité
Favored Nations 2130
MILES DAVIS
Kind Of Blue
Columbia 480410 2
LADYSMITH
Black Mambazo,
Long Walk
To Freedom
[Heads Up HUSA 91091
MENDELSSOHN
Concerto in EMinor/
Prokofieff, Concerto
ir G Minor, lascha
Heifetz/Boston
SO/Munch
[NC XRCD JNICXR-0010,
originally LSC-2314, 19591
MEL TORME
Live At The
Maisonette
[Atlantic 8122-73321-21

to offer the joys of valve sound without the tears. Even

viDEO
Pace and dynamics
are the forté of the
Roksan three- box
amp combination.
Solidly- made
and equally solid
sounding, with a
sometimes dark
but dynamic
voicing that will
impress rock
listeners.

more than the Exposure combination, it departs from the
norm and generates asound which can have astrikingly
warm, inviting quality compared with standard solid-state
designs. But it is undoubtedly at its best on certain types of
recording, and in the end Ifelt it lacked the ability to sound
consistently satisfying across the whole gamut of discs, and
could only recommend it with caution.
More consistent, and in fact admirably so, is the British
designed and built Arcam combination. This clearly has
plenty of power, coherence throughout the frequency
range and asort of unflappable quality, sounding

Rotel has by
awide margin
the cheapest
pre/power set
here, yet it did
not disgrace itself
in measurement
or listening tests.
Stereo power
amplifier can also
be bridged for
higher power.

authoritative with plentiful reserves of power, yet neutral
to the point of being self-effacing. True, it may not be
the most exciting sound available for the money, but this
Arcam combination will never let you down and has to be
recommended here.
At almost exactly the same price, the Roksan M Series
combination provides quite acontrast. Here you feel that
the designer has gone all out for pace and dynamics, and
on some rock tracks it could produce an exciting rhythmic
drive and realism on percussion sounds that none of the
others in the group could match. This will be enough to

Perhaps the least
'British' here in
style or voicing,
the hybrid Unison
Research pre/
power from Italy
makes its own
statement in its
unique looks, and
asound that could
win on certain
types of music.

make it asure winner for many rock listeners.
Last, but not least except in price-tag terms, we have the
Rotel RC-06/RB-06 combination. Though by far the cheapest
combination here, the Rotel also really excelled in rhythmic
terms, often giving familiar music anew feeling of impetus
and drive. Although it could not match the tactile quality of
the Roksan, the authority of the Arcam combination or the
pleasing listenability of the Exposure or Unison products,
this Rotel combination offers more than you might expect
at the price. It has to be the best buy here. (!)

JENNIFER VVARNES
Famous Blue
Raincoat
[Classic RTHCD 5052)

ARCAM C31/131

Power
Dynamic
Output into
Power
8/4 ohm ( 20msec,
( I IFIE))
8/4/2/1 ohm)

Output
Frequency
Impedance
Response
(20Hz-20kHz) ( 20Hz100kHz)

Input
Sensitivity
(for OdB1A1/
Full Output)

A-wtd SIN
Ratio (for
OdBW/Full
Output)

220W/370W

245W/530W/

0.046-

70mV/935mV

84a/107dB

155W/37W

0.10ohm

+ 0.1 to

Distortion
Stereo
( OdBW,
separation
20Hz-20kHz) ( 20Hz20kHz)

0.5dB

0.0004-

>83dB

0.003%

OVERALL
RATING

17/20
CONTACT: Arcam

AUDIOLAB
8000Q/8000M

193W/320W

TEL 01223 203200
220W/395W/
615W/195W

WEB: www.arcam.co.uk

0.040.09ohm

+ 0.0 to
- 5.6dB

43mV/493mV

89dB/112dB

0.0006-0.01% > 90d8
(Pre-amp)

OVERALL
RATING

16120
CONTACT: Audiolab ( IAG)

EXPOSURE
XXIII
4imi
mi
)0
Lla

92W/140W

TEL: 08454 580011

110W/185W/
200W

0.210.22ohm

WEB: www.audiolab.co.uk
+0.0 to
- 11.9dB

25mV/207mV

75d8/95dB

0.10-0.28% > 65dB

OVERALL
RATING

CONTACT: Exposure

ROKSAN CASPIAN
M SERIES- 1

110W/190W

TEL 01753 652669

130W/240W/
405W/281W

15/20

VVEB: www.exposurehifi.com

0.0130.025
ohm

+0.0 to
-2.85dB

29mV/287mV

86dB/107dB

0.0007- > 89dB
0.007% ( Pre-amp)

Hi fi
OVERALL
RATING

°BEST]

CONTACT: Roksan ( Henley Designs)

ROTEL RC-06/RB06

98W/150W

140W/250W/
395W/490W

TEL 01235 511166

VVEB: www.roksan.co.uk

0.022+0.0 to
0.045ohm - 0.3dB

20mV/170mV

17/20

SOUND
82d8/102dB

0.00170.026%

> 44d8

OVERALL
RATING
CONTACT: Rotel Europe

UNISON RESEARCH
UNICO PRE/DM

180W/290W

TEL 01903 221500

260W/460W/
745W/630W

WEB: www.rotel.com

+0.0 to
0.0360.050ohm - 0.8dB

-e

24mV/299mV

78dB/101dB

0.07-0.17%

>47d8

OVERALL
RATING

16/20
CONTACT: UKD

TEL 01753 652669

WM: www.ukd.co.uk
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CONRAD-JOHNSON
CA200 (£6500)

Described as a ' control
amplifier', the CA200 is a
185\A/ power amp with seven
line inputs: and asteppedattenuator vol ume control.
Er, it's an ntecrated

•

0
•

e

'There is more
than ahint of the
the Premier 350
reference in the
CA200 sound,
acertain grip
on transients, a
crispness in the
upper bass'

\
« Oc

•

SCiurce

Tested by Martin Colloms
ABOVE, LEFT

left-hand side, t'-le rest of the space is well packed with

ooking for all the world like amiddle- range,
respectably slim pre- amplifier, this device

AND BELOW:

terminals arid sockets. In fact for the Cardas speaker

Tidy buttons on

terminals it is too well packed, and fitting some of the

has been dubbed acontrol amplifier by
Conrad-Johnson to distinguish it from ordinary

agold anodised

larger spade c ° rectors such as used by Transparent

L

integrated amplifiers, that is, power amplifiers that
have an active pre- amplifier built in. One example o'
the latter is the Krell FBI, although Ithink the distinctior
between the two breeds is weak. Surprisingly this new
Conrad-Johnson package packs a 185W- per-channel
stereo power amplifier, whose core design borrows
heavily from the flagship 350SA stereo power amplifier
of about twice the output and, unsurprisingly, is

fascia control

requires some skill and apowerful socket head driver. In

level and source
input, while

theory the terminal should be shrouded, and insulating

left and right
channels have
individual 0-99
numeric volume
displays

provided in amuch larger package.

boots are provided. The gold-plated high-copper
content connectors also have 4mm sockets as abackup, while awell-torqued spade connection is preferred
for reliability and sound quality.
Also to the rear is aforest of gold-plated RCA sockets,
where awhole raft of products may be connected. For
line inputs we have auxl/phono ( requiring an external
equaliser), tuner. CD, video, aux2. EPL 1or tape, and
EPL 2for ahome-theatre loop while maintaining the

With the CA200 priced at £ 6500 you can buy a
number of significant pre/power combinations for this

integrity of the stereo signal path. Line outputs include

kind of money so Conrad- Johnson will need to provide
something special by way of sound quality in this

tape, EPL, and pre- out, all these un buffered as the onboard cont -ol system is of passive design. A 20kohm -->

modest- looking package. It just has lo be audiophile

---"mull1111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111

quality at this price level.
SIMPLE CIRCUIT
It has no tone controls or filters, such things having

•

mote

been long abandoned by the specialist hi-fi makers,
largely following the example of Naim in the 1970s who
determined that the additional circuitry was injurious to
sound quality. The industry followed almost to aman.
In fact, programme material still exhibits quite , arge
variations in tonal balance and anumber of discs would
become more tolerable if they could be conveniently

SOUrce

theater

compensated for, and non-invasive tone control could
be made available. The finest attempt at one of these

•

was probably the late ' 80s Cello Palette, the inspiraticn
of Tom Colangelo and Mark Levinson. If made today it
would probably cost £ 20,000 and still be controversial.
Surveying the rear panel, given that some of the
space is occupied by the large finned heatsink on the

JANUARY 2007
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Quity
uontrol
The selected and level- adjusted signal goes directly
to the onboard and higher-than-average sensitivity
power amplifier ( 0.3V). Designed without loop negative
feedback, the voltage amplifier stage comprises a
single single- ended JFET amplifier with atriode- like
transfer characteristic, and which dominates the sound
of the design. While the output stage employs durable
bipolar transistors, complementary and direct coupled,
these are arranged as linear local feedback buffers and
faithfully transmit the character of the voltage amplifier.
Critical power supply and signal coupling sections
use top-quality film capacitors including polypropylene
and polystyrene types. There is 30,000pF of Nichicon
Muse reservoir capacitance per power rail shared
between the channels, and the best Vishay metal-foil
resistors are seen in abundance. A separate higher rail
supply feeds the driver stage to ensure clean clipping.
There are six parallelled power transistors per channel,
Toshiba 2SC328 and 2SA1302 complementaries, and
the output is Class A/B direct-coupled. The rated peak
current of the transistor set is ± 45A so the choice seems
fair enough for the amplifier's output rating.

EXPANSIVE AND STABLE
Casual, early acquaintance teaches you that the CA200
has abroad, even sound, highly neutral and selfeffacing, capable of substantial loudness and dynamic
range, even with lower efficiency loudspeakers. Image
focus is sharp, the soundstage is expansive and stable
and there is pretty good depth. Definition per se is very
good, and there are no stray edges to complex sounds,
the amp remaining remarkably tidy and controlled no
matter what kind of music is thrown at it.
However, there is akind of inner calm here, a
imperturbability which adds adegree of detachment;
the amplifier holds back from awholehearted
commitment to performance. So high is the general
standard that this preceding characterisation would not
be possible without a350SA available for comparison,
this driven by aConrad-Johnson CT5. These are both
leading-edge audio components with acombined cost
more than double that of the CA200.
or more loading is recommended for the pre-out
terminal. There is no power switch, and plugging it in
puts it in standby mode. Atwo- second pressure on the
mute button powers up the unit. It runs quite cool so
the idle power consumption is low.
Pre-out is phase correct but the power amplifier
output is phase inverting. This means that if phase
correct signals are input as they normally are, then the
loudspeaker connections should be inverted in order to
restore absolute phase.

UNDER THE LID
Input selection is by solid-state FET gates, powered by
special low- noise lines. Likewise the discrete resistor
attenuator which provides steps of approximately 0.7dB
(there is some variation due to the finite precision of the
control codes) is operated via solid-state switches. This
contrasts with the mechanical relay switching used on
the more costly pre- amplifiers. These switches can be
very good but still may fall behind the standard of the
mechanical switch, which has lower resistance, greater
isolation, greater dynamic range and superior linearity.
If well designed it also does not suffer from significant
breakthrough from apower supply, but does require
more area on the printed circuit board.
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ABOVE AND
BELOW: Heatsink

There is more than ahint of the Premier 350
reference in the CA200 sound, acertain grip on

on one side

transients, acrispness in the upper bass, asimple natural
construction of timbre which you can mentally associate

visible; rear

with ashort, simple signal path. While the 350 is almost

panel includes
seven line inputs

imperceptibly marred by some residual hum, the 200
is well sorted and is quiet for both channels. Possibly G>
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CONRAD-JOHNSON
CA200 (£6500)

in consequence, quiet passages

have some mild impact on the

containing bass instruments seem
to be more clearly portrayed.

sound quality. The modest input
headroom, the lower than

Ihad imagined that the CA200
ought to have sounded like a

average input impedance, the
presence of mild crossover effects,

downscaled 350, combined with
an on- board volume control,

the modest channel separation
and mild but significant treble

It is very likely one of the best high-end integrated
amplifiers available at the price. It has acreamy

ideally of unintrusive sound.

roll- off may all dull the edge of

well-balanced sound with stable imaging, good clarity

Actually it hasn't worked out

possible sound excellence.

and above average depth. The bass is quick, but also
powerful and well extended. The treble is self effacing,

POWER PLUS

but perhaps we now know why.

quite this way. It is possible,
within the confines of the box
and the constraints of asmaller

On the plus side this amplifier is

power supply, that the amplifier

very stable, has abundant power

is asmaller version of the 350.

for the size, indeed regardless

However for the volume control
section the sound is also familiar

of size, has an accurate volume

and is reminiscent not of the

control, is quiet and provides
generally low distortion. It is also

relay- switched attenuator of the
CT 5or 6, but the electronic

very load tolerant, and is both well
built and finished.

switched control from the
FET-based Premier 18LS.
When apassive-control section

The CA200 proved to be load
tolerant and delivered power
quite out of proportion to the size

such as this is built into apower
amplifier there are gains. There

of the box. Perhaps it could have
made astronger visual impression

is no interconnect or socket
hardware, you can devise acentral

if it was packaged like the

ground, but the innate character

company's more voluminous CT5
-and this just apre- amp.

of the chosen volume control
architecture remains.

Its nearest competition is
probably the Krell FBI integrated,

SOME COMPARISONS

though this amplifier comes
at higher cost. With double

Slightly dry in nature, transparency
is good plus, just missing the very

the power and unrivalled load
drive, this Krell blockbuster also

good tier, and when compared
directly with the Premier
350 there is a
significant loss in
image depth
and low-level
detail. The bass
is not quite as
articulate nor
does it seem
to reach so low.
That sparkling

offers versatile input formats,
balanced and SE RCA,
also with some gain
in absolute sound

FOR:
Sounds tidy,
controlled,
even-handed
and powerful

upbeat tempo
characteristic of the

AGAINST: Degree of
detachment, in
absolute terms

quality. Iwould
be interested to
know what the
straight power
amp version
of the CA200
might sound like
and cost! 0)

•t

The CA200 design ranks in the top 10% of those
amplifiers tested so it has done well in context. It is
easy on the ear, is most civilised and is good value.

La. report
Rated at 185W/8ohm, for 1% maximum distortion, the CA200 did
just that on a243V mains supply, both channels driven. Distortion
is typically much less than this at normal power levels, about -70dB
or 0.03%. The CA200 could nearly double its output into 4ohm for
programme feed, to 355W while 684W was achieved, pulsed into
2ohm without busting fuses. Output impedance was moderate:
about 0.3 ohms rising to 0.45 ohm by 20kHz. That would drop the
output by about ldB for a4 ohm tweeter. Frequency response
was flat over the broad midrange, is amere + 0.25dB at 10Hz and
abarely audible - 1.8dB by 20kHz. Distortion (and noise) varies
between 0.12% and 0.04% over the whole range.
Meanwhile, the typical input impedance was even lower than
the 14kohm specified, at 12.4kohm. This imposes significant
loading on sources and may explain why the sound quality, though
good, is rather less than for the big 350SA. Otherwise, any HF
intermodulation was low at 0.032% (full power) and 0.0055% ( 1W).
Channel balance was excellent but separation was only satisfactory
at -42dB over the frequency range and indicative of acontrolled
level of crosstalk introduced between channels. This can have
implications for transparency and image depth.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power Output into 8/ 4ohm

185W / 355W

Dynamic Power into 2ohm

684W

Output Impedance
(20Hz-20kHz)

0.3 - 0.45ohm

Frequency Response (-3dB)

<10Hz

Input Sensitivity (for OdBVV)

325mV

-28kHz

A-wtd SIN Ratio (re. OdBVV)

85.1dB

Distortion
(OdBW, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.04 - 0.12%

Stereo Separation
(20Hz-20kHz)

>42dB

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Audiofreaks
TEL +44 ( 0)20 8948 4153 WEB: www.audiofreaks.co.uk

350 is certainly seen
to be more muted for the
CA200. The quality of timing is

System used

rated above average.
On rhythm it is sufficiently

SOURCES Naim Audio CDS 3, Marantz CD-7CD players, Linn LP12
turntable, Naim Aro tonearm, Koetsu RS II cartridge
AMPUF1ERS Conrad- Johnson CTS, Audio Research Reference Three,
Conrad- Johnson Premier 3505A, Krell FPB700CX, Krell FBI, Naim
NAP250 ( Mk 1type)
SPEAKERS Avalon Eidolon, BBC LS3/5A 15 ohm
CABLES Transparent XL Ref and Cardas Golden Cross cables

taut and tidy to score agood,
if rather less than the 350. The
noted touch of introversion was
finally pinned down to the way

We listened to

dynamics are expressed by this
design. It does not aspire to the

LAURIE ANDERSON
Strange Angels LP

350 in this aspect, and here it is
merely good, admittedly abland

Warner Bros 25900

characterisation but it will have

Naim CD 046

to do. If you hadn't heard a350
you might think that the CA200
dynamics were just fine: the 350 is
acruel taskmaster.
Meanwhile, there are some
interesting aspects to the lab

ABOVE: All- metal remote handset

performance that Ithink do

controls source, volume and balance
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Evolution
Of the Species
KRELL EVOLUTION 402 (£ 12,900)

The mighty Krell faces the challenge of new
EU regulations and still comes out smiling
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"the 938 is incredibly musical

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't

and effortless, making the best

find any compromise. "

of any music it is asked to play,
whilst astounding transparency

"...deliver astonishing sound

tells you the result of every

for avery modest price."

modification made to your
system and its set-up."
-David Allcock. HiFi News
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Tested by Martin Colloms

IT

he march of technology is inexorable, and
while high- end audio is rather longer lived than

FPB400CX. The exterior has been greatly streamlined

the fleeting existences experienced by much

and simplified, the fascia dominated by alarge softtouch power switch and distinguished by an illuminated

of today's low-cost consumer electronics, the

ring - red for standby and blue when operational.

unfolding of new EU regulations has driven another

Standby represents a ' pre- heat' mode, ensuring the

new line of audio electronics from Krell. The progenitor

402 returns to agood sound quality level within afew

product, displaying the technology to maximum
advantage, is the top- of-the- line Evolution ONE and

minutes of operational use.

TWO, an eyeful of eight classy enclosures. An impressive
line up of equipment stands is necessary to support this
grouping, which provides the line pre- amplifier and the
power amplifier function for top class stereo at 400W
per channel, with aprice heading towards £ 100k.

Getting down to basics, the 402 weighs ahefty 66kg
-asignificant two- man lift - and stands on six rubber
feet. Measuring 464x248x559mm (whd), it typically
sounds at its best on an ' audio platform' designed for
floor use, in my case aFinite Elemente type.
Power enters via adetachable 30A IEC cable fitted

Whether trickle-down is the correct expression to
describe how those technology strands have been

with acaptive UK 13A plug. Speaker connection is via

embedded in the new ' hundred' audiophile series, the
deed has now been done. Sticking to power amplifiers,

allowing for spade terminated cables only. Three types

the equivalent to the outgoing FPB700CX stereo chassis

CAST, gold-plated RCA SE sockets and abalanced XLR

BELOW:

is now presented as apair of monoblocks, the

Neutrik connection. The Neutrik XLRs are fitted with
shorting pins for SE operation, which are removed for
balanced input use.

A power switch
dominates the
fascia, glowing

While the FPB400CX is the nominal precursor of

red when amp

the 402, the latter's casework has been completely
revamped. Due to maximum case temperature

is on standby
and blue when
operational

Evolution 600. There is even an Evolution 900 providing
900W/ch at £ 35,000 apair. There are matching DVD
and SACD players, the Evolution 202 two- box
pre- amplifier, Evolution 222 single- box pre- amplifier plus
an AV processor and two disc players. In fact, Krell is able
to supply acomprehensive range of luxurious designs for
the connoisseur.

PAYING FOR PERFORMANCE
Delivered in satin silver ( also available in anodised
jet black), Krell's 402 really looks the part. But you
have to pay for high performance and the 2x400W
Evolution 402 stereo amplifier will set you back close on
£12,900. The equivalent power example is the outgoing

high- power, gold-plated insulated binding posts,
of audio input are available, including Krell's proprietary

regulations, the previously specified continuous ratings

'Like its big brother, the Evolution One,
the background is completely silent,
no hiss or hum heard even with the ear
close to the loudspeaker drivers'

G,
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AMPLIFIER TEST

Embedded in this design are aspects that have
helped distinguish the Krell audiophile line from much
of the competition, including fully regulated power
supplies. By making all the internal supplies stable as a
rock, regardless of mains supply variations or demands
of varying programme and the power sucked out by the
load, the core electronics may amplify with low noise
and with precision. Characteristically reflected in the
sound quality, comparisons have shown that there are
gains in low-level transparency, avice- like grip on bass
transients and tunefulness, plus substantial gains in
clarity and stereo focus.
While negative feedback is auseful aspect of
amplifier design, helping to stabilise gain and channel
balance, broaden the frequency response, lower
distortion and minimise output impedance, if used
unwisely it may impart an unnatural character to sound
quality. In some cases this is heard as aflattening of
perspective and dimensionality as well as athinning
and ' hardening' of tonal balance, for example lending
atouch of ' wire' even ' screech' to lower treble such as
the violin. Using aminimum of negative feedback may
resolve these questions and Krell continues with its
well-tried approach to output stage design where some
local feedback is present but the output stage is not
included in the overall feedback loop of the amplifier.
Done well, this can help maintain an ' open', sweet and

'The 402 has acracking bass; strong,
correctly dry on powerful tracks even if
Iwas more impressed at times by how
it sounded rather than how it timed'

natural quality to the mid and treble.
While the 2ohm continuous power specification is
no longer afeature of this class of amplifier, the very
high current capability of the marque remains and
on music programme we can expect amaximum of
about 1600W/ch short term for 2ohm loads. Krell's
recommendation is to leave the amplifier powered
in standby mode more or less permanently, although

ABOVE: Gone
are the hefty

into low ( 2ohm) loads have been nominally discontinued
for the new design. The original ' 400CX included large

power consumption is not inconsiderable. A five-year
warranty is standard.

heatsinks of
the ' 400CX to
be replaced

black aluminium heatsinks, comprising rows of sharpedged, milled extrusions cladding the sides. When the
amplifier was driven hard, these external metal parts

To quote Krell: 'Active cascade circuitry avoids the
need for global or loop negative feedback by only
requiring local feedback within individual gain blocks.

here by thermal
chimneys that
vent through the

could get quite hot and for both this reason, and for the
sake of our ankles, the Evolution 402's sleek casework
now safely internalises its heatsinking.

In the outgoing designs the CAST and voltage input
mode circuitry were run in parallel whereas now they
form acommon path, simplifying and shortening the

amp's casework

Configured as thermal chimneys, one set to each
side, cooling air now flows freely over their surfaces,
safely carrying away heat as required. This amplifier idles
warm but when driving abig speaker to high power
levels it will run hotter, bringing those chimneys into
play. Otherwise, the satin alloy casework remains cool
enough. You would want to power the amplifier down
via its rear circuit breaker switch when not used for
extended intervals.

amplification chain. Like the Evolution Monoblocks,
power line conditioning, careful screening, magnetic
shielding and anti-vibration measures together raise the
performance standard.'

SOUND QUALITY
My Evolution 402 was compared with historic
performances of such models as the company's
Evolution One, FPB700CX and ' 400CX, Conrad-

Otherwise, there are 12V link connections to
remotely power it up and down in amore complex
audio system. Incidentally, the IR remote facility of the

Johnson's Premier 8a and 350SA, plus the venerable,
yet revealing, Naim NAP250. Ihad the benefit of the

FPB series has been discontinued.

CAST connection, but also supply support for both XLR

CASCADE CIRCUITRY

and RCA signals.
Ifirst experimented with sound tables, mains cables

Technology strengths seen in the FPB series are also
found in the Evolution 402, including the new cascade

and grounding issues, power line quality and signal
connections. From start up it was clear that some

circuitry developed for its award-winning Evolution
pairing. Founded on elements which include all- discrete

running- in was needed, and 75 hours was allocated to
complete this before the first serious evaluation.
First impressions confirmed that some aspects of the

circuitry, ultra-wide bandwidth, and highly linear
operating points, it employs current feedback blocks
providing very short transit times and consequently a
low phase shift. The balanced differential noise rejecting
topology of this amplifier is now voiced for improved
clarity especially at higher frequencies.
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Evolution 202 pre- amplifier specifically to check out the

Evolution One had rubbed off on the 402, recognising
acertain explicit expression to the mid and treble
ranges, coupled with an almost hyper- crisp rendition
of low-frequency transients, particularly evident on
fast drumming. Like its big brother, the background is

KRELL EVOLUTION
402 (£12,900)
completely silent, no hiss or hum

is heard as darker sounding, this

heard even with the ear close to the

design also manages to convey a

loudspeaker drivers.
With its state-of-the-art internal
supply, plus power conditioning
circuitry, you might expect arelative

little more transparency and low
level detail, and shows superior
soundstage depth. However, the
402 offers sharp, stable stereo

immunity to substitutions for power
cords or particular wall sockets, ring

images with fine image width, and
in absolute terms, good depth.
The 402 also has acracking

main or spur. This was not the case
and some variations in clarity and

bass; strong, correctly dry on

tonal balance are detectable.
The manufacturer's cable is a

powerful tracks even if, at times, I
felt Iwas more impressed by how

good one, and if your system allows

it sounded rather than how well it

it (that is, with aproperly connected
pre-amplifier), some improvement
is possible by lifting the ground

timed. Familiar rhythm tracks were
impressive for their percussive
power, but the temporal
integration of bass, mid and
treble timelines were not as

connection in the 13A plug. It is
essential you check with your dealer
before attempting to do this.

TREBLE TO TASTE
Lighter and more
open-sounding
than aKrell
700, the treble
balance of the
402 will be a
matter of taste
but was certainly

good as the very best amplifier
examples, lending afaintly
disconnected feel to the
rhythmic content of
the track.

FOR:
Rich vocals,
cracking
bass, silent
background

presented more
forward in the
soundstage. Alto
sax and hi- hat were

arrangement will
depend as much
on the listener's
particular

Treble atad
upfront and even edgy
on occasions
AGAINST:

sensibilities in this
area than the way a

system is configured.
Whether as aresult of
the mandatory line- conditioning
feature, or the requirement

all nearer to the listener
and at times there was amild
emphasis of ' edge' and related
distortion present in average quality
programme.
Compared with the 700, this
latter amp's reticent but controlled

is combined with high levels of detail accompanied
by very well focused transients. Superbly built and
finished, with a lab performance of reference calibre,
plus a long guarantee, this fine amplifier comfortably
merits recommendation.

Lab report
Rated at 2x400W/8ohm, the '402 actually delivered closer
to 2x424W/8ohm and afull 820W into 4ohm loads. A pulsed
maximum of 1480W/2ohm implies more than 40A of peak current.
The power bandwidth is exceptional, with just aminute loss of level
by 20kHz. Any DC offset was minimal at about 3mV per channel,
just as the 'A' weighted noise was excellent at - 118.6dB (re. full
output). Channel balance was accurate, better than 0.1dB, and
the input loading amild 90kohmi100pF. Despite its zero loop
feedback, the output impedance was ausefully low 0.06ohm, as is
THD at 0.03% ( midrange, full output) rising to an inconsequential
0.1% by 20kHz. At music cruising levels of afew watts, distortion
was heading down towards - 88dB, better than 0.004%. At full
power, high-frequency intermodulation was first rate at just 0.01%,
reaching an excellent 0.0015% for the lower 1W test level.
Krell's comprehensive protection systems proved effective
against DC offset, over-current, over-temperature, short circuit and
input overload. A combination of afast input clamp and acircuit
breaker backstop doubling as apower switch assures dependable
protection. As expected from the inclusion of fully regulated power
supplies, unwanted modulation effects were close to zero.

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power Output into 814ohm

424W / 820W

Dynamic Power into 2ohm

1480W

Output Impedance
(20Hz-20kHz)

0.06ohm

Frequency Response (-3dB)

0.5Hz-134kHz
154mV

perhaps abit of both), very fine
as it was, for me the new 402

A-wtd Noise (re. Full Output)

-118.6dB

Distortion Inr1RW zni-i7-,nkii7i

n nn.d.n nrk

the outgoing FPB400CX athing

good, with rich well-balanced

bass here may be just right in achieving that much
sought for system balance. Very good stereo imaging

Input Sensitivity (for OdBW)

the long-established FPB700CX.
But the new model does show

grain across the high frequencies.
Midrange textures were very

midrange, the more lively treble and hammer- like

for lead-free construction ( or

was not quite as upbeat, evenmannered and transparent as

treble contrasted with the 402's
mild exuberance, allied to some

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Absolute Sounds
TEL +44 ( 0)20 8971 3909
WEB: www.absolutesounds.com

or two, and noticeably raises the
game by offering glimpses of the

vocals and excellent reproduction
of acoustic guitar. While the 700

Evolution One's sound quality. (5

BELOW: Three types of audio input are

available, including Krell's proprietary

CAST, gold-plated RCA SE sockets and a balanced

04.(ler'

How this
will affect a
particular system

Given the right system, one with a sweet and smooth

tféle7

z

-41.1111

XLR Neutrik connection

•_pe - (Du

System used
SOURCES Naim Audio CDS 3, Marantz CD-7CD players. Linn LP12
turntable, Naim Aro tonearm, Koetsu RS Il cartridge
AMPURERS Conrad-Johnson CT5, Audio Research Reference Three,
Conrad- Johnson Premier 3505A, Krell FPB700CX, Krell FBI, Naim
NAP250 ( Mk 1type)
SPEAKERS Avalon Eidolon, BBC LS3/5A 15 ohm
CABLES Transparent XL Ref and Cardas Golden Cross cables

We listened to
LAURIE ANDERSON
Strange Angels LP

THEA GILMORE
The Lipstick

JONI MITCHELL
Hejira

Warner Bros 25900

Conspiracies
Naim CD 046

CD 253 053

an upmar<et compact
high- end = ransducer
combining satisfying
aesthetics with
jaw- dropping sound

LEFT: Switches
behind the
speaker grille

LEFT: Asingle

viaer

pair of binding
posts are

((

allow treble

mounted on a

to be adjusted

recessed panel
at rear

to suit room
furnishings and
give flexibility
when it comes
to positioning on

C.) 0

the wall

Tested by David Allcock

W

hen acompany with the reputation
of PMC, now acritical player in the
domestic arena after expanding from

the studio world, decides to turn its not
inconsiderable expertise to the matter of designing
ahigh- end, on-wall speaker system, you know this
marketplace has grown in both size and credibility.

The speaker in question is 1he Wafer, 18 months in
development, and available in two sizes, with the
E1695- a- pair Wafer 2tested here being larger than the
slightly less efficient £ 1000 Wafer 1.
Waif- like, at just 355 x575 x 100mm ( hwd), and

'Female vocals, which always seem
to suffer worse than most at the hands
of this style of loudspeaker, sounded
downnght astonishing.
walls. Ifound that running the speakers with the
tweeters set 'flat' and the tweeter set as 'vertical' gave
the best sound, though Ialso tried the ' beam- up' option
with the tweeters just 45cm from the ground.
This, too, worked extremely well, with no phasing
and the tweeter sounding as if it was located higher up
the wall than it physically was, even if aloss of image

weighing amere 6.6kg, the PMC boasts several unique
innovations as far as on-wall speakers are concerned.
Both models are two-way speakers, the Wafer 2
being equipped with a 170mm mid- bass driver and,
unusually, apair of 27mm soft-dome high-frequency
drivers, one positioned above the bass driver and the
other offset to the right hand side.

SWITCHES TO SUIT
Near the bottom of each baffle is apair of switches,
one adjusting Ihe high-frequency balance to help
compensate for both positioning and room furnishing,
the second adjusting the output of both tweeters to
compensate for orientation and the tendency of high
frequencies to beam. This allows the speakers to be
located either lower or higher than would be the ideal
without the sound balance being severely disrupted.
On the rear are the mounting points for the
wall- mounting brackets and apair of gold-plated, high
quality five-way binding posts. The claimed 90dB/W
sensitivity should mean that these speakers can be
driven by most amplifiers. Iused everything from the
40W Shanling STP-80 valve integrated, through aDenon
AVR-3805 AV receiver, to my long-term reference solidstate Bryston 3B- SST at 150Wich and all showed the
speakers to be versatile and amplifier friendly.
The Wafer employs PMC's advanced transmission
line (AIL), which is remarkable given that the cabinet
depth here is just 100mm, lined with aproprietary
des gn of open cell foam with varying cell structure and
density to load the bass driver. This is said to increase
both bass extension and power handling. In order to
accommodate the shallower cabinet depth, anew
variant on the AIL, called a ' H' line, has been designed
by PMC, which splits the line and so alows for alonger
line length in acompact, shallow enclosure.
Ihung the Wafer system on the wall of my listening
room with the speakers mounted vertically and the
tweeters 1m from the floor and 0.75m from the side
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PMC WAFER 2
(£1695)

WalL
of bOunc
LEFT: Either tweeter can be

SPEC/FEATURES

switched, to ensure correct
response in horizontal or

Offering incredible convenience,

vertical placement

IMMIM

superb aesthetics and, in my
experience, the best performance

SOUND QUALITY

of any on-wall speaker I've heard
to date, the Wafer 2sets anew

111,

the Wafers were capable of simply
retreating into the soundstage,
disappearing to leave the music
behind.
Lateral soundstage portrayal
was, if anything, even better,
with solid, focused images being
located well beyond the outside
edges of the speakers, if not quite

benchmark for on wall speaker
performance. The system delivers
truly satisfying music and home
theatre sound without sacrificing

BUILD QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

floor space, and Iconsider their
£1695 to be excellent value. For the

I It

vast majority of enthusiasts who
do not have adedicated listening

achieving the wall-to-wall portrayal
Iusually achieve in my room

room in their homes, these probably

when using traditional speakers.

and innovative speakers I've had the

But the image offered excellent

pleasure of reviewing.

represent one of the most important

delineation of the musicians, far
surpassing what most conventional
speakers can achieve when pushed
hard against aroom boundary.
precision and focus was evident. I
was immediately impressed with

news

\EIRIALL RATING

On more than one occasion

18 20

the incredible transparency and
clarity through the midrange. This

these speakers had visitors
looking for the subwoofer, the

Manufacturer's specifications

transmission line proving its worth

Frequency response

would be considered to be very
good for a £ 600-800 standmount

with avery good low frequency
performance. It wasn't bass you

40Hz-25kHz
(no -6d8 point given)

Sensitivity

90dBiW

speaker, but for an on-wall speaker

could feel in your chest, but it was
superbly integrated and certainly

Impedance

8 Ohm nominal

Drive units

HF 2x27mm soft dome
LF 170mm

Dimensions (without grille)

575 x335 x100mm ( hwd)

Dimensions (with grille)

591 x387 x108mm (hwd)

Cabinet colour options

White, silver grey, black

to be capable of this performance,
albeit at ahigher price, was

well controlled.

nothing short of miraculous.
Despite the numerous switching

HOME CINEMA TOO
Meanwhile, transient response

options and the torturous path the
sound has lo take through the ' H'

was excellent, giving kick drums

line, the midrange was incredibly

an energy and immediacy that

free of overt warmth or cupping.
Female vocals, which always seem
to suffer worse than most at the

still eludes many speakers today.
What's more, the Wafer 2's

hands of this style of speaker,
sounded astonishing. Laura
Branigan's ' Self Control' - always a

them superb front speakers when
used in my home theatre system,
integrating seamlessly with an

demanding test as the recording
has aslightly warm sound

Onix Rocket UFW-10 subwoofer. It
was sound Icould live with

-was delivered in a
manner unnervingly
close to that of
the company's
floorstanding
PMC GB- 1, the
vocals sounding
both smooth
and effortless
while possessing
excellent

low-frequency extension made

for along time.
The high-

FOR:
An on-wall
peaker tha
delivers
AGAINST: Width of

frequency

is similarly eyeopening and l
was at no point
aware that Iwas
listening to a
tweeter hanging

fewer than 100mm
away from the wall.
The Wafer 2offered
remarkable clarity and

macro and micro
scales.
The subtle intonations
and shifts in emphasis during
Branigan's performance were easy

expressiveness while cymbals,
triangles and tambourines

to hear, while also surprising was
the location of the lead vocals,

remained well focused and
stable without dissolving into an

which were projected ameter

indistinct high-frequency haze,

into the room. Stage depth is
something If.nd most on-wall

with the individual elements of

speakers fail to communicate, yet

locate on the lateral stage. (!)
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Reference system
SOURCES: Shanling CD- T300 Omega Drive CD player
AMPLIFIERS: Krell KRC-3 pre-amp, Bryston 3B-SST power amp,
Shanling STP-80 integrated amplifier, Denon AVR-3805 A/V receiver
LOUDSPEAKERS: PMC GB -1
CABLES:At las Elektra interconnects, Atlas lchor speaker cables

performance of
these speakers

soundstage

dynamics on both

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: PMC Loudspeakers Ltd
TEL: 0870 44410441A/EB: www.pmcloudspeakers.com

We listened to
71M0 MAAS
Loud

ANASTACIA
Not That Kind

Mushroom Records

Epic Records

RERFAI208CD

497412 2

LAURA BRANIGAN
Self Control
Atlantic
7-80147-2

'TWO Meoe'M 1--D1-2"

The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"I have to say that this is the finest
speaker on the planet"
—Ken Kessler, HiFi News

"I know of no othel.szaker I'd rather
own, regardless of price"
—Sam Tellig, Stereophile magazine

"By the highest standar
the 2905s get
everything right to a degree that had me
sh
ng my head in awe"
oel Keywood, HiFi World

•

New ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
A single ' point-source' driver, so incredibly linear
and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for
the revelation that will unfold. No colouration,
no distortion, no artefacts — just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.

To arrange an audition with your nearest stockist, call
Quad directly on: 0845 4580011 (
option 4).

1

QUAD

...the closest approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., IAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6XU, Tel 0845 4580011, www.quad-hifi.co.ul,

MUSICAL FIDELITY KVV550 (£4999)

An awesor- ebowlful of power served
up with abso utely no roughage

Tested by Paul Miller

W

iien Musical Fidelity decided to put its
kW500 integrated amplifier out to pasture,
tturned to the monstrous kW750 power
amplifier by way of inspiration for its

successor. This, then, is the kW550, the first amplifier
to feature ascaled- down version of the kW750 in an
integrated package and at arelatively affordable price.
Iuse the terms ' scaled down', ' integrated' and
'affordable' with tongue lodged firmly in cheek, bearing
in mind the kW550 comprises two boxes totalling some
60kg and sporting aprice tag one bean shy of £ 5000.
Nevertheless, with acapacity of some lkW/4ohm per

side, the kW550 is not without some immediate and
obvious value. Neither does it benefit from Far Eastern
economies of scale, for the kW550 amplifier and its
partnering power supply were designed, prototyped
and manufactured entirely in the UK.
Functionally, the kW550 offers acarbon-copy of its
predecessor's inputs and outputs, although the labelling
has been changed slightly. The amp still includes a
m-rnim-c phono stage, for example, but the selection
switches are now accessible to the customer on the
rear of the case, rather than buried inside the box as
they were in the kW500. In addition, there are four line
inputs, atape loop and pre-amplifier outputs ranged
between the parallel pairs of 4mm speaker terminals.
Around the front, you'll also notice a3.5mm socket
to the right of its huge fascia, an input designed for
portable devices like the ubiquitous iPod and shared
with the Aux 1input on the rear.
Nevertheless, the most obvious feature of the kW550
is its unnecessarily vast volume knob, complete with

ABOVE Mrs
massive and fully
motorised volume

that's about it. They even have separate umbilicals that
run between the outboard power supply and amplifier
proper. Switching the amplifier on embodies adegree

control should be

of suspense, as the illuminated feet change colour from

machined indents seemingly designed to remove chunks

grasped with some

red through orange and, finally, blue indicating that

of flesh with every unwary rotation. Fortunately, this

caution

the kW550 is suitably warmed- up. And, despite the

metallic cartwheel may also be adjusted by remote

considerable heatsinking amassed between the cast

control, astandard black plastic universal handset that
looks misplaced against the huge cast- alloy cladding

alloy sidecheeks and fascia, the kW550 does get very
warm indeed after afew hours duty. It is, quite simply,

of both PSU and amplifier. Most of the buttons on the

something of amonster.

control are redundant, save for volume, mute and input
selection unless, of course, you happen to own any

UNDER THE BONNET
Mrs partnering PSU - the smaller but denser box of the

other kW components...
By design, the kW550 is rather like aseparate valve
pre- amplifier and two mono power amplifiers that

pair - is very close in execution to that provided with
the kW500, utilising asimilar pair of - 700VA toroidal
transformers, one for each power channel and featuring

just happen to cohabit within the same voluminous
casework. They share acommon ground plane, but

independent regulation. A third toroid, again with its
LEFT: Illuminated
bands around
the feet provide a
visual indication
of the amplifier's
warm-up condition

own regu:ation, is shoe- horned in for the pre- amplifier
stage which, as in the kW500, is triode- based. In this
instance, nowever, the original wire- ended 6112
triodes are superceded by plug-in 6SL7 triodes, offering
adecently high

-

100kohm input impedance while

delivering the bare minimum of gain ( 6dB) before hitting
the motorised (Alps) volume control.
After the volume control, all is solid-state, including
afurther 6dB of gain before the bridged power amp,
amounting to + 44dB in total. Yes, the kW550 is a
bridged amplifier by default, as this is the only feasible (+>

`I use the terms ` scaled down',
`integrated' and `affordable' with
tongue lodged firmly in cheek, bearing
in mind the kW550 comprises two
boxes totalling some 60kg
JANUARY 2007
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RIGHT: White twist-

method of delivering the 80-90V required to service its

and-lock Speakon
connections bring

massive power output. This also means that both the

avery substantial
feel to the

any circumstances connect the kW550 to aspeaker
with agrounded crossover or tweeter unit, for example,

screened power

if you value your wits.

red and black speaker terminals are ' live', so never under

supply cables that
run between the
separate PSU and
amplifier boxes

SOUND QUALITY
Now, Imust confess to never having heard the original
kW500s, but Iam agreat fan of the awesome kW750
power amplifiers, so it was with amixture of anticipation
and not alittle trepidation that Isat back to experience
what a3kW reservoir might wrestle from my B&W 802s.
In the event it was no contest, for however tough the
802s might appear to some amplifiers, they simply and
instantly acquiesed to the might of the kW550.
Instruments and vocals were projected into the
room like amovie image might be projected onto a
screen from behind the sofa. With no obvious link to the
speakers, the tactile image of Kate Rusby would spring
forth, her Lincolnshire lilt supported to the left and right
by the humourous prospect of folkies strumming and
picking at their strings. Not only did these instruments
have arealistic bite and edge but they were also
possessed of aweight and body that would make lesser
amplifiers sound two-dimensional and cardboardy.
Moreover, this immediate impression of the kW550
typically mirrors the long-term experience: asound
possessed of tremendous power and definition, of raw

BELOW: Switchable
m-m and m-c
phono inputs are
joined by four line
inputs, atape loop
and preamplifier

but entirely plausible energy that carries the music
through the room rather than simply hurl it from the
speakers. All the well-worn phrases typically trotted-out
to describe the performance of amassive power amp
will pop into your mind when faced with the articulate
command this amplifier exercises over its partnering

in the background. Turn it up however, and the kW550
delivers every transient edge with apalpable crack, like
aflash of light that illuminates an instrument hitherto
hidden in shadows. The opening tenor sax from McCoy
Tyner's rendition of 'Ask Me Now' provides aperfect
illustration of th.s potency, ever while handling asingle
instrument. The power of this instrument is simply
remarkable, not just loud but vivid from the rasp of the
reed to the physical resonance of the metal body that
hums in response to the air rushing to the mouth of the
horn. This all adds up to the image, athree-dimensional
image, of areal instrument deftly manipulated by Joe
Henderson before your very eyes - and ears.
Ifound myself returning to familiar discs, simply to

outputs. Dual
4mm speaker
connections

loudspeakers.
Only this time those hoary old epithets are

wonder at its delivery of simple percussive melodies.
Antonio Forcione'S 'Touch Wood' CD on the Naim label

entirely justified. Bass is deep, massively extended
and reassuringly powerful even at very low volumes.

are provided for

It's occasions like this when you realise its all but

is punctuated with this kind of percussive detailing,
an edgy realism that can so easily spill over and sound
unpleasantly intense with less capable amplifiers and

bi-wiring your
loudspeakers

ambience, despite the music seemingly just ticking over

imperceptible kick is supporting agrand sense of

speakers. This was one of the few occassions where
the extreme bite of the nylon-stringed guitar struck
home without setting teeth and ears on edge, the
sharp snap of the strings provoking asympathetic
resonance in the body of the instrument that, as Iwas
coming to appreciate with this amplifier, helped carve
athoroughly realistic ' picture' of the instrument before
my very eyes in the room.
Iwas given to wonder just how much power, how
much current, was being delivered to support these
momentary peaks, these staccato bursts of music.
Hundreds of watts above the nominal programme level?
Quite possibly, and although Idid not pause to measure
the possibility, it would explain the unmistakably clean
'crack' of transient edges that would fall as swiftly
as they rose, free from artefact or softening and
indisputably more potent than was ever the case before.

kW 550

There is little doubt in my mind that the vast majority
of loudspeakers will either thermally or mechanically
compress well before the kW550 pauses for breath.

e

Naturally, the kW550 is just at home entertaining the
grand scale of aglorious choral recording like Harmonia
Mundi's Faure Requiem, which also clearly benefits from

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

• If

the extra bandwidth and resolution available to SACD.
Set the volume fractionally too high at the outset and
the rush of voices to the vaulted roof of the church will
have your room shaking, not just by the compression
and movement of air but also the emotional energy, the
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Walrus
Exciting New Products
From Around The World.
Available Now At Walrus.

Phone: + 44(0)20 7724 7224
Fax : + 44(0)20 7724 4347
Shop : 11 New Quebec Street
London VV1H 7RVV
Web : www.walrus.co.uk
Email : contactewalrus.co.uk

'Dieses ist nicht emn

We've just taken delivery

Dalek aus Deutschland?!'

of the latest Basis Audio

Of course not! This is

2500 Signature

the MBL 111RC

Turntable, as if there are

loudspeaker.

not enough turntables at

Here at the shop, we

Walrus already! No

have the even more

doubt some of you might

amazing looking full-

think it looks and sounds

range model, the MBL

just like another brand

111E Radialstrahler-

of fashionable turntable

Hybrid System 1
loudspeakers available

in acrylic these days!
Well, you'll be wrong.

for audition.

For an example, what

Also available for demo

look like 4 ordinary

too is MBL's top of the
range CD Player, the

aluminium legs turn out
to be very sophisticated,

MBL 1531.

user adjustable, oil-

'Wirklich wundervoll,

damped suspension

yah...!'

towers...
Remember when you
were taught never to
judge a person or an
object by its look? The
Horning Agathon
Ultimate is aclassic
example. The technology
involved with these
loudspeakers is so
complex that we decided

ri

1

Ile is anew brand

modern yet romantic is

out the Emille KI-240 is

what comes to mind

of the best sounding
valve- powered

when describing the

integrated amplifiers

driven line stage

available in the UK

preamplifier, the Melody

,one

with his Si Turntable
and Tonearm system.

Passive Magnetic

No doubt you'll also

Preamplifier has been

come across the

winning awards and

excellent reviews too.

accolades for the last

Wait till you see the

year or so. Walrus was

back of the loudspeaker;

one of the first dealers

looks nothing like the

in the UK to

back of your fridge...

demonstrate its virtu

sound of this new valve

today. We are sure you'll

The real Simon Yorke

The Music First Audio

Musically satisfying...

from Korea. As it turns

agree with us...

its best for you to read
about them on the web.

Pure Black 101D.
Emille KI-240
The new Shanling CD
Player, CDT- 500, is
visually so striking that
we thought it best for
you to come and see it
in the flesh. Meanwhile
we can show you what
the national flag of
China looks like!

AMPLIFIER TEST

The kW550's power . fmplif ier ectiorsin
very similar to the bridged and thermallycompensated output stage debated ri the

MUSICAL FIDELITY
KW550

kW750. These chunky SAP bipolar transistors
are not unlike very beefy versions of the Traitr

oir

(£4999)

devices first used by Kenwood in what val to
become aseries of success-fill amplifiers In this
instance, as the kW550 is less powerful than
the massive kW750, it's equipped with 12
rather than afull 20 of these output devices.
Sufficent, however, to sustain afull 50A of
clean current in my lab tests.

Sure enough, the cost of this earthmoving amplifier is just as likely

SOUND QUALITY

to have a seismic effect on the
sensibilities of your bank manager.
But while £ 4999 for an integrated

Inn

BUILD QUAUTY

amplifier is hardly beer- budget
stuff, there are no other integrated
or pre/power amps near this

EIMER

price offering a 700W- per- channel

VALUE FOR MONEY

output. Importantly, this awesome
power is delivered with a precision

IEEE

and subtlety that only comes
with supreme confidence. And it's
with a similar confidence that I
commend the kW550 to well-heeled
audiophiles across the land.

Lab report
frizzle, buzz and charge that raises

awonderful and true reflection

hairs across your neck in involuntary

of the recorded experience but

response.

it was also one of those, sadly all
too rare occasions, when

Frankly, Iwas transfixed

the capac.ty of B&W's

by the performance,
despite having heard
it numerous times
before in twochannel guise. The
announcement of
both baritone and
soprano soloists
would feel like
a splash of cold
water, snapping me
from the emotional
web spun by the

FOR:
The world's
beefiest
integrated
amp
AGAINST: Huge, hot and
equipped with aviciou
volume control

802 loudspeakers
was explored to
its limits. Was I
listening to the
speakers here,
or the amp or

loads you can squeeze 2200W and 2550W, respectively, equivalent
to clean bursts of current amounting to 50.5A for 10msec at less
than 1% distortion. Suffice it to say, the kW550 is certainly the
most powerful integrated amplifier I've ever measured and remains
more than capable of driving any loudspeaker load in commercial
existence. Furthermore, from awhisper to some 600W/8ohm.
distortion is typically less than 0.005% through bass and midrange
before rising to aperfectly acceptable 0.035% at 20kHz.

Hi-fi News lab specifications

universal front-

Power Output into 814ohm (< 1% THD)

695WI995W

Dynamic Power ( 20msec. 8I4t2ohm)

925WI1530W12200Wi2550W

end player?
Whatever the
answer, it was a
combination that

soar that bit higher than

strings and rich harmonium

beats its rated 630W/8ohm specification with afull 695W/8ohm
increasing to 925W under dynamic conditions. Into 4ohm it will
sustain agnat's whisker under 1kW with sufficient headroom for
1530W under dynamic (music-like) situations. Into 2and lohm

even my trusty

now seemed able to

massed chorus, horns,

So is the kW550 the world's beefiest integrated? Well, it certainly

that had populated every nook

ever before. And all thanks to the

and cranny of the room just

introduction of Musical Fidelity's

moments before. Not only was this

kVV550 integrated amplifier.

Output Impedance ( 20Hz-20kHz)

0.03-0.13ohm

Frequency Response ( 20Hz-100kHz)

-0.04cIB to -2.80dB

Input Sensitivity (for OdEIWIFull olp)

18mVI439mV

A-wtd SIN Ratio (for OcIBWIFull ofp)

80dBf117dB

Distortion ( OcIBIN, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.001-0.036%

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>76dB

Contact numbers
DISTRIBUTOR: Musical Fidelity Ltd TEL: 020 8900 2866
WEB: vvww.musicalfidelity.com

Review system breakdown
This separate power supply case is by far the
heavier of the pair. The two larger toroids
feed the independent OR power amplifiers
within the kW550 while the smaller
transformer (left) connects to the valve
preamplifier stage

SOURCES Denon DVD-AlXVA universal player
SPEAKERS B&W Nautilus 802
CABLES Townsend lsolda DCT interconnects and QED X-Tube 400

We listened to
KATE RUSBY
The Girl Who
Couldn't Fly

ANTONIO
FORCIONE
Touch Wood

Pure Records PRCD017

Naim CD069 (CD)

FAURE REQUIEM
Messe des Pècheurs
Harmonia Mum* (SACO)
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Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply,
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
www.teac.co.uk

by TEAC
TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from
ultra-dense materials

AMPLIFIER TEST

Karma
Chameleon
LIZARD WIZARD PMC g2000)

From naval warfare and the V2
rocket, the magnetic amplifier
waves its magic wand at the
high- end of specialist audio
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ANIPLIFIER TEST

Tested by Keith Howard

I

tisn't every day that an amplifier from an unfamiliar
source opens your eyes to atechnology of which
you were previously ignorant, but that's the case
here. The Lizard Wizard PMC amplifier hails from

Hungary and espouses what, certainly in audio circles,
is alittle-known avenue of electronics known as the
magnetic amplifier. The clue is in the name, as PMC
stands for ParaMagnetic Coil.
Originating in the US but refined by the Germans
during WW2 - who used it, among other applications,
in naval gun stabilisers and the V2 rocket - the
magnetic amplifier had abrief flowering in the 1950s
as apotential replacement for valve circuits in many
applications before it was swept under the carpet of
history by the takeover of the transistor.
The basic principle is simple enough: an inductor
is placed in series with the load and its impedance
modulated by the input signal, thereby varying the
output current in sympathy.
MAGNETIC PERSONALITY
Classically, this modulation of impedance is achieved by
using acontrol coil, which varies the saturation of the
inductor's core material. In practice, two inductors are
usually employed together with two rectifying diodes,
so that the circuit operates in push-pull. To work as an
audio amplifier amagnetic amplifier must also use an
ultrasonic ' carrier' frequency, not unlike the ultrasonic
bias applied in tape recording.
That, at least, is how aconventional magnetic
amplifier operates. But the Lizard Wizard differs in some
significant respects. The manufacturer describes it as
a 'virtual coil amplifier' which suggests that there is
no real inductor present, and it has been confirmed to
me that it does not use an internal carrier frequency.
According to the sparse technical outline, the circuit

With its slim profile, choice of
magenta, blue and gold textured paint
finishes, top-mounted connectors and
switches, the Lizard Wizard is both a
technical and visual novelty.'

comprises a ` National Semiconductor power op- amp
plus PMC device'. More than that, I'm unable to tell
you because no complete description of the circuit has
been released, the language barrier doesn't help, and
the fasteners which secure the amp's bottom plate are
designed to deter removal, although there were signs

that somebody had previously tried to gain entry.
So what's the point of reviving this old design
approach? Well, magnetic amplifiers are inherently
efficient, so there is little heat to dissipate. This in turn
means that large heatsinks are not required, which
saves on construction costs and allows the amplifier to
be compact. In addition, the Lizard Wizard exploits an

ABOVE:
Gold-plated
input phonos
and 4mm
speaker binding
posts for asingle
pair of speakers

external switch- mode power supply to shrink the amp
into apackage measuring just 35x160x230mrn ( hwd),
not including the switches and speaker terminals that
protrude from its top surface. A magnetic amplifier also
has no warm-up time, so the Lizard Wizard is claimed to
deliver its best from the moment it is powered up.
REFINEMENTS AND FOIBLES
Countering these benefits are various significant foibles.
First, magnetic amplifiers have areputation for narrow
bandwidth and high distortion, and despite its refined
design the Lizard Wizard retains some of these traits
as Paul Miller's tests show. My own measurements

LEFT: Lizard
Wizard supplies
an outboard
switch- mode
power supply,
but our tests
implicated it as a
source of RFI

confirm the Lizard Wizard's
high output impedance, so
the response at its output
terminals will be disrupted
by the frequency-dependent
impedance of the attached
loudspeakers. Iused both the
B&W 805S and Eclipse TD510 for
my listening, prompting the Lizard ('->
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Wizard to incur response irregularities of ± 6.3dB and
±5.0dB respectively from 20Hz to 20kHz, including the
HF droop. With aconventional voltage- source amplifier
you would expect frequency response ripples of only
fractions of adB.
To judge from the difficult-to-comprehend technical
justifications on Lizard Wizard's website, this high

o

output impedance is considered to be one of the
amplifier's attributes. Indeed, there is growing interest
in some circles in driving speakers with current-source
rather than voltage- source amplifiers, on the basis that

oOQ OO

o

this reduces specific, non-linear distortions. This is all
very well provided that the speaker is designed with
such ahigh source impedance in mind. In reality, most
loudspeakers are not. Hence the large linear distortions
(amplitude and phase response errors) that result when
using the Lizard Wizard with conventional speakers.

CALLING ALL CARS
There is also asignificant RFI ( Radio Frequency
Interference) problem with Lizard Wizard's
implementation, sufficient to produce loud buzzes
from aradio placed nearby and tuned to around 170,
230 or 285kHz. Worse, when placed near my stack
of Exposure XVIII Mono power amplifiers, the Lizard
Wizard clearly degraded their sound quality - aloss of
performance that initially caused some head scratching
until Iswitched the Lizard Wizard off and normality
was restored. This interference doesn't come from the
amplifier itself but from the switching power supply,
which clearly must be placed as far away from other
system components as possible. It's amoot point
whether alinear supply might be abetter option.
With its slim profile, choice of magenta, blue and
gold textured paint finishes, top- mounted connectors

0

C)

and switches, the Lizard Wizard is both atechnical and
visual novelty. One online show reporter was sufficiently
BELOW AND RIGHT: On top of the amp toggle switches
select between the two inputs and stereo/mono
operation. None of the sockets are labelled...
confused to describe the amplifier case as being made
from MDF: actually it comprises amilled aluminium core
with sheet aluminium closing panels top and bottom.
Two pairs of line inputs are provided, although these
can be switched so that the second pair carries the
input signal from the first pair, for monitoring purposes.
Athird toggle switch enables the user to choose
between stereo and mono operation.
Only asingle pair of output binding posts is supplied
per channel, so bi-wiring is not readily achievable if
your speaker cable terminations are 4mm plugs. The
volume control knob, which nestles in the top- plate
cut-out alongside the switches, is finished in the same
textured paint as the top and bottom plates, and carries
no datum line to indicate its setting. Likewise, there
is no labelling for any of the connectors or switches.
Instead you are obliged to refer to aprinted sheet to
check output channel allocations and switch functions.
At least the name ' Lizard Wizard' is milled into the top
plate in large letters.

SOUND QUALITY
Ibegan my listening using B&W 805S loudspeakers
which, when driven with aconventional, low output
impedance power amplifier of good character, are a
product Ihave thoroughly enjoyed over many hundreds
of hours. With the Lizard Wizard in tow, things were
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Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005 " Golden Ear Award"
* 2005" Editor's Choice

The Absolute Sound

Award"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES" Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
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Stereo Sound
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Dr. Joseph D'Appolito
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LIZARD
WIZARD PMC

(£ 2000)

- •

SPEC/FEATURES
Two grand ought to buy you alot of
amplifier today but the Lizard Wizard
PMC disappoints, its outboard

II 1
SOUND QUALITY

switch- mode power supply emitting
enough RF interference to degrade
BUILD QUALITY

the performance of some other
system components. On the test
bench it offers apoor performance
that carries over to the listening
room. Its high output impedance and
limited HF bandwidth mean that,

VALUE FOR MONEY
MI

with the vast majority of speakers, it
will sound notably coloured.

Hill neWS
OVERALL RATING

not so magical. The headline story
of this amplifier really is contained

the Eclipse TD510 last month
will know that while this is not

in its frequency response and

my favourite small loudspeaker,

output impedance behaviour, which
combine to compromise if not

its single driver and rising load
impedance at high frequencies

condemn its performance into most

might actually benefit from the

loudspeakers.
Far from being the asset Lizard

frequency response irregularities
imposed by the Lizard Wizard's

Wizard claims it to be, the high

high output impedance. But the

output impedance imposes response
aberrations that will vary from

response Imeasured at its output
terminals into the TD150
dispelled that hope,

speaker to speaker and, in
other than exceptional
circumstances,
always be
significantly large.
Together with
the premature
treble roll- off,
these make for a
coloured sound,
which harks back,
unflatteringly, to a
bygone era.

and in the event the

FOR:
Eye-catching,
compact and
technically
unusual
AGAINST: Large response
errors with the majority
of speakers

In the case of the
805S, the outcome was
entirely predictable from the
frequency response: an upper- midforward presentation, lacking in
treble air and sparkle and with some
upper- bass emphasis.

HARD CLIMAXES
The sound also hardened on
musical climaxes, although whether

amplifier did it few
favours. Although
the sound was a
little weightier
because of
an upper
bass lift, the
TD150's lack of

extreme treble
was exacerbated,
robbing the sound

of the leading edge
definition that Eclipse

Lab report
By any stretch of the imagination, the PMC is an unusual amplifier.
Iwas unable to drag the Wizard's rated power output from its
reluctant coils, which stubbornly refused to exceed 24W/8ohm and
38W/4ohm under either continuous or dynamic conditions. From
1-20W/8ohm, distortion is rigidly consistent although the exact
value varies with frequency. So THD at lkHz remains fixed at 0.3%
from 1-20W just as it's pinned to 0.1% at 100Hz and 0.38% at 5kHz.
The amplifier's output impedance is equally frequency-dependent,
reaching amaximum of 7ohm from 200Hz-1kHz and aminimum of
0.8ohm at 100kHz. This influences the system response in line with
the impedance trend of the attached speaker through mid and treble
frequencies, although the amp itself has adeclining HF trend (-7dB
at 20kHz/8ohm). About the only thing that's average' about the PMC
is its A-wtd SIN ratio, which amounts to 84dB. Otherwise, the PMC is
acuriosity (see report on www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech).

Hi-fi News lab specifications
Power Output into 8/4ohm (< 1%THD)

24W/38W

Dynamic Power ( 20msec, 814/ 2ohm)

24W/38W/38W

Output Impedance ( 20Hz-20kHz)

1.3-7.0ohm

Frequency Response ( 20Hz-100kHz)

+0.0dB to - 13.9dB

Input Sensitivity ( for OdBW)

240mV

A-wtd 5/N Ratio

(
for OdBW)

84dB

Distortion ( OdBW, 20Hz-20kHz)

0.1-0.38%

Stereo separation ( 20Hz-20kHz)

>52dB

Contact numbers
DISTRIBUTOR: Lizard Wizard Audio TEL: +36 1385 2641

coarsening on climaxes.
In theory, this is precisely the
type of loudspeaker that should

WEB: www.lizardwizardaudio.com

work best with acurrent-source
(or, rather, quasi current-source)
amplifier, but the amplifier's highfrequency roll-off scuppered all
prospect of afavourable outcome.
Setting aside its technical

leg frequency response or to the

novelty and its compactness, there

intrusion of non-linear distortion I

is little positive Ican say about this

couldn't say. On some programme,

amplifier. Unless you use it with

particularly small-scale works with

aloudspeaker having impedance
and frequency response

were less obvious, but with wide
bandwidth recordings the result was

characteristics idiosyncratic

so coloured that Icouldn't bear to

response, I'm afraid that in a21st
Century context the Lizard Wizard
barely rates as high fidelity. (1,

listen to it for long.
Readers who saw my review of

20

designs strive to retain while

this was due solely to the dog-

limited treble content, these failings

10

enough to impart atlat-ish overall
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Review system breakdown
SOURCES: Townshend TA565 universal player
SPEAKERS: 138.W 805S, Eclipse TD510
CABLES: Townshend and Chord Company Chameleon Silver Plus
interconnects, Townshend Speaker cable

We listened to
SINATRA AT THE
SANDS
Frank Sinatra and
the Count Basie
Orchestra
Reprise 8122 73777-9
(DMA)

RACHMANINOV
SYMPHONIC DANCES
Donald Johanos, Dallas
Symphony Orchestra
Classic Records DAD1004
(OVO1/)

BEETHOVEN
DIABELLI
VARIATIONS
Robert Silverman
Stereophile STPH017-2

angelsounc
specialists in two- channel

Cain & Cain

Modwright

What's special:

What's special:

hi-fi

Beautiful furniture
that reproduces
music as well as
the finest speakers
available.

Atruly exemplary
performer for all types
of music. Designed for
the music lover who
does not believe in
compromise.

Channel
Islands

Almarro

What's special:

Small footprint huge performance.
Ingenious design
and performance to
match!

ide

What's special:

Affordable valve
amplifiers and
speakers that are
simply breathtaking!

Pure Power

Acousic Zen

What's special:

What's special:

Reference Grade AC
Regeneration with
Battery Backup.
Exceptionally good!

Small footprint - huge
performance. Ingenioty
design and performance
to match!

‘‘ Such is the acoustical and aesthetic splendor of Acoustic Zen
audio designer Robert Lee's finest achievement - aloudspeaker
design for the rest of us. His Acoustic Zen Adagios, by any
measuring stick you care to reference, rank among the finest price/
performance offerings in contemporary high end audio. Period. /,
Chip Stern
6 moons August 2006

Angelsound offers a bespoke personal service
that is individually tailored to your living space

01923 352 479

and jLst as importantly - to you.

info©angelsoundaudio.co.uk

To find out more contact us.

www.angelsoundaudio.co. uk

weiss

true perfection

AUCI i0 Acoustics

The, way to- play vtínyl.

www.audioacoustics.co.uk
Audio Acoustics has appointed 4 centres
to carry the Audio Acoustics/Wavac

Model 10A

brands. The first two opened, offer the
finest audio products combined with
a professional and complete service.
If that wasn't enough, check out the
unrepeatable centre's opening offers.
Trinkets galore you did not need! Your
belated xmas present from us awaits

Model 20/2

-for once we give you genuine savings
on the finest audio products YOU
WANT instead of clearance Bargains!
Everywhere you look. What are you
waiting for? Give you're nearest centre a
call, today.
London & Home counties:

Audio Acoustics

t441 ,J

Tel: +44 (0)1753 842 173
Mob: +44(0)7968388118

Model 20/1

The South & Home counties:

Sounds Of Music
Tel: + 44 (0)1435 865 212
Fundamental K-2
£43999
Centre Open price
£11999.

Model 30/2

Sapphire TiC
e8-11999
Unrepeatable
Opening offer £22450.

Weiss the Worlds Finest Swiss engineered
Jason Transport and Legendry Medea 24/192
Digital to Analogue converter - Come and be
amazed! Digital does not get better than this
today! Introduction Combination
£24498 Offer £ 15999.

Series M2

MD 805
Mono Blocks With Passive Pots
55W Single Ended! £16500
Centre price £ 14999

Series 300

HE 805
45W SET!
Sensational Perfection!
Absolute Joy! £42500.
Centre Opening Price £ 38000.
Resonance cable system
1m interconnect £11-99. £ 999.
1.2m Silver Mains £2999. £2399.
2.5m Bi wired set ££999. £2399.

or details of this superb range:

SME LTD • STEYNING • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 814321

fax: + 44 ( 0)1 903 814269

email sales@sme.ltd.uk or visit our website www.smeltd.uk

HE-833 1.3'S
MONO BLOCKS
150W Single Ended!
£64950

PR-T1
3Box Reference
Line Pre- Amp
£28300

Wow
Resonance Cable

Buy the PR-T1 and HE-833 together and receive an 0.85m " Wow
Resonance Cable" absolutely FREE ( worth astaggering £ 6'000.00!).

Music

Album
norm in
OFTHE 11111

MOZART

CLASSICAL

Violin Concertos; Symphony 39
Salzburg Camerata/Leonidas Kavakos.
Sony Classical 82876 842412

Leonidas Kavakos came to the
attention of collectors when

GERI ALLEN

BIS recorded him in the original

Timeless Portraits And Dreams

version of the Sibelius Concerto.

Marc CD- 83645 (inc bonus disc of 3m 52s)

He's recorded here in Athens
concert performances of the five
Mozart violin concertos which
reflect his silken fiddle playing,
pure intonation and sense of
style; the sensible cadenzas are
his own too. In addition there's a
robust account of the symphony,
Bruno Walter-ish in its warmth
and energy. A good augur, then,
for Kavakos's artistic directorship
of this Salzburg group, to run
from 2007. CB

u.

11

Pianist Allen offers calm,
measured and beautiful trio
music ( Ron Carter, Jimmy
Cobb) with contributions
from Wallace Roney, Donald
Walden and Carmen Lundy.
You also hear the Atlanta
Jazz Chorus and operatic
tenor George Shirley in ' I
Have A Dream' and ' Lift
Every Voice'. Timeless and
quietly inspiring. SH
al In MI• [
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CLASSICAL

MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE

PUCCINI

Tosca

The Black Parade

Caballé, Carreras. Wixell, ROH and Chorus/
So.Colin Davis, Pentatone PTC 5186 147

Reprise 9362-44427.2

Erik Smith's 1976 Watford
Town Hall production for
Philips remastered for

If you can cope with Gerard
Way's bleak and despairing

SACD from the original
quadraphonic tapes. The

up Iwant to be nothing at

Act 3dawn- break bells
have almost tangible
instrumental placement.
Fine orchestral playing and

world view ('When Igrow

Saarbrücken RSO/Stanislaw Skrowaczewski.
Oehms OC 523

All the plaudits have gone
Even Jacques Loussier's
first ' Play Bach' record of
1959 was pre- dated by the

to Haitink's LSO cycle
(safe but unrevealing). But
Skrowaczewski's is the
series collectors should go
for. Toscanini like tempi;

classical-crossover of the
Modern Jazz Quartet. It's

other high octane band
on the planet. Endlessly

Barron's CIQ espoused in

Klempererlike textures.
All that's missing is the

2002, doing Tchaikovsky
and Rachmaninov as well as

luxuriant sound of agreat
orchestra. Skrowaczewski's

Bach. Looser than Loussier,
mellow and listenable.

th .nking should suffice.

herself isn't that credible,

emotional, tuneful speedy

after Callas or Price. CB

rock. Play louder. ./B

▪
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Play Bach

BEETHOVEN

Symphonies 5and 6

all'), this is another fabulous
demonstration of why MCR
are streets ahead of every

inventive, overwhelmingly

U•• RECORDING

JAll

Kind of Blue K0810012

the men sing well, but Tosca

▪
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the MJQ heritage that Kenny

.11L
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Budget price too. CB
Li RECORDING
Baal BM PERFORMANCE
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LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

Wilson Beniesch

0011
Quad

Chord

searching

If you don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take a trip to New
Malden in Surrey

LOOK at our website
LISTEI

in our demo rooms

For 30 years or more we've
been stocking, demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

www.unilet.net

35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 8942 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

MUSIC REVIEW

NUN NN AL DIMEOLA
Blue Rose

MAHLER

DAMIEN RICE

Consequence of Chaos

9

Symphony 2 ' Resurrection'

Telarc CD- 83649 and SACD-63649

1564640422 14th Floor

Budapest Festival Orchestra/Ivan Fischer.
Channel Classics CCS SA 23506

Rejecting the orthodoxy of
Klemperer and Walter, or
the analysis of the recent

Cclumbia/Pure Pleasure CL872

1809 vinyl

A Return To His Solid- body

Rice continues to peddle

Remastered for vinyl, the
classic album from 1956,

Electric Guitar, but more
varied than this suggests

though without the two
extra tracks that are

-there's even areflective
acoustic duet wi:h Chick

low-key confessional
heartache songs that
perfectly suit his slightly

included in current CDs.

Corea on piano - as the
king of Latin-tinged fusion

Cooney blends perfectly
with the Ellington orchestra,
putting over keystones of
the Ellington/Strayhorn
repertoire as if it they'd
been written for her. SH
11. MI

stretches out with his usual
fabulous technique, always
creative, never flashy. Mixed
with flair, the multichannel
SACD is overwhelming. 51-1
In U

... RECORDING

BRIM PERFORMANCE

al U

U

uncertain, affectingly
cracked and stumbling
voice. It worked on his
debut and, if you liked that,
you'll love this. Gorgeous
string arrangements and
lovely vocal counterpoints
from Lisa Hannigan. IB

texture and dramatic
tension - afreedom which
Mahler perhaps exercised in
his own conducting. Birgit
Remmert brings an ethereal
quality to ' Urlicht'; soprano
Lisa Milne blends well. CB
RECORDING

El El RECORDING

RECORDING

Ill 11. El PERFORMANCE

Boulez/DG, Ivan Fischer
takes liberties with both

al.11

• al PERFORMANCE

•
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JAZZ

JIM HALL

KYLE EASTWOCD

Ch/Pare Pleasure CTI PPAN 6060

Candid CCD 79845

Concierto
21P set

Now

War &
THE
Songbird

180g vinyl

ACT 9016-2

9858353 Lost Highway

After adecade of success,

With astellar line-up of

Though encumbered

Paul Desmond, Chet Baker,

with afamous dad, Kyle

It's astandard ploy, reviving

Ron Carter, Steve Gadd
and Roland Hanna, master-

really can play bass guitar.
He's surrounded by great

some crumbling baroque
old master by pairing him

guitarist Hall's take or

musicians on catchy- groovy
numbers that include three

with sparky young musicians

by Jamie's brother Ben

is faultless. Willie remains

Cullum. Atouch of Bee

the master of throwaway

Gees, abit of Miles, aghost
of aJobirn tune, all superbly
crafted and easy on the ear.

WYHIWYG vocals, like a
crusty cowboy Perry Como,

One to hear. SH

back him with style. JB

Rodrigo's Concierto de
Aranjuez occupies awhole LP
side. You also get the extra
tunes and alternate takes
omitted from the original
1975 issue (though included
on Mo- Fi ' sSACD). Shi
•
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EST

Tuesday Wonderland

but, in this case, the blend

and Ryan Adam's Cardinals

the Esbjorn Svensson
Trio's sound has become a
genre. Svensson's acoustic
piano suddenly gives way
to grungy explosions from
Dan Berglund's guitar- like
bass. Piano figures build
momentum and intensity,
ultimately all feeding into
one urgent pulse. This is
jazz for rock listeners. SH

1111
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ENGLISH LANDSCAPES
Halle Orchestra and Choir/
Mark Elder,

NILS LANDGREN

DANIEL RACHEL

BRAHMS

Christmas With My Friends

ATaste of Money

Piano works — Opp.116-119

ACT CD 9454-2. ACTDVD9901 9

DR00 ,09

Elisabeth Leonskaia. MDG 343 1349-2

You just want to hug this
guy. Isuspect he'd have

others. Vaughan Williams's

Want to wish upon astar,
have yourself amerry little
Christmas? Try this, corny

Richter) can sound severe,
but she understands

First Norfolk Rhapsody and

but classy, beautifully

written these timelessly
sturdy rockin' folksy songs
if he'd lived in the 16th

that Brahms's melodies
are essentially vocal in

Dust Records

Leonskaja ( like her mentor

Halle CD HLL 7512

A mixture of short pieces
by Delius, Elgar, Finzi and

Lark Ascending, flawlessly

recorded in aStockholm

played by Lyn Fletcher,
and Ireland's The Hills all

church. With trombonist
Landgren's elegantly-

merit our ' five' rating. Bax's
Tintagel, though, yields to

plaintive vocals you'll hear
Viktoria Tolstoy and see

the Handley/Chandos - both
were produced at BBC Studio
7 Manchester. CB

them on the DVD. Both end
of, course, with ' Stille Nacht,
Heilige Nacht.' SH

unman

•
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HAZELTINE-MRAZ TRIO

Manhattan

CheskySACD310. multichannel SACO

•

••• RECORDING

III al

century. The language,
the instruments and the
cultural signifiers would be

sounding 1901 Steinway D
helps the confiding intimacy

different but Rachel deals in
eternal truths, written with

and occasionally regretful
nature of these late pieces.

wit, insight, passion and

The acoustic itself is quite

compassion. Brilliant! JB

generously reverberant. CB

linnimn
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Stronger Things
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JOHN PIZZARELLI
Dear Mr Sinatra

Telarc CO 83638

7230030 Universal

RENAL

DUSK AND SUMMER
VRUK036CD Vagrant

Hazeltine's light-fingered
piano style can sound almost
flippant at first, but with the
near- legendary George Mraz

character. Her use of a
perfectly tuned, mellow-

Like father Bucky, John is a
Brickell never hit it big here

fabulous guitarist, but he's
also apoll-winning vocalist.
Here he fronts the slick,

on bass the trio soon swings

because Ex-Spice Emma
Bunton's lacklustre cover
of her glorious American

swinging Clayton- Hamilton

engagingly. The multichannel

and it's hard to imagine

hit 'What IAm' stole her

Jazz Orchestra on songs

that Christopher Carrabba,
the heart and soul of this
Florida- based emo outfit,

SACD sound would be great,

thunder. It's not too late to

Sinatra once sang. He puts

except that the strangelymiked drum sound does much

make amends because this

less than justice to the fine
playing of Billy Drummond.

in the art of contemporary
songwriting is asparkling,
unalloyed delight. .
113

them over lovingly, making
the most of acolourless
voice with charm and sheer

Enjoyable. SH

• 1111
•
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musicianship, and the sound
is simply superb. SH

•

•
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Dashboard's fifth album
kicks off with the huge,
soaring, epic ' Don't Wait',

can top it. He does, several
times, in different ways, all
of them big and hooky.
U2 - beware. ./B
MU Ma
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shadow audio

The finest selection of HiFi Product
1!.e _
"Inn rnnf•
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus,
Audio Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black
Rhodium, Blue Note, Br-yston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, OK
Design, EARNoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf,
Hovland, Hyperion, IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley,
Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh, Micromega, Musical Fidelity,
Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs,
Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a, Resolution, Roksan,
Shanhng, Soundstyle, Steil°, TacT Audio, Triangle, Trichord,
Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, VVhest, Wilson
Benesch, Vertex AQVPI and many more.

20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
e. info@shadowaudio.co.uk
w. www.shadowaudio.co.uk

t. 01592 744 779
f. 01592 744 710
'subject to conditions

0

free intercnt
cable*

delivery. Mon - Fri*

•

e

free speaker
cable'

here are just afew and in no particular order

Eastern Electric
Mi -imax Valve CD Player
(Hi-RWorld Award Winner)

Manley Labs
Stingray Valve I
rotegrated Amp
(Exceptional value for money)

JungSon
JA-1/JA-99c Pre/Power Combo
(Hi Fi World Award Winner)
ini..0.1••••••••••••••••••••••

Bel Canto

McIntosh

e.One REF100C Monoblock
(Our advice to you - buy aset!)

MCD201
,CD/SACD Player with volume)

e

JAS Audio

Clearaudio

Orsa Speakers
('-i›Fi+ Award Winner)

Ambient Turntable
(A musical gem)

•
Musical Fidelity
kW550 Integrated Amp
(MF does it again - stunning!)

discover
what's hot

save
Musical Fidelity

ART Loudspeakers

DK Design

X-Series
(MF has that true X-Factor!)

Emotion Monitor
(New to the Emotion family'

VS- 1Reference Integrated
(A true reference among amplifiers

join

find

learn

used bargains
At Shadow Audio we think good web sites
allow you to access information with relative
ease. Good is ok but we wanted more than that
and we wanted asite that was fun to visit.
We have worked very hard to make our web
site that little bit extra special and visitor
feedback has been excellent.

Hyperion
HVVS-733 Loudspeaker
(The Hyperion 938 fora small room)

IsoTek
Sigmas
(Take your system tp the next

QinPu
A-8000 Mk II Integrated Amp
(A Hot Seller)!!!)

In the coming months you will be able
to enjoy many new additions to the
site- watch this space!
Happy Brows'

Merry Christmas!

Music First Audio is proud to announce
new UK distribution for our products...

AudioCraft
01895 253340

AudioCraft Distribution Ltd
18 Hillingdon Road, Uxbridge, UB10 OAD, England
www.aucho-craft.co.uk
Fax + 44 ( 0)1895 238238

Avialable and in stock at these fine retailers:
Bucks

Sussex

London

Midlands

Noteworthy Audio 01296 422224

Walrus Systems 0207 724 7224

Brighton Hi Fi Exchange 01580 878 1C
Midland Audio Xchange 01562 731100

Lincs

Ireland

AudioLincs 01476 59109

Kronos Hi Fi 02887 753606

Suffolk

Kent

The Emporium 01379 870873
Somerset

Progressive Audio 01634 389 004

Alternative Audio 01984 624242

More to be added soon...

www.mfaudio.co.uk: : 01424 439315: : Putting Music First
(1)
PF0 Writers Choice
Award 2005

9—

P
lI
EEST

AMPLIFIER

WINNER

music first audio

BARRY FOX

o

Take care
with that
amplifier...

Too late to educate?

At apreview for the 2007 CEA it was recognised
that many music lovers have never heard good
sound. Is it too late to win over ageneration of
potential audiophiles, wonders Michael Fremer

[Michael
Fremer

4

rii

Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

he Consumer Electronics
Association ( CEA) held its annual
Press Preview in early November,

and as usual, sniggering
journalists were overheard remarking,

These days big concerts
need amplification, but with
the sounds of live musical
instruments being heard less
and less, there is no longer
any yardstick for audio
quality, says Barry Fox

Preview day Icoincidentally ran into him

[Barry Fox

at Sony's 54th Street Studios, where I'd
gone to audition for aslot on aHigh
Definition cable TV show called Geared

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

Up. '
Ileft Sunday evening with 15
records!' awide-eyed Irwin told me.
Later that afternoon at the Press
Preview the assembled were treated
to bar graphs and pie charts detailing
CEA-sponsored consumer spending
research forecasting more spending this
year versus last. Left unreported was the
accuracy of last year's predictions.
There was some good news for

N

ot only are we breeding anew
generation that judges sound
quality by agold standard

of 128kbis compression, we
are breeding ageneration which has

'What are they going to announce? A

audiophiles. CEA has finally woken up
to the pitiful neglect of sound in the

Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas

consumer electronics equation. CEA

instrument. There is no longer any

the first week in January? We know that!'
Once aluxurious social affair held

President Gary Shapiro announced: ' 56%
of potential buyers say they've never
heard what they'd consider to be quality

yardstick for audio quality.
Any concert needs amplification if
there are to be enough paying customers

audio. As portable digital audio has
taken off, we've seen consumers rush to

to pay the performers. Years ago, Benny
Goodman played with asmall group at a

build massive libraries of MP3 and other
low- resolution audio files. That may
offer convenience, but the quality of the

British open-air music festival and refused
to allow full-blown amplification. Even in

audio experience is greatly diminished.'
The recognition probably comes

him. Even big bands playing in small rooms
now over- amplify. It takes alot of clean

too late to resurrect SACD and/or DVD
Audio. But ' The Great Audio Experience'

watts to add volume without distortion.
Often the sound system is only adding a

atop 30 Rockefeller Plaza, the annual
Press Preview has degenerated into a
travelling circus, pitching its figurative
tent in less than elegant digs in order to
accommodate agadgetry side show.

NEW TRACK RECORD
This year it was held in the Metropolitan
Pavilion, an all-purpose venue off 6th
avenue. After CEA evacuated the premises,
aChocolate Show moved in. Ironically, I'd

never heard the sound of alive musical

the first few rows we could barely hear

(www.greataudio.com), CEA's new

rough edge to the live sound.

been there afew days earlier at the WFMU

campaign to educate consumers on the

record convention, one of the world's

virtues of good sound and to encourage

A recent concert of big band music
by the RAF Squadronaires in the Queen ,-

great vinyl shows.

them to visit specialty audio retailers to

Record fair attendance this year set
new, er, records. It was packed all three

get ademonstration, can't hurt.0)

days, according to Sundazed Records' Bob
Irwin. ' Icame with thousands of records,'

BELOW: CEA advertises its campaign to

Irwin told me, when, earlier on CEA Press

get music lovers to hear great sound

11
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ABOVE: Charlotte Church sings ' unplugged'
backed by aheavily amplified rock band
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ON THOMPSON

Hi-def and
the UK, 2007
LEFT: Engineer
John ' Klondike'

As sales of next- generation
DVD players in the USA trail
numbers predicted, will UK
consumers fail to get excited
too, asks Jon Thompson

Koehler - the
key to good live

[Jon ThompsonL

sound is delay
Elizabeth Hall was so over- blown by the

that fire into the audience from around

rock sound engineer that the only answer

the stage are assisted by smaller

was to get up and go.

stacks spread around the audience like

The idea of ' unplugged' concerts was
conceived to let competent musicians

surround-sound speakers. The assistance
sound is electrically delayed so that it

display their talents by performing

arrives at listeners' ears in exact sync

without amplification. Even that concept

with the sound that is coming through

has now been devalued.

air from the stage. That way the sound

Telecoms giant Orange invited me to
an ' exclusive live and unplugged concert'

and stereo image is assisted without the
need to pump huge levels from the front.
At the Pizzarelli

by Charlotte Church,
the classical diva who
embraced pop and rock.
It should have been a
great opportunity to hear
her voice, live in asmall
room. She was backed by
avery heavily amplified
four- piece band of guitar,
bass guitar, drum kit
fit for an octopus and
electric piano; and to be
heard she had to sing
close into amicrophone,
which added horrid

'To be heard
Charlotte
Church had to
sing close into
amicrophone,
which added
horrid
distortion'

distortion. The next day Igot an email

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company ' The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

concert the top front

-\AT

ith predicted sales of some
600,000 units, amere
275,000 next- generation
DVD players were sold in

the US, prompting speculation that both

speakers were beaming

HD-DVD and Blu-ray will fail to ignite the

tightly focused sound

UK public in 2007. Acceptance will not

into the bleachers, far

be helped if Blu-ray implements aregional

away from the stage,

coding system. Multi- region discs and

while the lower stacks

hardware should not be seen as acrime,

were more loosely

provided the software is genuine and the

focused into the nearer

studio has been paid.

audience. The same
sound mix was fed

COMPUTERS PLAY CATCH-UP

to 12 separate zones

On amore positive note. Blu-ray is now

down the two sides of

using VC1 and H.264 encoding on some

audience, with different

titles but there's still variation in the

delays to all 12 zones.

All this has to be mapped during

hardware. Pioneer's latest player knocks
the spots off Samsung's Blu-ray, regardless
of its settings. The next generation

from the event sponsors boasting that

the system setup, with frequency

'last night, Charlotte Church performed an

equalisation dependent on air

HD-DVD from Toshiba looks good,

exclusive unplugged set'.

temperature and humidity.

supporting 1080/24p via its HDMI

SECRET OF GOOD SOUND

air is cool and damp,' explains Koehler. ` If

be catching up with HDCP, with new

But all is not lost. At the New Orleans Jazz

you set the levels and HF EQ during ahot

graphics cards supporting the decode on

festival 10 years ago Iwas thrilled to hear

dry day it will be completely different

an internal CPU before

subtly amplified sound on some of the

in the evening. Ican always tell when

sending it out via an

open air stages. At the Newport Rhode

the air has hit dew point during alate

HDMI port. HDMI

Island Jazz Festival in 2006 Iheard equally

concert. My mobile starts ringing from

good sound.

people around town telling me too much

'Sound travels much further when the

When John Pizzareili's Big Band played
asalute to Sinatra, the sound of his father
Bucky Pizzarelli's acoustic rhythm guitar
cut through the wall of brass and saxes
like apulsing knife. All round the huge
arena the stereo image was as firm as a
studio recording.
Behind the scenes Ifound John
'Klondike' Koehler, the same sound
engineer Ihad found behind the sound
at New Orleans 10 years ago. What's the
secret, Iasked.
Apart from the obvious, amplifiers that
have enough headroom to handle any
peaks without clipping, the key ingredient
is delay. The main stereo speaker stacks
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of our music is escaping'. J'

v1.3 connection. Computers seem to

In praise of old CD players

Do CD players of today really sound substantially better
than models that appeared some 15 years ago? Paul Miller
suggests not, and reckons it all boils down to silicon

[Paul Miller]
Technician, and writer on
all things audio for over
20 years, Paul Miller is
inventor of the QC Suite
Testing Station, used by
hi-fi and AV manufacturers
worldwide

monitors are few and far between at
the moment, but many more will arrive
throughout 2007.
The new 79xx range of Nvidia CPUs

BELOW: Rotel's RA- 06 amp
and RCD-06 CD player push
sound ahead of technology

fully supports both HD-DVD and Blu-ray,
as does its PureHD software player.
Perhaps this will kickstart the install base
of next-generation DVD, as Creative's
Encore system did for DVD.
Finally, you might remember the
Oscar and BAFTA screw- up caused by
Region 1-coded DVDs being sent out
to Academy members in the UK for use
on Cinea Region 2 DVD players. Mr.
Spielberg was an obvious casualty of
this lash-up. Anyway, Cinea ( aDolbyowned company) has come up with
another daft way of encrypting DVDs.
Its latest attempt at secure playback
employs adongle, called the SV510
secure video key, for PC- based software
players. It works with Windows Media 9
and above, and offers compatibility with
many other PC and Mac- based utilities.
The USB dongle intercepts the video
stream, decoding and sending it back
out so you can watch the movie.
Universal refuses to support Cinea
as it doesn't recognise any benefits to

C

If you will grant me the discretion to

onducting our group test
of amplifier/CD player

sidestep the evolution of analogue PWM

combinations last month

amplifiers, technology has not otherwise

brought aflood of memories

had the impact on amplifier design that
it has in DVD or even CD replay in the last

security and, perhaps more importantly,

from years past where Iwould regularly

does not want to pay extra cost of

oversee blind listening and lab tests of

10 years. So, atop-flight amp from 1995

mastering Cinea discs. Warners is also

stereo components. Ieven ended up

(or even 1985) would still stand and be

reluctant to support the Cinea format.
Perhaps they'll just continue to send
out Region 1discs. It's the ultimate in

calling upon the services, principally the

counted today. Which is why designs like

security for use on aRegion 2 player... 0.)

back into a role we had

Rotel's RA-06, whose

ears, of the same industry
professionals who settled
become accustomed to in
previous decades.
Apart from the
pleasingly clear
distinction between the
three brands, we were
also given to wonder
whether this spread of
results was necessarily
any different from that we
had experienced five, 10
or even 15 years ago.

`CD players
manufactured
today are
wrestling
with aDVD
mechanism
of some
description'

legacy can be traced back
even further, are capable
of punching way above
the margin of ostensibly
more modern designs.
By contrast, there's
some evidence to suggest
that today's CD players
might even be knocked
off their perches by the
best from yesteryear.
Why? Quite simply
because most are
wrestling with a DVD

mechanism of some description, along

SHARPER FOCUS

with silicon optimized for 48kHz, 96kHz

The best in the test was inspiring to

and 192kHz digital sources.

hear, the others less so. Listening to the

It's one reason why we are seeing so

amplifiers and CD players in isolation

many CD players boasting ' upsampling'

brought things into sharper focus, for it

rather than oversampling. Not because it's

was the amplifiers that sounded closer to

necessarily asmart idea, but because it's a

those of yesteryear, not the CD players.

route from CD's 44.1 kHz 16- bit data (
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ANDREW HARRISON

Digital rights vs
digital wrongs

up to the DACs preferred 192kHz/24-bit
operation. Synchronous upsampling or

Where do you draw the line when
it comes to music piracy? Well, if
you live in the UK, even making a
copy of abought CD is ' wrong', as
Andrew Harrison explains

oversampling from 48kHz to 96kHz or
192kHz is relatively straightforward, but

[Andrew
Harrison]

the non- integer- multiplication faced by
asynchronous conversion of 44.1kHz
to 96kHz or 192kHz is something of a

Andrew Harrison or
'Harry', as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998.
Now Deputy Editor, he
loves all audio from
iPods to classic vinyl

mathematical headache.

LAUGHED OUT OF THE LAB
Naturally, the higher sample- rate allows
a lower-order analogue filter to be
employed, which in turn, offers the
potential of improved sound quality.
But in the days when Crystal, BurrBrown and Philips all optimized their
DACs for 44.1kHz (or multiples thereof),
any thought of applying asynchronous
upsampling would have been laughed
out of the lab.

p

ut your hand up if you regard the
antics of the ' internet pirates'

who share music online as
something dastardly, despicable.

or at least alittle bit dishonourable. Or
maybe you think the copying of amusic
CD onto ablank CD- R, in order to lend

In many cases the added complexity
entertained by upsampling might

to afriend, is too cheeky, since everyone
ought to buy abrand new copy each time
in order to avoid accusations of copyright

outweigh the subjective advantage of a

theft? But then again, you're thinking,

simpler analogue output stage.

it's not aproblem if you make aback-up
copy of afavourite CD for yourself to play

and manipulation of digital data

If you ever get the chance to
compare some of today's elaborate
upsampling CD players with atruly
CD-centric box like Sony's CDP-715 or

in the car, to save your latest find from
getting scratched or lost. And of course,

country. And the runaway success of the
iPod and MP3 players in general would
indicate that there can't be aproblem
with moving music you've bought on disc
into the portable domain.
It's because we have this unenforcable
copyright law situation in this country that
many individuals feel more vindicated
in overlooking all similar restrictions,
which may explain the proliferation of file
sharing activities online and the exchange
of copied CD albums between friends.

PRESERVING OUR HERITAGE
So it is with some relief that the Institute
for Public Policy Research ( IPPR), athink
tank with the ear of government, has
recognised the issues at stake and made
recommendations that work in favour of
the consumer. The BBC has the report
online at httpl Inews.bbc.co.ukl 1/
shared' bsp/ hiIpdfsl 30 10_06_public.
pdf and the news here is that the IPPR has
recognised the demonstrable problems
of digital rights management ( DRM),
and pointed to the decrimrnalisation of
those who daily break UK copyright law
by transferring their music onto music

an inaugural PDM bitstream model

if you prefer to play music on the move
from an iPod or similar MP3 player, you'll

like Rotel's RCD-965BX or the Philips

be copying music from the CD into the

CD850, you'll discover that many of the

portable player; but that's not an issue
since it's adisc you bought yourself and
the content is not leaving your possession.
Well actually, no - what all these

tied down by commercial interests, the

activities have in common is that they
break copyright law, in the UK at least.

IPPR is hoping we can preserve our digital
heritage for generations to come. c5

newcomers are not the panacea we've
been led to expect.

BACK TO BASICS
This is just the thin end of the DSP
wedge that expands into excessive
proportions within the bowels of many

FAIR USE

AV receivers. Iwell remember reviewing

In the US there is the concept of Fair Use,
which allows amodicum of personal

a particularly auspicious AV processor
that, frankly, sounded pretty uninspiring,
lacking the warmth and ' musicality'
that's still perfectly recognisable from
DVD movie soundtracks.
Basic, some might say elegant,

backing- up or space- shifting (the transfer
of intellectual property from one format
to another). But in the UK, any copying,
dubbing or storage of amusic album,

designs from EAD, Naim and Arcam, to

for example, beyond the media format
on which it was purchased, is technically

name but afew, have always sounded

ano- no. Iwould hazard aguess that

far more empathetic than those

most people would regard the first two

'esoteric' models whose engineering

examples above as, some form of ' piracy'.
But copying music onto ablank CD must

owes more to PC motherboard
manufacturing than

be legitimate, or why else would we be
buying blank music CD- Rs at apremium

back-to- basics audio.
Remember the audiophile adage
about keeping the audio signal as free
from processing and on a path as short

over data discs, for use in audio CD
recorder machines?

from our industry's unerring ability to

There was talk about ablank tape levy
in the early days of such devices, allowing
the additional tax to be fed back to artists.

forget what we already knew? '

Except we have no levy system in this

as possible? So what has changed, apart
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players. By recognising that when it comes
to intellectual property, knowledge is a
public resource that cannot be entirely

C. 0
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Product:
Copland DRC-205

Destination:
Oxford Audio Consultants
The influence of room acoustics
has been one of the most
disregarded factors in the pursuit
of the perfect sound experience.
DRC is an advanced time domain based
-echmique where complex anti-reflection
signals are generated to counteract room
,esonances and room cancellations while
leaving the original sound signal unaltered.
The Copland DRC-205 is very easy to operate
and does not require any previous knowledge
of room acoustics or audio technology.
Simply connect the Copland DRC-205
between the signal source and the amplifier.
Plug in the accompanying microphone, push a
single button, and the room will be thoroughly
measured and the entire system optimised
within seconds. The Copland DRC-205 room
correction is now activated.
Besides the default setting for flat frequency
response in the listening room, alternative
predefined sound profiles can be activated by
asingle push of the select button
-he

Copland DRC-205 drastically improves
sound reproduction, giving the listener aclear
and natural soundstage, all at the push of a
single button.

Hear what your system is

really caoaoe of - just ay
the push of a singe 3uttoni
CC)11.1—.0

ize

...... •

C:ANTAY HOUSE,
OXFORD

VISIT WVVVV.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK FOR THE LATEST
INFORMATION ON NEW/USED EQUIPMENT.
OXF/FIFNoi,o7

WEB :
EMAIL :

PARK END
OXI

STREET

IJD

TEL :

01865

790879

FAX :

01865

791665

WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK
INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

LIMN
Steve Harris tested the S1R's and below are some of the
comments made in his review
"There have been other Jordan VTL-inspired transmission-lines,
from Carolina Audio (USA) and Konus (Bosnia) for example, but
even Jordan call MJ's -the best version yet" and it's hard to
believe that any could be as nicely built as MJ's

WHAT
HOME

badges are a work of art
prisingly satisfying"

CINE

Even the

A fine speaker room- friendly and sur-

The S1R made me listen with far less jaded ear to the Jennifer
Wames' famous blue raincoat, and in fact Icould'nt take it off
"Joan of Arc", a dark song even by Leonard Cohen's standards,
came over with amazing power.

Words can't describe just how

electrifyingly metalic the slide guitar sounded on this track - just
as it should do, of course "
The verdict was aresounding thumbs up for MJ Acoustics and
the overall rating was 19/20

5 /
5 /
5 /
4 /

SPEC/FEATURES
SOUND QUALITY
BUILD QUALITY
VALUE FOR MONEY
OVERALL RATING

5
5
5
5

19/20

Yedfreef

FOR:
Realism,
transparency,
immediacy,
build quality
AGAINST Not acraagasm.
out you no need a
decent amp

/100 MkII

*****

When sub-woofers look and sound this

no alternative.

The Reference 100Mk11 Audiophile Sithwoofer
adds full function remote control, memory preset!,
choice of real wood finishes and aclutter i'ree and
simple panel design with digital display to ad
homecinema
audio and AV systems. This Reference grade subAWARDS
2005 woofer is ajaw-dropping adjunct to complement
WINNER
the most discerning cinema and music syire in! it
has a 120 watts MOSFET amplifier feeding a-t
ultra long-throw super-rigid 10" sub-bass driver cf
exquisite design and finish, just like its peer the
REF 200 which was awarded PRODUCT of the
year 2005 by Home Cinema Choice.
Add to this the battleship construction, beautiful furniture grade finish, and attention to the
finest and smallest detail, which ensures the Reference 100Mk11 delivers adroit punch and solid slam
—without the dreaded overhang — down to agutwrenching 13Hz with an in-room 3db point at
,

hosinema
ie tri
BES1

19Hz. if 0/4_,ire re-•

Best Buy
2003

5years
Awards
History

f>

100% UK Design
100% UK Manufactured
100% Hand Built
100% UK Dedication

ACWitTJIC S

L 01945 467770
F: 01945 467778
W: www.mjacoustics.co.uk

LETTERS

newstt

Correspondents express their own
opinions, not those of HiFi News. ibee
reserve the right to edit letters for
publication. Correspondents using
e-mail are asked to give their full portal
address (which won't be published).

Send 1your views on all things hi-fi to: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon house, 233 High Street, Croydon CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews@ipcmedia.
corn — please name your e- ma Ile=ters'

TRUST

ME

Letters seeking advice WI
be answered in print on our
QM pages, but due to time
constraints we regret wesre
unable to answer questions
on buying items of hi-fi o
ny other hi-fi queries by
telephone,

-

nvi A DOCTOR
9

PASSIONS RAISED OVER PASSIVE PRE-AMPLIFIER ADVICE

Iam writing to point out an
inaccurate criticism of the
Audio Synthesis Passicn
Passive Pre- amp in your
October's ' Doctor' feanre.
Passive pre-amps do not
have the problems claimed
by the Doctor unless, as
Isuspect may have been
the case on this occasion.
they are badly matched
with the rest of the system
-particularly the power
amplifier. Ihave acomplete
AS CD/Dax/pre-amp and
power amp and experience
none of the difficulties
described because they
are correctly matched.
The doctor then makes
the farcical statement that
he has simplified the signal
path by excluding the AS
Passive Pre (along term
favourite of Martin Col_oms
no less!) and substituting
an ' integrated amp' before
the power amp. How
wrong can he be! The AS
passion has only one active
component - aVishay
resistor - in the signal path
of :he wt.ole unit, compared
with the S6.
So instead of getting
an interesting article on
system matching we get
adealer intent on moving
'Ioadsaboxes'; just about
everything got upgraded
for asimple problem!
Martin Mason Coventry
'Doctor for the day' Haden
BCardman of Pracàcal
HiFi Ltd replies... Iam not
entirely ' anti' passive; my
personal system actually
.
1.5es atransformer-based
design that contains no

Haden Boardman measures up the Passion passive pre- amp

active elements. But at the
same time this maintains
capability to ' drive' cables
correctly 1also accept that
alot of ' active' pre-amps
can smear and mess up
the sound far worse than a
simple passive.
But passives do suffer
several problems, and
frankly only work well when
located within the amp
(for example the- Unison
Research S6 loaned to our
'patient') where the volume
control's output will
connect straight in to the
heart of the amplfier.
My personal experience
has been that interconnects
in apassive-based system
have amassively negative
effect on the overall sound,
specifically the cable
connected from the passive
to the power amp And to
make matters wonse, the
effect varies with volume:
at low levels the sound
can become even more
lacklustre and thin - one
of the very symptoms our
patient described

You are absolutely correct
in stating that if the unit was
correctly matched it would
have sounded better. But in
this case it was not, and it
sounded poor. Our patient
was happy to spend £2000
on cables if it helped sort
his system out. Ispent less
than that on an amplifier that
simply took his system to
another level.
You are incorrect in
stating your pre- amp has
active components, it has
none. But it does have quite
afew passive resistors, a
lot of solder joints, acouple
of big switches, alot of
connectors, and bits of wire.
all of which taint the sound.
By removing the Passion and
one set of interconnects Idid
shorten the audio path, and
you seem to have misread
the article; the S6 was the
only amplifier in use!
The Unison Research S6
replaced both the passive
and the patient's existing
valve amplifier, which is not
exactly ' everything being
upgraded' is it?

In Praise of
Audacit
FREEWARE OFFERS FLOATY G METERS

In his article ' How to digitise your
vinyl' Keith Howard criticises
the excellent and open source
Audacity for having small level
meters. In the version Iam using
(1.2.4) it is possible to float the
meters and then resize them to
any size that your display will
allow. It is also possible to choose
between logarithmic and linear
calibrations for level meters and
spectrum analyser.
Iwould not usually wish to
criticise any of Mr Howard's
well-informed articles. However,
Ifeel that this inaccuracy is worth
pointing out. In my mind Audacity
is more than suitable for the
task in hand. Idoubt that Adobe
Audition could be considered
'surprisingly good value' given
the feature set of the free
alternative, providing that one is
happy to settle for amaximum
sampling rate of 961cHz.
Gavin Campbell by e-mail

Keith Howard replies... In my
Audacity installation, also v1.2.4,
the Float Meter Toolbar option
doesn't always function - and, as
luck would have it. didn't when I
checked it out. But it does indeed
allow the meters to be sized to
preference (see above), if you don't
mind floating toolbars.
Personally Idislike them and
would rather see Audacity's meters
given afull-width docked position
within the main window.
It wasn't my intention to dismiss
Audacity which is afine project,
preferable to most of the other
editors Ilisted, and surely destined
to become an increasing force
as it is further developed. But in
terms of feature set and slickness
of operation, Adobe Audition is
currently in another league - if, like
me, you have need of the variety
and quality of tools it offers.?.
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The Best just got Better

New Lill INTEGRATED amp *

STEREO amp *

24 bit

192kHz CD player

o

*

*

*

ríjbí

**

Kandy MkIll integrated amefier

Kandy Integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll CD

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND ANO VISION

HI-FI CHOICE

Kandy MkIll integrated ampi tier
WHAT HI-FIT SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

Kandy CD player, Amplifier S Speakers
FIve Stzes
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

y

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy Integrated amplifier

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-FI? SOUNO AND VISION

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy CO

Kandy CD

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

2000

*KANDY

: h 2000

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

Kandy MKID integrated amplifier

Roksan Audio Limited
www roksan.co.uk

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION

•••

HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 01235 511 166

www.lenleydesigns.co.Lk

Ibelieve some changes
were necessary in your
new-look magazine and I
don't mind the Q&A-type
feature. However, two things
are less welcome: ' On

Location' doesn't exactly
say ' advertising feature' but
where are the search:ng
questions? For example, why
not ask B&W why it pulled
the two DSP sub-woofers
from the market so quickly?
'Super Systems' is worse.
'Thorough workout' of the
Linn system indeed! Idon't

Sornethin
to Chew
SPEAKER REVIEW WITH BALLS AND BALANCE

Ireally had to write and say how
much Ienjoyed Keith Howard's
appraisal of the Eclipse TD510
speaker in your November issue.
It's exactly this sort of measured,
balanced and incisive writing that
gives HiFi News its edge over the
competition. OK, so Mr. Howard
didn't like the speaker. But not
only has he the balls to say it, he
does so without taking cheap and
easy shots and is careful to make
clear that there are others who
do claim to enjoy the sounds this
particular approach to speaker
design make. At last, ahi-fi
magazine with teeth!
I've also been enjoying your
'Investigation' pieces, especially
those written by Jim Lesurf. It
was great to see someone with
ascund technical background
tackle the BBC on its reduction of
bit- rate on Radio 3.
Mark Beauchamp, London

see the point of features so
superficial that they would
add little to abrochure. I
would have loved to have
seen this system properly
evaluated, as Iown aKlimax
Kontrol and covet the
Artikulat speakers, even if I
baulk at the price.
Ana ,IS tr2C7
e-ma.

Balanced
approach
PHONO EQUALISATION. GERMAN-STYLE

Ihave been very interested in
some of your recent reviews
of phono stages, including the
Ayre P-5xe and Aethetix Rhea.
Unfortunately both of these are
above the price range allowed
by my current finances. As my
turntable is an Oracle Delphi
V with Graham 2.2 arm, Iwas
clearly looking for aunit of some
quality, preferably balanced in
operation.
By chance, when browsing
the internet, Icame across a
review of the Aqvox Phono 2Ci,
which was rated in aleague
three to four times its price!
Intrigued, Icontacted the
company in Germany and spoke
to Norman Lubke, who put me
in touch with their UK dealer,
Walrus Systems.

As Iknew the dealer Itried
out the £550 unit (yes that's
only £550!) and after afew days
burn-in it produced asoundstage as wide as my room with a
firm bass and really transparent
treble that certainly involved the
listener. Although this first unit
developed adry joint
on one channel, Les at Walrus
Sytems replaced it and the new
unit sounds superb, especially now Ihave balanced input
leads.
Ican recommend your
reviewing this unit and would be
interested in hearing your
comments on it. Iwould also like
to express my appreciation to
the guys at Walrus, who really
know their business and give
excellent service.
Richard Field, by e-mail
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The ASCEND() Loudspeakers
The consequent solution of this task
demands higher standards for the
loudspeakers. Therefore ASCEND°
Loudspeakers have four basic
constructive features:
•modular design
•mechanical and electrical
decoupling
•variable Time-Alignment
•three-way SASB-Technology
(dynamic current- damped
Woofer/ semi symmetrical
Bandpass)
VERY

Technical result:
loudspeakers with ideal impulse
response and extreme headroom.

Advanced
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Faithful
Beautiful

Personal result:
experience music the way you were
always meant to.
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Tel: 01435 865 212

A-1

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield,
East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment only.

FLYING

Hear every detail. Feel every nuance.

MOLE

JAPAN

Uncompromised sound that fits in
the palm of your hand.

NEW
Digital Integrated Amplifier

CA S10

Digital Integrated Amplifier ' .--. ...

Contact in the UK

ICG Consultancy. Ian Galloway

CA-S3

ÇkJ

Dual Monaural Construction 100W x 2 / 8i2

CD case size, 20W x2 / 8S2

Mobile

07850 705009

E- Mail

ian.galloway3entlworld.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

UR
EXPERTS

Hi-fi news

[Keith
Howard]
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
tech wizard

[Steve
Harris]

Is it time to buy into HD-DVD, the heads up on high- end
headphone listening, and top tips on setting stylus pressure.
Our Q&A experts are here to solve all your hi-fi problems
ADVICE ON HIGH- END
HEADPHONES SOUGHT

Send your

issue of Hi Fi News in order to
help me look for anew set of
high-performance headphones

questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi News,

stage or off- board headphone amp
with sufficient power to drive them

IPC Media, Leon

for monitoring and to use when

House, 233 High
Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to:

fully if they are to be heard in all
their glory. Pair up the HD650 with

Irecently bought the November

[Paul
Miller

any data listings from previous
issues. Any ideas or comment?

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

it's that Sennheiser headphones
are less sensitive than Grados and
really do benefit from aheadphone

Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
currently HFN's
Acting Editor

ASE{

other occupants of the house want
quiet. There was no mention of
headphones anywhere, not even

Nigel JCrossland, by e-mail

hi-finews@
ipcmedia.com and
mark your e-mail

something like the Musical Fidelity
X-Cans V3 headphone amp or Naim
Headline and you won't go wrong.
If budget is adeciding factor
then the fact that the Sennheiser
retails for around half the price of
the Grado might well swing it, but

Hi \

Essentially you're

each marque offers adistinctive and

looking at models from Grado and

BELOW: If you're

highly addictive approach.

Sennheiser, with Grado's RS- 1and

after high-end

Sennheiser's HD650 being the
flagship models in each company's

headphones then

And don't forget the more
affordable designs in the Grado

the Sennheiser

range, with the £ 500 RS- 2offering a

range. The Grado offers ahighly

HD650 is a

much faster, if leaner, sound. We've

detailed sound yet one that's
warmer, more full-bodied and

must- listen

had great results using the RS- 2with
aMusical Fidelity X- Cans V2.

more in-ear than that of the
Sennheiser. It is certainly adesign
capable of conveying the full timbre
of real instruments and one that
makes for aclose-up and intimate

VINYL EQUALISATION,
WHAT'S THE SCORE?
There appears to be
two main types of RIAA

musical experience.

equalisation for vinyl

However, it is also adesign
that can prove highly revealing

replay: standard and
IEC. The two standards

of any shortcomings in source

deviate from each other

components and recordings.

below about 70Hz.

This definitely makes it

Ibelieve my pre-

agreat choice if
monitoring is your

amplifier uses the IEC

main goal.
The
Sennheiser, on
the other hand,
is far more
forgiving in its
presentation.
While not as
revealing as
the Grado, it
rewards with
awonderfully
cohesive
presentation
that is

curve. Which type is
more common in the UK?
Surely for true
reproduction the
equalisation on the
record needs to match
the type used in
the pre- amplifier
otherwise the sound
would be bass light
or bass heavy.
As there are very
few pre-amps with
switches to change
the type of RIAA
equalisation most of us

reminiscent of a
fine electrostatic

have to accept the type
fitted by manufacturer and

design. If there's
adownside

that could be the wrong one!
71-evor Godwin, via e-mail
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Stcckists of:
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Ca en
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> Devons audio specialists for two- channel / home cinema

NorrJost
Pathos
Priinare
Project
Roksan
Stax
Tannoy Prestige
Teac Esoteric
Thiel
Totem Acoustics
Unison Research
VCR
VPI Turntables
and many more.

Open Monday - Saturday
9arn - 5pm
Awe) Destination
Suite 7a Market Walk
Tiverton, Devon EX16 6BL

Moon : Evolution Series
Visually stunning, beautifully built, technically advanced and musicalry sJperior - what more could you ask fcr?

visit our web site for second hand listing

a
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ts coustic

into@audiodestination.co.uk
www.audiodestination.co.uk

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and
enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.

scorr
l_J

Independent audio consultants

Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts

c:1 Ic

N./ I ; 1 IÏ.1

will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

densen b200
Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday

focal electra 1007be

martin logan summit

10:00 AM to 5.30 PM t.01582 485 316 mail@acousticarts.co.uk vvww.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest. aloia . b&w . beyer. b.ueroom . clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . harman kardon . hutter. kef. koetsu . krelt. martin logar . michell . ortofon . project . (led
quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio. vibe . velodyne wilson audio

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Andrew Harrison replies:

Jargon
Buster

It's true that the most
GRAHAM

common equalisation

SLEE

curve used in recent
years on record and in

V

amplifiers is the original
RIAA curve, although

Keith Howard explains
the ins and outs of
pickup cartridges

the later variant of
RIAAIIEC is sometimes

ERA

GOLD

seen on more fullyfeatured phono stages

GRAHAM

as aswitchable option.

OHMS

The type of equalisation
used on records is harder
to ascertain as this kind

(1111
a1/

47000 —
5100 '1000

o

SLEE

CARTRIDGE LOADING

840
100

30
23 r-1

of information is rarely,
if ever, printed on the

ELEVATOR

EXP

record or its sleeve.
The difference in level

ABOVE: Graham Slee phono stages

between standards results in avery

average the RIM and IEC curves

gradual deviation below 500Hz,
ending with a3dB change by 20Hz.
So an IEC-equalised LP played

player not to confine himself to
playing demonstration quality

through RIM demphasis would be

discs, but to test thoroughly with

raised by 3dB in the low bass.
At least one manufacturer of

standard-definition DVDs of 30,
40, 50-year old movies, whether or

phono amps, Graham Slee Projects,

not aHD-DVD player effectively

gets around the dilemma of which

makes conventional DVD players

curve to employ by using an average

redundant. It is unlikely that Iwill

of the two curves.

be the only reader of Hi Fi News
interested in such atest.

SHOULD IBUY INTO

Robin Moss, via e-mail

HD-DVD OR NOT?
In your October issue Paul

Ihave used

Miller asserts that the otherwise

Toshiba's HD-XA1 HD-DVD player for

admirable Arcam DV137 is no

the last six months or so, but not

substitute for HD-DVD. On p85

in preference to either the Arcam

John Thompson advises us to delay

DV137 or Denon DVD-A1XVA players

buying into HD-DVD.

for scaling traditional DVD software

As several USA audio-video
blogs have assertions that the
Toshiba HD player far surpasses

to either 720p or 1080p.
Neither have Idelayed ' buying
into HD-DVD' as the improvement in

any normal DVD player at up-

both picture and sound quality has

scaling standard DVDs, and as the

to be experienced to be believed

predicted UK price of the Toshiba

and, quite frankly, Iwant awesome

machine is about half that of the

home cinema now, not in ayear's

Arcam player, perhaps you can

time! You can read my thoughts on

help me make a decision.

Panasonic's first Blu-ray player on

Please prevail upon Mr. Miller
when reviewing Toshiba's HD

Modern high- quality
pickup cartridges are
all velocity sensitive
devices whose output
voltage depends on the
recorded velocity of
the signal in the record
groove. Movement of
the stylus, which fits in
and follows the record
groove, is converted
into relative motion
between amagnet and
coil, which induces an
output voltage across
the coil windings.
There are two
different ways in which
this relative motion can
be achieved: either the
magnet is fixed and the
coil is moved, in which
case the cartridge is
termed amoving- coil
type; or the coil is fixed
and the magnetic field
is moved, in which
case the cartridge is
generically termed
moving- magnet.
In actuality it is
not normal for the
magnet to move at
all: typically it is fixed
in place, like the coil,
and amagnetically
permeable armature is
moved instead as this
reduces the motor's
moving mass. Such
arrangements are more
accurately described

as induced magnet or
variable reluctance
designs.
As it is velocity
sensitive, apickup
cartridge's output
is specified relative
to recorded velocity,
usually in mV/cm/sec.
Because it is important
to minimise acartridge's
moving mass, movingcoil cartridges usually
have relatively few turns
within their coils and
therefore generate a
lower output voltage
than m- m alternatives.
Low-output m-cand
m- m cartridges also
usually require different
load impedances. M-cs
will typically require a
load resistance between
100-470 ohms; for mms the standard load
resistance (
le pre-amp
input resistance) is 47
kohms. Because their
larger coils have ahigher
inductance, moving
magnet cartridges are
also sensitive to load
capacitance, which
affects their high
frequency response.
Fortunately, the arrival
of more powerful
magnetic materials has
lessened this sensitivity
by reducing the required
number of coil turns.

TOP: Moving- magnet
BELOW: Moving coil

fixed
pole piece

damping
elst
n
a
ga
o
n
rjer
magnet or armature

p20, and the UK launch of Toshiba's
HD-DVD machine next month. ->

centile

etylu

DV137 DVD PLAYER

+Fe

V.«

TRACK
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Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

[Russ Andrews]

c4P.
x'f111
•

Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

RUSS' TOP TIPS

• "••••,

DON'T STOP AT
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT!

CONTACT FOR VAN DEN
HUL CARTRIDGE
In your review of the Van den Hul

Unfortunately there is
no simple answer to your question

cartridge in your September issue,

as much depends on stylus shape,

you say that apurchaser needs to

the nature of the particles in

make contact directly with Van den

question, and a number of other

Hul. On its website it says the UK

factors. It's also incorrect to assume

distributor is Hayden Labs.

that the alternative to pushing dust

Ihave e- mailed them twice with

to one side . sgrinding it into the

no response. As you must have

record wall. In practice, this is more

been in contact with someone to

likely to occur with an excessive

get the cartridge that you reviewed

tracking force ( playing weight).

could you please furnish me with a
contact address.
Leslie Gamy via

The situation is that the lower
trie playing weight, the less likely
it is that dust will be pushed to
one side, but also less likely that

HFN replie

Hayden Labs is the

it WI be compressed into the

old name for Denon UK. Current

record material. Conversely, the

UK distributor for Van den Hul is

highe - the playing weight, the

Henley Designs who advised us

greater the likelihood of dust being

that you need to go through your

pusned aside, albeit with a greater

local Van den Hul dealer if you

chance of grinding these unwanted

wish to purchase a user- configured

particles along the way.

cartridge. To find a local dealer, log

Reducing the playing weight

on to www.henleydesigns.co.uki

brings its own set of compromises,

dealer-search.asp.

particularly if the tracking
performance of the stylus in the

PUSHING UP DUST

groove is compromised. There's no

What is the lowest tracking weight

greater contributor to record wear

at which a stylus will push particles

than a iihstracking stylus chattering

of dust out of its path rather than

away to itself along the groove.

grinding them down into the record

Of course, a pickup that will

groove? Iask because Iknow from

withstand a relatively high playing

bitter experience with a cartridge

we ght is aso likely to have a rather

tracking at 1.25g that ground-

low compliance and thus

in dust particles cause more

be inclined to introduce more

annoyance than HF loss caused by

record wear. The answer lies

the use of higher tracking weights.
G Mosset, via e-mail

Even though you may have spent hours
ensuring the correct cartridge alignment with
agooJ protractor, the most common causes of
diitortion and mistracking are excessive stylus
pressure and incorrect vertical tracking angle
(VTA) The two are obviously linked because
changing the pressure changes the stylus
rake angle. The stylus rake angle ( SRA) must
mirror the original cutting angle for optimum
tracking and minimum distortion.
llhis means reducing the SRA by reducing
the VTA of the arm. The back of the arm must
be lowered so the arm slopes down towards
the pivot - adrop of 3-5 mm usually achieves
the best VTA. The only way, of course, to get
it right is to conduct listening tests using a
record typical of the bulk of your records.
[Insure the room is at least 21°C ( 70°F) and
fcllow these steps:
•Set the tracking pressure to the cartridge
manufacturer's suggested minimum
(commonly 1.5g).
•Set the arm height much too low and do a
series of listening tests, gradually increasing
the height until asweet spot is reached.
At this point bass will be at its cleanest,
lightest and deepest, treble at its most
extended and sweetest. Female voices will
have least distortion and sibilance.
•If you cannot adjust the arm height,
spacers can do asimilar job. Ringmat
Developments makes spacers that sit on
top of the platter ( pictured below) and SME
makes spacers to go between the cartridge
and the headshell, both of which create the
effect of lowering the back of the arm.
•As you increase height past this sweet
spot, voice sibilance and treble becomes
lard and bass becomes over dynamic, over
punchy and lacking clear extension. The
sound becomes very ' hi-fi'. At the sweet
spot everything drops into focus.
•You can now experiment with tracking
pressure, maybe increasing it slightly to
secure tracking. Then fine tune the VTA
again, lock up the arm tube and enjoy!

between swings, roundabouts and
stylus shape.
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HOW TO

Hi-fi news

ALIGN A PICKUP CARTRIDGE
If you think of your record player as ameasuring instrument
then the more accurately your cartridge is able to trace the
contours of arecord groove the better will be the sound.
Keith Howard explains how to align your cartridge effectively

T

oachieve the very best sound
quality from vinyl disc replay it is
essential that your pickup cartridge

to somewhere with plenty of space and light

Figure 2. This means that the two channels

before you begin.

can, in theory, be read entirely independently

To work at its optimum the cartridge has to

as their respective groove modulations

be correctly aligned about three axes which,

are at right angles to each other. But

record groove. If the geometry is wrong

were we talking about boats, cars or aircraft,

this independence is compromised if the

then stereo separation may be reduced,

we would call pitch, roll and yaw. In cartridge

generator mechanism within the cartridge is

distortion may be increased and resolution

alignment terms, as shown in Figure 1. pitch

not accurately aligned normal to the record

compromised as aresult.

relates to vertical tracking angle and stylus

surface when seen from the front, resulting in
crosstalk between the channels. Even when

is correctly aligned relative to the

All these undesirable outcomes can be

rake angle (VTA and SRA): roll corresponds to

avoided by painstaking cartridge installation

azimuth alignment; and yaw relates to offset

perfectly aligned, pickup cartridges rarely

and adjustment. But you need to know

angle, which together with stylus overhang

achieve better than 35dB channel separation

what you are doing, and what tools to use.

determines lateral tracking error. All these

but this can easly be reduced if the azimuth is

You also need to be patient and cautious

terms are explained below, with advice on how
to achieve the correct alignment in each case.

you need to have the cartridge within plus or

because one careless move could damage

not correctly set, as shown by Figure 3. Ideally
minus one degree of vertical, trusting that the

the cartridge, necessitating an expensive
repair. So this is not ajob to undertake

AZIMUTH

generator within it is aligned accurately with

when you are rushed or the light is poor.

The two channels of astereo record are

the cartridge body.

Save it for aday when you have plenty of

modulated on either wall of the groove at an

time and, if necessary, move your turntable

angle of 45° to the vertical, as illustrated in

The easiest way to achieve this high degree
of accuracy is to place asmall mirror on the

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
•Screwdriver
•Suitable
alignment
protractor
•Small mirror
•Test record

LEFT AND ABOVE:
A steady hand
and good lighting
are vital if you are
to properly align
your cartridge
about three axes

90
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turntable platter and lower the stylus carefully on to it. By looking
towards the front of the headshell, you can then check that the

ALIGNMENT: THE THREE PLANES

cartridge and its reflection are aligned. If they are not and your pickup
arm allows for azimuth adjustment, lift the stylus off the mirror, twist
the headshell as appropriate and then recheck the azimuth, repeating
until the alignment is correct.
With many pickup arms the headshell and arm tube are fixed, so
this adjustment is not available. Nevertheless you should still check
cartridge azimuth since abent turntable subchassis or apoorly installed
arm board can cause it to be out. If you discover that the azimuth is
significantly misaligned, this is usually amatter best taken up with the
turntable manufacturer or your audio dealer.

OVERHANG AND OFFSET
VTA/SRA

This is where matters become significantly more complex. The stylus
that cuts the groove in the master lacquer from which records are, after
various intermediate stages, manufactured, traverses the disc along a
radius. But when arecord is replayed apivoted pickup arm is normally
used, so the stylus traverses an arc rather than astraight line.
This inevitably means that the front-to- back axis of the cartridge

Figure 1. A pickup cartridge has to be correctly aligned about
three axes for optimum results

is generally not at atangent to the groove, the angular difference
between the two being known as the lateral tracking error. Lateral
tracking error gives rise to distortion, so the pickup arm and cartridge
should be aligned to minimise it.
This is achieved using what is termed overhang plus offset geometry,
as depicted in Figure 4. The distance between the stylus and the

disc rim

disc centre

horizontal arm pivot is greater than the distance from the pivot to the
centre of the turntable platter, by adistance known as the overhang:
and the cartridge body is aligned at an angle, known as the offset, to

left
channel

the line joining the stylus tip to the horizontal arm pivot. By correct

right
channel

choice of overhang and offset,
tracking error can be minimised
as shown in Figure 5. Note

Figure 2. Cross-section of astereo record groove showing the

that the distortion reaches a

channel dispositions

maximum at three points across
o

the playing surface of the record:
at the minimum and maximum
modulated groove radii, and at a
point inbetween.

-10

Note too that the distortion
falls to zero at two points, called
the zero tracking error radii.
Although the mathematical

Figure 3.
How cartridge
azimuth error

analysis that gives rise to the

affects channel

optimal alignment of Figure 5was

separation

published by H G Baerwald as long ago as 1941, on asurprising number

crosstalk ( dB)

'Since alignment
became ahot
topic in the late
'70s, all manner
of devices have
been contrived
to assist with
the process'

the distortion arising from lateral

-20

-30

of occasions in the interim, various turntables, arms and alignment
devices have been designed that embody non-optimal geometry.

-40

Moreover, the alignment errors do not have to be large to have abig
effect on the resulting distortion, as shown by Figure 6which plots the
four distortion curves equivalent to Figure 5for errors of plus or minus

50
-10

1mm and plus or minus 1degree in overhang and offset for a9- inch
effective length pickup arm.

-5

0

5

Since arm/cartridge alignment became ahot topic in the late
19705, beginning in the US, all manner of devices have been contrived

adjusting offset. This is the easiest two- point protractor to use: you

to assist the alignment process. Easiest to use are single- point alignment

first adjust the cartridge overhang so that the stylus follows the

protractors of the type shown in Figure 7, where the stylus is placed on

marked arc ( either by sliding the cartridge forward or backwards

amarked point - usually at one of the zero tracking error radii - and

within the headshell or, with pickup arms like SMEs, by moving the

the cartridge then twisted within the headshell ( after the stylus has

arm pillar), then you twist the cartridge so that it aligns with the

been raised) to align it with the setting lines. The problem with this type

setting lines - checking afterwards that the second adjustment has

of protractor is that it cannot set overhang and offset independently

not interfered with the first.

since it only has asingle alignment point. To achieve that an alignment
protractor has to incorporate two independent settings.

10

azimuth error ( degrees)

Unfortunately this type of protractor is not universal since it
has to be drawn up for aspecific distance between the horizontal

Figure 8 shows an example: the arc-type protractor, which has

arm pivot and record centre. This distance varies from product to

astylus arc for setting overhang and one group of setting lines for

product, is often not given in turntable and arm specifications, G>
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and in any case can vary according to how accurately an arm board is
cut. Moreover, it is not easy to measure with the necessary accuracy,
which ideally should be fractions of amillimetre.
For this reason the most widely used alignment protractor is the
two- point type shown in Figure 9. where cartridge setting lines are
arrayed around both zero tracking error radii we saw in Figure 5. This
form of alignment protractor has the advantage of being universal,
up to apoint, but there are still problems associated with it.
First, it is alittle more difficult to use than the arc-type protractor
because overhang and offset are both adjusted by reference
to angular errors at the two setting points. This means that the
alignment process has to be iterative, with overhang and offset

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

groove radius ( mm)

progressively altered until the cartridge aligns with the setting lines at

Figure 5. Second harmonic distortion ( in %) versus radius for the

both points on the protractor.
Second, angular alignment errors can be very difficult to judge

optimum Baerwald alignment, for arecorded velocity 10cm is rms

in practice, and this isn't helped by the design of many arms
and cartridges. If Iruled the audio world then every cartridge
manufacturer would be obliged to supply aclip-on gauge to aid the
alignment process, asimple provision that would have saved alot of
angst among audiophiles down the decades. But in the real world
this is hardly ever the case.
Third, the two- point protractor is only universal for particular
maximum and minimum modulated groove radii, and these vary
somewhat from LP to LP ( and are quite different, of course, for 7in
or 10in singles). The best that can be done is to allow for extremes,
which in the case of LPs compliant with IEC 60098 is aminimum
radius of 56mm and amaximum of 146.3mm, which puts the zero

o

50

tracking error radii at 61.6mm and 118.4mm.

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

groove radius (mm)

Before you buy atwo- point protractor, or if one is supplied
with your arm or turntable, check that the two setting positions

Figure 6. Distortion curves ( in %) for errors of ± 1mm in

correspond with these radii. If they don't then its use may result in

overhang and ± 1° in offset. Colour coding is green + 1mmi

excess distortion. For aDIY alternative if you have aWindows PC, you

+1°, blue + 1mm /- 1°, orange - 1mmi + 1°, red - 1mmi-1°

can download the ArmGeometer utility from the freeware page of
distortion by applying it to a 16/44.1 stereo Wave file, which you

my website (
www.audiosignaLco.uk/freeware.html).
As well as calculating overhang, offset and zero tracking error
radii for given arm and record dimensions, this will also generate

can rip from CD. Even with an optimally aligned gin pickup arm
the peak level of lateral tracking error distortion is audible, which

an enhanced metafile drawing of atwo- point protractor which

reinforces the point that this aspect of cartridge alignment must be

can be printed out and laminated to produce acheap and durable

attended to as meticulously as possible.

alignment aid. If you are interested you can also download
AddLTEDistortion which simulates the effect of lateral tracking error

VTA AND SRA
Because of the way pickup cartridges are conventionally constructed,

arm pivot

with the stylus at the end of acantilever, vertical motion of the replay
stylus occurs along an arc the centre of which lies some millimetres
above the record surface.
The angle between the tangent to this arc, taKen at the stylus
contact patch, and the normal to the record is called the vertical
tracking angle (VTA), as shown in Figure 10.
To ensure that the vertical motion of the replay stylus matches
that of the cutting stylus, vertical modulation is cut into the groove

platter
centre

at nominally the same angle, called the slant angle. Otherwise, if

overhan

the two angles are different, distortion is introduced in an analogous
way to that of lateral tracking error distortion, although in this case
different components of the stereo signal are affected.
Unfortunately it is not so straightforward to arrange for the
ffset
cartndge
axis

slant angle and vertical tracking angle to coincide. According to
IEC 60098, both should be nominally 20° with modern records
and cartridges. But a5° latitude is allowed, and over the decades
since the stereo LP's introduction that standard has varied and the

groove

permitted tolerance has been even wider. This is because it is difficult
stylus

tangent
to groove

arc traced
by stylus

to control the slant angle cut into amaster lacquer because of a
phenomenon known as lacquer springback, the amount of which
varies according to numerous factors including the composition of
the lacquer, the temperature of the cutting stylus, the frequency and

Figure 4. Overhang plus offset arm geometry, to scale for a9in

amplitude of the signal, and the linear velocity of the lacquer past

effective length arm. The angular disparity between the tangent

the cutting stylus. In other words, the slant angle of afinished record

to the groove and cartridge axis is termed lateral tracking error

is not fixed but varies according to the signal characteristics and the
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position across the playing surface. Slant angle is therefore always
subject to some uncertainty, plus there is another factor at work here
called stylus rake angle ( SRA), which in practice is probably more
significant than VTA.
All this makes it impossible to give definitive advice on how to align
apickup cartridge for minimum distortion from this cause. It used to
be common advice that the height of the arm pillar should be set so

o

that the arm tube lies parallel to the record surface, but there is no
guarantee that this will actually give the best results.
Some audio commentators have suggested in the past that VTA be
adjusted on adisc- by- disc basis using different thicknesses of platter
mat (!), while some arm manufacturers have been inspired to develop
mechanisms that allow quick and repeatable arm height adjustment,

Figure 7. Single- point alignment protractor

sometimes remotely.
But few audiophiles will
be prepared to go such
lengths and, in any case,
the slant angle of any
given record is never a
constant, for the reasons
already outlined, so
perfect alignment can
never be achieved.
The best practical

o

advice is to set the arm
pillar height by ear using
aselection of records.
ABOVE: Arm with dedicated VTA adjuster

Usually you will find that
the sound becomes

Figure 8. Arc-type alignment protractor

muddy and poorly resolved when the arm pillar is set too low, and
brittle and fatiguing when it is set too high.
Between these extremes is an optimum height, where the sound is
sharp and clean but not overly etched.
Enthusiasts of individual adjustment for each disc have claimed
that fractions of amillimetre in arm pillar height can make all the
difference but it pays to remember that for agin effective length
arm aheight adjustment of lmm corresponds to an angular change
of only aquarter of adegree — very much less than the inherent
variability in any record's slant angle is likely to be under the
combined influences of linear groove speed, signal content and signal

o

level. In other words, this is not something to get too obsessed about.
Lastly, remember that when you've completed adjusting arm and
cartridge, the arm pillar and cartridge mounting bolts should be done
up tight again — otherwise you won't enjoy the full benefits of your
improved cartridge alignment. C)

Figure 9. Two- point alignment protractor

dynamic
cantilever
pivot
X

normal to
record surface

tangent to
arc of vertical
stylus motion

cantilever
suspension

record groove
Figure 10. Vertical tracking angle in a
arc of vertical
stylus motion

pickup cartridge results from the need
to pivot the cantilever asafe distance
above the record surface
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Hi-fi news
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BUDGET £ 5000

F

,or those of us residing in
the northern hemisphere.
Australia might not seem

the most obvious location
for ahi-fi manufacturer, but closer
inspection yields evidence that
the country has been along-term
source of sonic innovation. Whether
it be ex- pat Max Townshend with
his Seismic Sinks, or revolutionary
products like Eichmann's Bullet
Plugs or hyper- low distortion Halcro
amplifiers, Aussie kit seems to be
so individual that is easy to imagine
some kind of audio Wallace's Line
running across the Timor Sea.
The Redgum system featured

An ignition key instead of an on/off switch? ACD
here certainly does nothing to
contradict this view. OK, dual mono
player with no obvious controls? You can't accuse
volume controls are by no means
unique, but an amplifier with an
this Australian hi-fi company of being scared to
break the rules, but when it comes to snap and
RGS Manna loudspeaker £ 1900
sheer clarity of sound there are few set-ups to
The smallest of Redgum's three- model speaker range,
rival the Redgum, reckons Ian Harris
the 425 x210 x273mm ( hwd) Manna offers impressive
quoted performance parameters of 92dBIW sensitivity,
a40Hz-20kHz frequency response and an 8ohm load.
The USP is, of course, its sumptuous Redgum veneers to
match the company's stands and electronics

£1000
Effectively a DAC with a basic drive included, the
RGCD2's on- board PC DVD-ROM provides adurable,
inexpensive-to- repair standalone product. The design
brief, aiming to render transport jitter irrelevant
through accurate re-clocking, also offers the prospect of
fine performance with a DVD player used as atransport
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'ignition' key instead of an

The final defining features of

on/off switch? Or aCD player
whose sumptuous wooden

this system are the sumptuous
fascia plates themselves.

fascia is devoid of any controls

Carved from single staves of
(unsurprisingly) Redgum wood,

of the RGCD2 CD Player, RGi60
integrated amplifier, RGS

they give the components
the same kind of covetable

Manna standmount speakers,

or openings? Flip the fascia
down and you are confronted

equipment that, in his words,
'always works'.
The system featured consists

advanced transport functions
are required, REDGUM
suggests connecting an
external transport and using
the RGCD2 purely as aDAC.
In contrast to the workaday
disc-spinner itself, the unit uses

presence as Sonus Faber's more

RGAEL speaker cable, RGASil
silver interconnects, Atacama

Transport controls on the
remote control then? Nope, no

luxurious speakers.

Nexus speaker stands and,

premium Burr- Brown DACs and
Analogue Devices BiMOSFET

remote control for either CD
or amp. Any adjustments are

ALWAYS WORKS

finally, the solid REDGUM and
Glass RGER1 rack. As atotal

op- amps. Redgum believes that
because data is re-clocked,

system this is priced at £ 5000,
a £ 588 saving over the price of

transport jitter is irrelevant,
and so investment is heavily

the items if bought separately.
The RGCD2 can best be
viewed as aDAC with abasic

loaded towards post-transport
components.
Moving past the RGi60
amplifier's on/off ' ignition key',

by aPC DVD-ROM drive and
asingle on/off rocker switch.

purely of the manual variety
and, in the case of the CD

Before starting Redgum in
1994, owner and designer
Ian Robinson worked for 26

player, this means scrolling
through tracks via the tiny
DVD-ROM ' fast forward' button.

years at the Contemporary

Of course, truly involving
components should minimise

he estimates more than 18,000
pieces of hi-fi were either

track-skipping, but Redgum
clearly places sonic purity

repaired or serviced during

likely part of aCD player to

pre- and fixed tape- outs. With

his tenure). This experience
provided Ian with both arare

fail. If this occurs, the RGCD2
owner can just slip in alow-

apassive pre- amp and MOSFET

insight into the workings of
ahuge range of components

cost replacement without
even having to contemplate

output stages, Redgum claims
a > 120amp peak current
rating, without specifying

and adetermination to build

professional repair costs. If

duration or distortion.

before user convenience
(although aremote control
option for the RGCD2 is,
apparently, in the pipeline).

Sound Centre in the Melbourne
suburb of Hawthorne (where

PC DVD-ROM included. The
rationale for this approach is
that the transport is the most

this 60W integrated offers five
line- level inputs plus variable

C->

11-11111111116

- -

RGi60 amplifier £1250
The 60-watts- per-channel RGi60 is the second smallest of
Redgum's amplifiers, which range from the RGi35 integrated at
35W/ch to the RGPH2 phono pre- amp and RGM300ENR 400W
monoblocks. As with all Redgum integrated amps, dual- mono
volume pots come as standard, although amore conventional
single control is also available

Redgum
Audio Ltd ( UK)
Aura Vale, 30
High Road,
Leavenheath,
Colchester,
CO6 4NZ
TEL: (+ 44)
7908 577680
WEB: www.
redgumaudio.
co.uk
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Dual mono volume controls are
used as the purest way of adjusting
both volume and channel balance.
There is also a ' drive belt' accessory
which, once matched, will keep the
twin pots synchronised.
The RGS Manna standmount
speaker is accompanied by a
specification that includes a92dB/W
sensitivity, an 8ohm impedance

BELOW: The
Redgum amp
offers asingle
set of speaker

and a40Hz-20kHz frequency

the room as each note stopped. It

response ( not tested). Fully

was also immediately clear that this
is not aset-up that can be defined

magnetically shielded, the drive
complement consists of a25mm

outputs plus five
line- inputs, a

soft- dome tweeter and a 170mm
polypropylene woofer in aforward-

tape output and

vented bass reflex format.

pre- amp output
while an

BIG ON SYNERGY

'ignition' key
switches the unit

As you would hope with such a
comprehensive one- make system,

on. The controls
and drawer of

there was ahigh degree of synergy

the companion
CD player are
hidden behind
drop- down flap

between the Redgum components.
The high sensitivity speakers meant
that dynamics seemed to punch
well above the RGi6O's rated 60W

by individual areas of frequency.
There was azip and sparkle to the
sound from bottom to top.
The overriding impressions were
of acombination of speed and
clarity that leant itself perfectly to
rock material.
It would be wrong, though, to
pigeon- hole this set-up as wholly
arock animal. Listening to David
Oistrakh and The Philadelphia
Orchestra playing Tchaikovsky's
Violin Concerto, the system's speed

output. While, to return the favour,
the amplifier exerted tremendous
control over the Manna's woofers,

gave great insight into the soloist's
virtuosity, while orchestral peaks

extracting atight and rhythmic bass

dynamic range. Here, again, the
sheer impact displayed during

performance that gave lie to the
speaker's modest proportions.

demonstrated atruly exhilarating

crescendos made amockery of the

Listening to Joy Division's
Transmission, bass lines had areal

system's modest proportions.

snap and there was that wonderful
feeling of the woofers literally

certainly makes astrong statement.
The stand is atruly beautiful piece

sucking the soundwaves back out of

of furniture and, along with the
CD player and amplifier fascias, it

With Joy Division's
Transmission, bass had
areal snap and there
was that wonderful
feeling of the woofers
sucking the soundwaves
back out of the room as
each note stopped.'

Visually, this Redgum system

helps qualify the system as one of
the few that are as easy on the eye
as they are on the ear. No review
period is truly sufficient to test the
equipment's reliability but all the
components exude solidity, and it is
easy to believe that Ian Robinson's
'always works' guiding vision is alive
and well here.
CRYSTAL CLARITY
Sonically, in spite of its oh- so organic
appearance, this system is defined
by its solid-state amplifier, and avery
good example of the breed it is too.
What it lacks in midrange warmth
and ultimate insight, it makes up
for with avibrant sound of crystal
clarity. Eminently suitable for rock
and dance music, it also reproduces
full-blooded orchestral classics with
vitality and slam. Where avalveand-vinyl- based system may base its
believability on solid and palpable
images, the Redgum uses sheer
energy to achieve the same aim.
In purely sonic terms, this system
represents excellent value for money
and is well worth an audition.
In these convenience obsessed
times, there is aprice to be paid
here as quality of imaging is heavily
dependent on accurate channel
matching, and track hopping can
be afrustrating business. More
conventional control functions are
available within the Redgum range,
but if you value purity of design
above all else, this set-up could be
right up your street. c5
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ATLAS RETAILERS
Central England

London & South East England

Introducing the rew Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.
Hyper is the la:est in our award- winning range of interconnects,
speake cable ard digital cornects. Available in single or bi-wire,
you'll be eimazed by the difference.
Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 0'563 572666 for more information.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

ATLAS Cables
atlascables.com

Hear these wonderfull speakers at

•Ashford ( Kent)
Soundcraft HTFi
01233 624441
wvvw.soundcrafthifi.com
•Aylesbury
Noteworthy Audio
01296 422224 wvvvv.notevvorthyaudio.co.uk
•Guildford
R J. Hi Fi Ltd
01483 504801
www.pihifcco.uk
•Harrow
Harrow Audio
020 8863 0938
www.harrowaudo.corn
•London N7
Bartletts Hi Fi
020 7607 2148
www.bartlettshifi.co.uk
•London SW11 1st Stop Audio Visual
020 7978 6262
www.1ststopay.corn
•London SW14
Lasyl
020 8876 7632
• London W1 Hi Fi Care rShasonic
0845 634 0340
•Sevenoaks
Sound Seduction
01732 456573 vmwsoundseductton.co.uk
.Worthing
Phase 3 Hi Fi
01903 245577
www.phase3hecom
South West England•Bournemouth
01202 555512
•Bournemouth
01202 529988
•Poole
01202 730865
•Salisbury
01722 322169
•Southampton
02380 228434
•Weymouth
01305 785729

Suttons Hi Fi
www.suttonshifi.co.uk
Movement Audio
www movement-eta:1.w uk
Movement Audio
www movement-aucho.co.uk
Salisbury Hi Fi
www.saltsburyhdi.co.uk
Phase 3 Hi Fi
www.phase3hifi.con,
Weymouth Hi Fi
www.vveymouthhlf •

•Banbury
Overture
01295 2/2158
www.overture.co.uk
•Birmingham
Music Matters
0121 429 2811 wvwv.musicmatters.co.uk
•Solihull
Music Matters
0121 742 0254 wsrommusicmatters.cauk
Music Matters
•Stourbridge
01384 444184 www.musicmatters.co.uk
•Sutton Coldfield
Music Matters
0121 354 2311 www.musicmatters.co.uk
•Wilstead
British Audio Products
01234 741152
vvvvw.britishaudio.co.uk
•Market Harborough Divine Audio
01858 ,n2999
www divineaudio cauk
North England
•Halifax
Huddersfield Hi Fi
01422 366832 www.huddersfieldhifi.co.uk
•Hull
A. Fanthorpe Ltd.
01482 223096
www.fanthorpes.co.uk
Lintone Audio
•Gateshead
0191 477 4167
www.hntone.co.uk
•Gateshead metro
Lintone Audio
0191 460 0999
www.lintone.co.uk
•Sheffield
Moorgate Acoustics
0114 275 6048 www morgateacousucs cauk
Scotland
Holburn Hi Fi
•Aberdeen
wwvv.holburnhifi.co.uk
01224 585713
Glasgow Audio
•Glasgow
0141 332 4707 vsnsvvv giaigowaudio.com
North Wales
•Wrexham

Acton Gate Audio

Heatherdate
• audio limited

A change ii styling well beyond evolutionary when compared to other models
the Prestige range, Glenair reveals a fresh new style with ciean functional lines
and a minimalist simplicity. Relamirg its thoroughbred Tannoy technology
hentage and no compromise acoustic performance Glenair 'Presents a modem
understated sophistizaten. Cleverly benefiting the speaker's performance, the
aesthetica ly elega -it trapezoidal cabinet sharpe helps to s
educe internal standing
wares thereby prevertng unwanted panel resonance
With its massive 15" Dual Concentric'''. driver Glenair delivers the kind of
effortless bass dynamic that is only possible from a substantial dnve unit
sornetning you just dont find 4
1your average run of the mill lome cinema or hi-fi
oudspeasier Its opei rnidraige and delicacy of treble nuances meticulously
combine r a coheren: and utterly involving soundstage, delrvering an
astonish ngly true to Ire performance.
Enshrine perfect integration of the driver elements, all components of the carefully
Pesigred crossover network in the Glenair are high precision, low- loss and
thermally stable. For the high frequency feed a single Hoviano MusiCap®
capacitos , is used providing class- leading sonic consistency; exceptional
Pynamics, speed, Í
DCUS, corect timbre and depth of field. Two large laminated
iron core mductors we used to avoid saturation effects Top quality silver-plated
copper wiring Is used for the low frequency section, and Acrolinkie 6N ultra high
purity : 99 9999%) copper wire s used for the high frequency wiring for complete
signal path
integrity
The finely crafted cabinet with its sumptuous solid American Cherry wood
nouldincs and veneers give it a refreshing s:vle that wi Icomplement anything
ficni casual and cool through to sophisticate: and contemporary.

Heatherdale
•audio United

202 Findon Road • Worthing • West Sussex • BN14 OEJ

www.hifi-stereo.com
heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

Tel: 01903 872288
Fax • 01903 872234 Evenings • 07860 660001

Made by enthusiasts for enthusiasts

MB50 Monoblocks

CM05 Preamplifier

A5OR Integrated amplifier
After many years of painstaking research into the effects of component sound quality and the interaction
behind them, Anatek believes it has at last developed atruly natural sounding amplifier circuit unique
in the world of audio.
Anatek's famous fully patented output stage helps to produce aremarkably natural sound. It has all
the benefits of Class A ( non-switching) with no crossover distortion but does not generate the heat
and consequent stresses on components.
Anatek Acoustics is a company established by enthusiasts for enthusiasts, its mission - to create
high quality amplifiers for the serious music lover.
Sourcing only the best materials, each product is handmade in the UK and tested individually to ensure
the high standard demanded by the company's founders are met. It is this pursuit of perfection,
which has led to atruly remarkable product group, unique in the audio world.
With an Anatek Acoustics' amplifier in their homes, music connoisseurs the world over will be
one step closer to recreating the distinct sound of the live musical event.
For more information please visit: www.anatekacoustics.co.uk or call + 44 ( 0)1903 524602

Anatek Acoustics

Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all
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Worth ti lc odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - infoehenleydesigns.co.uk
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BMW

Excellence in
Electrostatics

Luxurious Italian
Loudspeakers

The electrostatic panels of the final
range are an amazing combination of art
and science. By improving on the classic
electrostatic technology Final merge
audiophile sound with uitramodern,
elegant design.The new patented Inverter
Technology products combine detailed
sound with discrete styling and optimum
practicality.

For many years Opera have specialised
in crafting beautiful budspeakers at their
factory in ItalysVeneto region.T-ie new
Linea Classica series continues nis proud
tradition, from the small but luxurious
Mezza to the top-of-therange Qunita.
With its authentic Italian flair Opera is
the natural choice fer any musk, lover's
system.

•••
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For a Lifetime of
Musical Enjoyment

The Unorthodox
Approach

As one of the best known and respected valve

Pathos Acoustics, based in Vicenza. Italy.
are internationally renowned for their
uniquely- designed high performance
valve/solid state amplifiers. Now sees
the launch of their first CD player, and
it's as stunning as everybody expected!
Combing top quality styling and build
with adetailed and liquid sound. the
Endorphin is already making big waves in
the industry.

amplifier manufacturers. Unison Research needs
little introduction. Each of their products is
handbuilt with great pride and passion by asmall
but dedicated team, and the marque is the object
of critical acclaim throughout the world.The
Preludio is agreat introduction to Unison's pure
valve designs and offers superb value for money
with an open, detailed sound.

OK)
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UKD, 23 Richings Way, Iven Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 01753 652669 Fax: 01753 654531
www.ukdoco.uk e-mail: post@ukd.co.uk

QUAD
Ihave to say that this is the finest
speaker on the planet."
- Ken Kessler, HI -Fi News

"The Best Late Nerd Sp(
World...ever! "
- Hi -Fi World

"Iknow of no other speaker I' d
rather own, regardless of price
- Sam Tellig StereophIle Magazine

By the highest stcndar (:!, the 2905s
get everything ligiit to a egree that
had me in awe.;"
-.

- Noel Keywood,

Weld

#ØiVZ4i •
Quad Sp
Tel: 01435 865 212

cialist

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment only please.
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Do you own hi-fi equipment worth over £10,000?
Do you have alarge record or CD collection?

PLATINUM
home irsurance solelons

Does your existing home insurance policy cover these?
We recognise that your possessions, especially your hi-fi and music collection deserve special attention and we offer aspecific
home insurance policy tailored to include cover for this. We understand that in exchange for your hard-earned cash, you
deserve and expect afairly priced product, world-class service and professional advice. All insurance requirements are unique
and require an individual and flexible approach.
e2--- No call-centres or call ' management'. You get direct contact with
the people you actually need to speak to.
e-7, Requests for areturn call done without stress. If you ask for
something to be done - you only need to ask once.
17
--- Proper representation in the event of aclaim.
e-T-, Household policies can be extended to include your cars.
From aMini to aFerrari - we can package it all together.
Please contact: Lee Brindley, Director

T. 01306 874400

E01306 874401

E. lee@platinum-ins.co.uk

PLATINUM
home insurance solutions

Platinum Insurance Solutions Lim ted, 267 - 273 High Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1RY Regulated and authorised by the Financial Services Authority. ( Firm ref. 308337).

Practical 1-11 Fi
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ANew Naim in the North West for Naim Audio...
You will find in our Preston branch of Practical HiFi the most excit-

ing and engaging range of audio products currently available from
the UK's most committed hi-fi manufacturer. Read on...
Naim Audio is acompany that many have tried to imitate, but none
have been able ta match either Naim's sincerity or success in the
marketplace. There are many reasons for this, as a recent and
inspiring factory visit was tc highlight!
From first arriving on the assembly line, it is apparent that here is
acompany whose employees are as enthusiastic about their products as we, the end users are to listen to them. Every assembler,
every technician. scrutinises every part, every circuit board,...
every single item that goes into every single product through its
manufacturing process. tis obvious that these people love their
work, andl love the end results of their labours. There is an obvious
passion in the Nairn factory or excellence whether its the guy who
hand makes the Arro tonearm, or the team of techno boffins in the
research and development offices. These people love their work!
The levels of re- investment in the company over the last 30 years
or so is apparent. with the growth of the once small factory unit,
having been extended or several occasions, it is obvious that here
is acompany that really : scommitted to providing better solutions
to the hi fi industry longterm!
Naim offer an array of hi fi and vision products that will satisfy any
hardened critic whether ibe an entry level stereo system, or ahigh
flying 5channel cinema system. Needless to say that the company's attitude and enthusiasm rubs off and is infectious to say the
least, at the erd of our visit, we wanted the products in our shop
and could not waiit for delivery day to come soon enough!

Naim have always known of the importance of an amplifiers power
supply arrangement, and that is why all preamplifiers in their range
are upgradeable to suit the application and pocket! It is imperative
to maintain the integrity of the music signal from source to speaker, and Naim have spent many years researching " quiet" power
supplies. So you don't think it can make adifference!? Come on in
and be amazed in our dem studios. You will be able to hear every
upgrade in the chain, no sales speil, just absolute performance.
This equipment really does speak for itself.
Whether you are about to put astereo system together or wanting
to upgrade an existing system, we strcngly urge you to listen to
Naim Audio's designs. Integrated amplifiers that punch way
beyond their weight, pre and power combinations that have more
drive, rhythm and pace than you thought possible, and wait till you
start upgrading with power supplies on the pre amps or CD players. Wow! Naim just gets better and better. Excitement, is e big
part of the presentation, and we guarantee that you will be rediscovering your CD or vinyl collection into the wee small hours.
And of course, its also nice and reassuring to know that the same
superb performance from the music products, is also available rom
the n-Vi all in one box, home theatre system. This no compromise
DVD player and amplifier with optional DAB tuner is ajoy to use
and has sound to rival much costing many times mcre!
Book a dem today, or drop in to hear a Naim system that may
change your opinion of what ahi fi can do!
Only available at:
Practical Hi Fi, 43,
Friargate, Preston, PR1 2AT
(01772) 883958

After you, the listener,
the room is the most
important factor in your
enjoyment of your system.
Have you taken care?

goorn
for Lrproverner\L
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The're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Cregon - Hi- Fi+ magazine

When you play music you " excite"
the room. In fact, think of your
listening room as the LOUDSPEAKER
BOX WITH YOU INSIDE ,drive
units facing inwards — that's how
significant the room is.
Try to choose a room with uneven
ratios, eg. not 6 x 4, to minimise
STANDING WAVES — big subject,
but imagine ripples (just like sound)
bouncing back in a bowl of water.
Ideally place speakers far away from
walls to minimise interaction. That's
usually difficult, SO EXPERIMENT —
remove spikes and slide the stands
/boxes until you have good imaging.
It can take weeks but it's FREE!
Large speakers with deep bass will
be difficult. Big subject. We prefer
well- integrated sub-woofers, ideally
placed, to CONTROL THE ROOM .

Cryogenically treated tubes
really stake adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

Hard surfaces — glass, bare floors,
smooth walls, low ceilings — will
emphasise treble. Absorb with
soft material? Well no, diffusion is
better. Use bookshelves, rough and
convex surfaces to keep treble and
detail.
Equipment in aconvenient corner?
By the chimney breast? No! Play
some bassy music and put your ears
in there. Deafening? Think of the
acoustic feedback, and also think of
EQ UIPMENT SUPPORTS . Critical.
We've only touched on system setup. It's crucial and WE TAKE CARE

GOLDEN
DRAGON

elenellelIBE2SHORCCI
OR CALL US 0870 92204-4

Customers say we make some of the
BEST SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you
know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENS I
VE MISTAKES ,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST

LISTEN AND YOU '
LL KNOW

The
Right
Note
.Uush in hie brune

V

d.

BATH
01225 874728
or lo- call
0845 230 7570

CD: ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI,

THER th ST SELECTION
110POF QUALITY TUBES ONLINE

VERONA, P8I), STELLO, W ADIA. VINYL:
AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRANAM, THE
GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE. SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.
T UNERS:MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS:BEL CANTO, CAT,OK DESIGN, DNM ,
GAMUT, HOVLAND, SONNETEER, STELLO. LOUDSPEAKERS:
AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,
NEAT,
TOTEM. CAB LE S:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC.
MAINS Vertex AQ.

SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS

UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

SEE AND HEAR
THE VERY BEST
HI-FI AND HOME CINE1VIA

AT SEVEN0a<S

Denon
DVD2930 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER

yemenn, ELT

• Multiformat Player
U Plays DVD-V DVD-A/CD/SACD

AWARDS 2006
One MAR.

• Upscales Standard DVDs For HD Displays

•••10•111101-3•14

Fujitsu
P42XHA58 PLASMA TV

Class- leading build quality and a
unique blend of sophisticated
Scandinavian design. Primare's

Superb picture performance from
Fujitsu's latest Plasma screens.

range includes the award-winning
CD31 CD player and 130 Amplifier.

al HD Ready
• Twin HDMI
• Gloss Black Finish
II Integrated Freeview Tuner

Spendor

KEF

Spendor ' S' Series

1Q5 SPEAKERS

speakers feature
III Hand- made e'
generation bass-

• Uni Q Technology
• Finish Options

midrange drive units
reward with auniquely
clear and musical
sound

• Floorstanding
•1.0.

B&I1V MT- 30

MI Natural wood
cabinets incorporating
Dynamic Damping

IM•1%,.•

al What Hi Fi?
Award- Winner
HIVI Fil
{ IOU

SOON
»

AWARDS 2006
Mellelltr0/111111••
vamars

capable of amazing power and speed perfect for both music and movies.

Yamaha
RX-N600D
AV RECEIVER
IN Network Receiver Functions

WHAT I* FIT

• Play MP3/WMA/WAV music from a PC
Ill Play Internet Radio

AWARDS 2006

SEVEN0a<S

SNIA01111

Comprising five compact, stylish M-1
satellite speakers and the ' pressure
vessel' PV- 1subwoofer, the MT- 30 is

engineered to
eliminate booming of
bass sound.

1

AWARDS 2006

• NO V1.10111

ncumaterse

Marantz
Marantz's superb product
range includes high-end hi-fi,
HD- ready DVD players and
AV receivers.
The hi-fi range includes the
acclaimed CD50010SE and
PM4001 Amplifier.

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:III Hi Fi
III Home Cinema
Ill Custom Design and Installation

Many of our stores are open on Sundays during
December and January. For up-to-date information,
please call your local store or visit our website.

NEW 2007 Sevenoaks Guide
Pick-up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema Guide at your nearest store.
Alternatively, either can be ordered via our VVebsite and posted to you
(UK mainland addresses only) FREE OF CHARGE.

>> Your nearest SEV EN Oa<S store
wwvv.ssay.com

0800 587 9909
STAINES

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369-373 LONDON ROAD

62 NORTH STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

.1 THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

24 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET ,OFF HIGH ST,

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE, FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

928 WHITELADIES ROAD CLIFTON

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

BROMLEY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPE ,.

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 51 JOHNS ROAD

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD

9GOLDINGS HILL

OPEN SUNDAY

39A EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREET

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW OPEN

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

SUNDAY

MANCHESTER

OPEN SUNDAY

17 BURLEIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET, CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCASTLE

SHEFFIELD

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

104 106 ALBANY ROAD

73B NORTH STREET

19 NEWGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

029 2047 2899

014.83 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733
WOLVERHAMPTON

OPEN SUNDAY

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

403 KINGS ROAD

144 148 GRAYS INN ROAD

29-29A SI GILES STREET

149-151 STRATFORD ROAD

20-30 CLEVELAt:D STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

NOTTINGHAM

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

OPEN SUNDAY

597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD. SHERWOOD

33 LONDCN ROAD

14 SILVER STREET

01482 587171

0115 911 2121

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

32 THE BOULEVARD

43 FIFE ROAD

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

77 CHASE SIDE

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISO'
OUR WEBSITE

14 PITTVILLE STREET

01242 241171

SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

OPEN SUNDAY

PRICING
POLICY

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service at alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS'
Spread the cost of buying.
Flexible finance options" are
availaple on the majority of
products we stock.
Melon MEW on Nome loMMOd Creel
Memo Memnon [Mom EOM SLINK* to Mt.

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not
available at all stores. Please call
to confrm or visit our website
before ravelling. Special Offers
and Sale Offers - Not in
conjuncton with any other offer.

SEVEN0a<S
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Samsung
• LE40F71BX 40" LCD TV
In 1920 x 1080 Pixel Resolution

I

Blu-Ray DVD Ready

la HD Ready

oNtY £ 1599

SAVE £ 300

Dew

(

Samsung
LE32M73BDX 32" LCD TV

Samsung

Ill HD Ready, 1366 X 768 Resolution
• 100Hz

BD- P1000 BLU-RAY DISC PLAYER

• Freeview Tuner

Revolutionise your home viewing forever.

£999

Samsung's BD- P1000 Blu-ray disc and DVD player is
the perfect partner for your HD Ready TV. You can
even upscale your existing DVDs for an enhanced
picture and when partnered with a 1080p TV, such

• Video Upscaling

as Samsung's F7, you will enjoy full 1080p high

• Progressive Scan

definition images.

• HDIV1I Output

Q
to., £899

SAVE £ 200

IT

:11.1•1811MMIIMPOIMb

SAVE £ 100
WHAT HI FIT
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
0 0 0 0 0

Denon

InFocus

PRODUCT OF

PM

IIIFOCUS 111111.

IN76 PROJECTOR

TU-1800DAB TUNER

Hear DAB, FM and AM radio at its best.

Fill your screen with bright, vivid, crisp
and detailed images with this award-

With 200 presets, the award-winning TU-1800DAB

winning, 720p resolution, DLP projector.

impresses with its refined and full-bodied sound.

ow/ £ 199

WHAT HI FIT
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2006
ILIt010S

SAVE £ 50

£1249

SAVE £ 150

SOWN 711•104•DAS

MORE AMAZING OFFERS AVAILABLE IN-STORE
3

SEVEN0a<S

WINTER SALE
STARTS 27TH

DECEMBER 2006

Arcam SOLO MUSIC SYSTEM
Monitor Audio RS1 SPEAKERS
• Award-Winning System MI Highly Acclaimed Speakers with Finish Options

A PERFECT MUSIC SYSTEM FOR

otei £1099

rou
linet
iF
E

SAVE £ 249

AWARDS 2006

111e21211
WHAT HIFI?
SOUND AND VISION

AWARDS 2005
WWI PLONIIIS

AP,. DIVA OV,
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Arcam
DV79 DVD PLAYER
AVR250 AV RECEIVER
• Award- Winning DVD Player
U Excellent Audio Performance
II Silver Finish Only

£1499

SAVE £ 525

Monitor Audio
RS8 SPEAKERS
• Wide- Bandwidth Floorstanders
• Gold Dome C-CAM Tweeter
• Finish Options Available

£699

YAMAHA & KEF PACKAGE
DVD-51700 UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
D5P-AX7595E UK TUNED AV AMPLIFIER
KHT2005.2 SPEAKERS
(SILVER FINISH ONLY)

SAVE £ 100

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

The experts in home entertainment

Power and
Control
Chord SPM14000
Reference Mono
Power Amplifer

.4..1..111111Z11111
I ITT--«gbeb.
,: «1111b

-r he Chord SPM

14000 Ultimate Mono

power amplifier has been designed
as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

6

Chord SPM 14000 is an

outstanding example of applied

engineering. It is the finest solid
state amplifier 1have auditioned
and one of the very finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

5,

Find out why Stereophile magazine found
it the finest only at Rochester Hi Fi now.

Rochester HiFi
30 High Street, Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
T 01634 880037
E info@ roc hesterh i - fi. co. uk
www. rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E sa les@chordelectron ics. co. uk
W www.chordelectron ics. co. uk

For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email infoerochesterhi-fi.co.uk

ACCESSORIES CLUB
Mir

news

ACCESSORIES CLUB

Not quite ' Bah! Humbug!' - but
it does bring atwinkle to the
jaded eye to learn that after the

Books

obvious and well- loved
'White Christmas', the

ices

Quad 'The Closest Approach'

£50.00

Sound Bites: 50 Years of HiFi News

£15.00

Master Handbook of Acoustics

£40.00

Acoustical Engineering: Olsen

£55.00

High Performance
Loudspeakers: Colloms
High Performance Audio
Am • lifiers: Duncan

£55.00

Quantity

Christmas recording that is
played on PA systems more
_

than any other is ' Fairy Tale of
New York' by The Pogues - ' you
scumbag you maggot, you cheap
lousy faggot - Happy Christmas
your arse'. Doesn't anyone ever
- listen to the words?

11

.3 (
2) U

Anyway, to add our two

"

penn'orth to the pot of Xmas
'. cheer, herewith a bunch of
• stockin - sized

oodies totem t

Complete Guide to High-End
Audio: Harley
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook:
Dickason

£40.00
£35.00
£35.00

the Acquisitive Audiophile. Give
as

good time to make deliveries,

Analogue Accessories

but all orders received by
•

20th December should be OK
for Christmas receipt. Merry
Christmas to one and all!

Cartridge Man Digital Stylus
Pressure Gauge

£220.00

Origin Live Digital Stylus
Pressure Gauge

£55.00

Shure Mechanical Stylus
Pressure Gauge
Decca 2+2 Carbon- Fibre Record
Cleaning Brush

£24.00

Griffin Exorcist Cartridge
Demacinetiser
Michael Fremer's Turntable Set-up
DVD

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Post Code

lei ephone

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £

( pounds sterling) made payable to: ' HFN Accessories

Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex (delete)

£55.00

SRM Ted* Turntable Spirit Level

£15.00

Prices

Tube Imp Small Signal Valve Tester

£299.00

Zerostat Antistatic Gun

£39.50

Densen Demag Gold CD

£10.00

Densen Demag Gold DVD

£25.00

Stereophile Test CD - Set of three

£30.00

Griffin System Demagnetiser

£99.00

Deoxit Contact Cleaner

£14.00

ProGold Contact Enhancer

£14.00

Kontak Contact Cleaner

£15.00

Quantity

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy of the form) to: HFN

Card Number

iLiuLiEbbil
Expires (date)

£30.00

KAB Speedstrobe
(Special offer price)

- Accessories

ACCESSORIES CLUB

£99.00

E

Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK OR Fax your completed
order form to: 01234 742028 OR Telephone: 01234 741152 OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccesso
riesclub.com OR Visit the secure order facility at wwwhiliaccessoriesclub.com UK SALES All
prices include VA—.Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items, whatever
their size, anywhere in the UK. EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where
applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.

Signature

Please contact us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E80E.

CLASSIFIEDS

CLASSIFIEDS

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT 8c
ACCESSORIES

To help ensure accuracy, your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please email your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please
call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your
credit card details or fax them to 020 8726 8397

77 amp £ 325, Tel: 020
8688 6397 [ MB17]
MARANTZ PM7200
integrated amp, mint,
boxed, instructions,
remote, Class AIAB
£150, Tel: 01202
481386 [ MB17]
QUAD 405 II £ 200, Tel:
01268 758378 ( Essex)
[MA14]
ICRELL 400.X
integrated amp,

FOR SALE

ATACAMA SE6 speaker

balanced operations

stands, silver £ 75 Tel:

£1600 ono, Tel: 07766
567683 or email:

AUDIOLAB

stephen@mcleodglobal.

amplifiers, PX and
SX versions, both in

0115 9754070 [AC17]

ACCESSORIES
PS AUDIO multi-wave,
regeneration power

ISOTEK

plants, 2xPS1200s
and 1xPS300,

power conditioner
with 6x 13 amp

PS1200s unused and
in original boxes,
retail approximately
£2400, sell for £ 800
each, PS300 in pristine

with 2outlets, power
input via IEC socket,

condition, very slight
use and in original

2years old, excellent
condition, original

corn [ LM30]
AUDIO
RESEARCH

working, boxes
and instructions,

Tel: 003531 8373490
[MA14]

outlets, 2600VA

LS16 Mk 2pre- amp,

can demonstrate

isolation transformers
and 1filter unit each

remote, as new (£ 3700)

£350 and £ 250,
deal for both, email:

QUAD 405.2 amp,

p.deeprose@deeprose.

boxed, and manual
£220 plus carriage, Tel:

£1650, Densen Beat
B100 Mk 2, B300 Mk 3
integrated power amp,
black, mint £ 395 £ 550,

01903 247779 [ MA14]

MERIDIAN 502 pre

MICHELL Orca and

with MM & MC phono

Alecto stereo £ 1000,

packaging £ 575
(£960), buyer collects

189538 ( London) [ LA17]

Tel: 01604 41726

hughthom@btinternet.

(Northampton) [AC14]

BDS + 505 monoblock

no offers, Tel: 07812

SONIC FRONTIERS
valve amp FSF-40 £ 650,

power amps + MSR +
balancd cables £ 1150,

084848 [ MB17]

SOUND

Tel: 01527 543442

Tel: 01474 326220

AUDION Golden Night

ORGANISATION
five-tier rack, black, as
new £ 110, Sennheiser
HD495 headphones

[LA17]

[M8]

PX25 valve power amp,
new KR PX25 valve,

MARK LEVINSON

ARCAM AV8 processor

3805 pre- amp, excellent
condition and superb
detailed sound, costs

and P7 7- channel
amplifier £ 2750

good condition £ 1795,
Tel: 01924 893372 (W.
Yorkshire) [ MA14]

£6500, sell £ 2900, Tel:
Arun on 07711 064480

boxed, Tel: 07879
816151 [ LA14]

corn [ MB14]

830127 [AB14]

£45, Tel: Jules on
01926 420208
(Leamington Spa) [A8]

AMPS

power condition

amp, (£ 8000) £ 2295,
Rowland Model 5

designed for power

£1695, Levinson 336

amplifiers, 2years old,

(£10k) few marks

excellent condition

£2995 serviced, Tel:

£825 (£ 1495),
original packaging,

07966 267404 ( Essex)
[LA17]

buyer collects, Tel:
01604 410726
(Northampton) [AB14]

PHONOMENA

EXPERIENCE

two- box battery
power phono amp,
very neutral and open

filtration 6-way

sound, cost £ 1200,

horizontal power

sell £ 650, Tel: Arun on
07711 064480 [ LA17]

distribution unit 2m
integral power cord,

(£5500), item as new,

[LA17]

JADIS DEFY7 power
ISOTEK 2K Qube

rebuilt by Quad, mint,

co.uk ( Guildford,
Surrey) [ MB17]

box, sell for £ 400

TARGET five-tier stand
£100, Tel: 02920

processor/pre-amp,
latest edition, DTS,
boxed, as new £ 975,

Tel: Hugh on 01224
484470 or email:

(£1750), Tel: 07812
084848 [ MB17]

late Fserial power

unmarked condition,

Substation, fully loaded

Nordost Blue Heaven
£200, Tel: 07973

PS AUDIO P300
powerplant with
multiwave 2 £ 850

boxed, as new, mint,
outstanding sound
£1650, Linn 5103

SUPRATEK Cabernet

LINN Kairn pre- amp
£550, Linn LK100 amps
x3 £ 250 each with

SPECTRAL DMC 305
Pre £ 3500, Spectral

Kaber Aktiv cards, Tel:
02920 830127 [AB14]

world-class valve line
stage from famous

DHA 150 power amp
£3000 Tel: 020 8531

ARTEMIS LABS

designer £ 1900 ono,
Belcanto eVo 4 Gen II

5979 [ MB17]

LA- 1purist valve
preamp, 4 months

Class D muscle amplifier,

CHORD CPA4000E

(£2200) £ 950 ono,

no speaker too difficult,

pre-amp and 4 integra

upgraded with Black
Gate capacitors,
beautifully detailed
sound £ 1500 ono, Tel:

legs ( silver) 31 months
old, excellent condition
£4500, also Chord

Eastern Electric
Minimax valve phono,
11 months (£ 1100)
£550 ono, mint, boxed

07766 567683 or email:
stephen@mcleodglobal.

phono stage ( balanced
and unbalanced in
and outs £ 999, also

Tel: 07786 964335
(London) [A8]

corn [ LM30]

excellent condition

MCINTOSH MC 275

and 31 months old,

valve amp £ 1500 ono,

UNISON RESEARCH

well within Chord 5yr

boxed, Tel: 01323

silver and white £ 345

DEQX 2.6P highly

Smart 845 monoblocks

warranty call ken on

722921 ( 9-5 Mon-Sat)

new, £ 150 ono,

regarded active

£1600 ono, GRAAF WFB

01903 690055 [ MB17]

Eastbourne [AB14]

Tel: 07718 679774

crossover with
room correction

One pre- amplifier £ 700
ono, Tel: 01923 219711

CROFT ABSOLUTE 1

MUSIC FIRST

and pre- amp, all

[MA14]

pre- amp £ 275, Quad

passive pre- amplifier

(Swindon, Wilts) [AB14]
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£895 (£ 1500), Hegel

ono, Tel: Worthing

of 6year warranty

400745 [AC17]

H2 power amplifier

01903 242837/07738

watts into 4 ohms,
rare classic, excellent

150W/ch, balanced

LATEST DNM 3D- Pre,
see HiFi News review

condition £ 350, Tel:
01256 462495 [A8]

Sept 06, pair of DNM
power amps PA3s

ICRELL KRC3 pre-

includes PS for pre, two

amp,10 months
manufacturers
guarantee, reference

113670 [AC17]

£1950 ( new £ 3929),
contact Ian on 07941

and unbalanced
outputs £ 795 (£ 2500),

ORACLE Si3000

424322/01789
261585 or email: ian.

Tel: 01202 767873

Reference integrated

brunt@zen.co.uk [A]

(Dorset) [AC17]

amplifier 300W/8ohms,
Limited Edition,

KRELL KAV250a

PS for amps, as new

CHORD
ELECTRONICS

stunning engineering,
design and sound

power amp, £ 1200,

£13,000, would accept
£8500, superb sound,

SPM1200E fitted with

£4250 ( E10,000), Tel:

Tel: 01622 715851

Integra legs, complete

07917 571619 [AC17]

£1500, Tel: Ken on
07754 654981 [AB14]

ATC SCA 2 preamplifier, new

CLASSÉ CAP- 151,
250W rms + remote

SUMS° Nine Plus
power amplifier, pure

AUDIO RESEARCH

February 2006, as new

£977, Tel: 01206

condition, balance

510392/07966

class A operation, 65
watts into 8ohms, 120

Reference 2 Mk 2
pre- amplifier, silver,

with power lead,
instructions 8, packing
boxes, excellent
condition, can ship
_1
5

1...

ithin the UK £ 3500

Krell KRC3 pre- amp

[AC17]

quality, fully balanced,
mint condition £ 1595
ono Tel: 01225
869236 [AB14]

Hinti news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

Fill in your advertisement copy here...
(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right. We will
insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in
once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

From this month the new
Hi Fi News CLASSIFIEDS
pages have anew, simpleto- use category system that
means you get multiple
entries for selling your hi-fi
equipment and buyers can
target exactly what they
want. All you have to do
is fill in the form printed
left but for each product
category ( eg. accessories.
amps, CD players etc)
ensure that you write the
category code number
in the top left hand
corner of the box ( see our
example below) and when
acomponent falls into a
new category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1- Accessories: 2 - Amps:
3 - Cables: 4 - CD players:
5 - DACS: 6 - Software

Tel ( to appear in advert):

(CDs, records, DVDs etc.):
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners:
9 - Turntables: 10 - Events

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex (delete as appropriate)

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

Card number
3 digit card security code

II

Expiry date

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)
Signature

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

For sale or wanted?
Please tick this box if

II

you want your advert

to go into the WANTED
category

•NB: Classified rates are
£8 ( inc. VAT) per 30-word
insertion for one issue; £ l4
for two issues and £ 17 for
three issues. Additional
words are 50p each
NB: Telephone or product
reference numbers count as
one word ( eg. Meridian 201
=two words).

•We are not responsible for clerical errors
Name:
Address*

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to

Postcode*
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e-mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here Li Hi Fi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us C. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted D.

appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus a
payment of El ( 50p for each extra word).

CLASSIFIEDS

mint, stunning, boxed

084848 [ MB17]

£4700, Audio Research

AUDIO RESEARCH

ACCUPHASE

copy, own collection,

amp SP8, YBA pre- amp,

CD player, DP- 70v,

selling copies, for

VT200 Mk 2 200 watt

NORDOST Quattro Fil

Sonus Faber speakers,

£1750, Tel: 01527

list and prices email:

valve power amplifier,

1.0m £ 350 (£ 100),

Linn Sondek LP12

543442 [ LA17]

rstephen@

superb £ 4700

Townshend lsolda

t/table, Sumo Aurora

(£12,000), Tel: 01923

1.5m £ 125 (£ 300),

tuner, Arcam Alpha

CAMBRIDGE CD3

01474 823001 ( Kent)

235423 [ AB56]

Linn Silver 1.2 m £ 80

10 tuner, Nakamichi

excellent £ 175, Tel:

[MA14]

(£185), will sell all

cassette deck CR3E,

01268 758378 [ MA14]

CELLO Performance

for £ 450, Tel: 01442

Ferrograph Series 7

amplifier II, 2

401761 ( Hemel

r/reel, SME 3009 arm,

LINN lkemi CD player

collection, assorted

power supplies, 2

Hempstead) [AC17]

Optionka tuner and

£1000, Tel: 02920

collection of 210

amp, studio clearance

830127 [AB14]

classical LPs including

monoblocks, dynamic,

btopenworld.com Tel:

CLASSICAL RECORD

excellent sound

HOVLAND Nineline bi-

- reasonable offers, Tel:

clarity, natural tone

wire speaker cable, two

0116 259 3808 [A8]

NAIM AUDIO CDS3 CD

Decca and DGs,

quality and reliability,

metre lengths £ 299

DACS

player plus XPS power

full list available by

excellent condition,

(£1300), Yamamura

MUSICAL FIDELITY

supply, as new £ 4500

e-mail on request,

original colour cables

6000 interconnect

Tri Vista 21, 192kHz

ono, Tel: 020 8524

buyer collects £ 175,

and manuals £ 6000

£399, Tel: 01444

tube DAC, mint,

2181 [AB14]

Tel: 01604 410726

or offers, Tel: 07921

892157 [A8]

378184 [AB14]

HMV, Columbia,

instructions £ 795, Tel:
01202 481386 [ MB17]

VAN DEN HUL

(Northampton) [AB14]
MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 CD, bought Jan

the Teatrack' speaker

PINK TRIANGLE

2000, gold trim £ 350,

SPEAKERS

cables 2 x4m

DA CAPO, 24- bit £ 595,

Tel: 01922 474864

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

distribution block and

lengths with monster

Tel: 07966 267404

(Walsall) [A8]

mains cable £ 160, Tel:

connections £ 60, Tel:

[AB14]

07810 434589 [ MB17]

0115 9754070 [AC17]

AUDIOSOURCE

R5OW Monitors £ 175,
Tel: 020 8688 6397

MUSICAL FIDELITY

DVDs CDs

CD Pre 24, mint

[AC17]

PURIST AUDIO

NORDOST SPM

GRYPHON Mikado

condition, boxed, just

HORNING Agathon

Colossus 2 power

speaker cable, 6 metre

top- loading CD player,

read review (£ 2000)

Bronze, new drivers

cord £ 60 (£ 200)

stereo pair, mint

award-winning design,

£795, Tel: 01604

£1495, Sonus Faber

Electrocompaniet

£1695 (£ 5000), Tel:

exceptional sound,

584630/

Extremas recent drivers

Power cord £ 40

07917 571619 [AC17]

built for life, less than

07920 151588 [A8]

£3595, Tel: 07966

(£125), Tel: 01308
868044 [ MC17]

2years old, recent

267404 ( Essex) [ LA17]

NORDOST VALHALLA

factory service £ 4600

KRELL KAV300 CD,

speaker cable 2.25m,

ono, Tel: 07766

very good condition

TANNOY

TRANSPARENT

mint, ( cost £ 4900)

567683 or

£1200, Tel: Ken on

Buckingham

Music Link Super 1.5m

£2000, Tel: 01923

email: stephen

07754 654981 [AB14]

RCA interconnect with

235423 [AB56]

@mcleodglobal.com
[LM30]

network boxes £ 375,
Monsterlink digital

SILTECH SQ-110 RCA

EXPOSURE CD2010

model 300SI and

plus remote £ 279, Tel:

Target stand £ 100, Tel:
01527 543442 [ LA17]

cable optical 200, £ 50

1.5m, Siltech SQ-88

SONY

01206 510392/

Tel: 07810 434589

RCA 0.5m £ 350,

MiniDisc MDS-JA2OES,

07966 400745 [AC17]

[MB17]

two Purist Audio

£325, Tel: 01474

Venustas 5ft power

326220 [ MA14]

SPECTRAL CABLES

cables £ 350 each,

loudspeakers £ 2000,
Clements loudspeakers

SOUNDLAB A3 fullWADIA 861 fully

range electrostatic

upgraded from

speakers, excellent

£800, Odyssey 2

Synergistic Research

ARC CD3 Mk 1 £ 2600,

860, documented

condition, only two

speaker cable 3 metres

Reference AC master

Tel: 07810 434589

by importer, boxed,

owners, cost £ 13,000,

£80, Nordost Blue

coupler £ 375, Tel:

[MB17]

manual £ 3295, Tel:

sell £ 4000, buyer

Heaven Rev II speaker

01708 471727/07801

MARANTZ

01923 235423 [AB56]

collects, Tel: Arun on

cable £ 200, Kimber D-

358102 [A1314]

CD17 KI Signature CD

60 digital interconnect
0.5m £ 80, Tel: 020
8531.5979 [ MB17]

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

07711 064480 [ LA17]

player, mint condition

TRICHORD digital

£550, Tel: 01224

turntable and Pulsar

826372 [ LA17]

Series One DAC last

loudspeakers £ 700

spec Clock 3, Oscons,

ono, Tel: 01923
219711 [ MA14]

MERIDIAN 596 DVD
DNM Rainbow speaker

upgraded, MSR £ 1497,

MERIDIAN 598

HDCD, Moon glow

cable 2 x7m £ 40,

possible p/ex, Tel:

CD/DVD/ DVD-A player

balanced ilc (£ 2500)

PMC FB1 floorstanding

Tel: 020 8688 6397

01206 510392/07966

£1450 (£ 3200), item

£1195 ono, AMC CD6

RUARK Talisman 3,

[MB17]

400745 [AC17]

as new, boxed, Tel:

analogue sounding

walnut, boxed, very

07879 816151 [ MB14]

player (£ 350) £ 150,

good condition, was

CHORD ODYSSEY,

PIONEER A400,

2m set double bi-wire

KEF Q15, black ash,

MERIDIAN 206

speaker cables, mint

Cambridge Audio CD4,

bitstream CD

condition £ 170 Tel:

Akai tuner, Alphason

01224 826372 [ LA17]

speaker stands, Linn

MIT ( SPECTRAL)

Tel: 07790 492241

£1500 now £ 750, Tel:

[A8]

020 8418 9437 [ FOC]

player with remote,

SOFTWARE

ATC SCM 100 TSL

interconnect, very

Audiophile vinyl,

Anniversary limited

cable £ 495, Tel: 07790

good condition £ 400,

sealed, some out

edition speakers, burr

492241 [A8]

Tel: 01902 782015

of print rarities,

magnolia piano finish,

[MB17]

Christmas treat?

active or passive,

Maybe bargain second

reluctant sale, bought

MH7504 3m £ 350
(£1000) Tel: 07812
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new Feb ' 06, fixed price
£7250, ( new £ 13,000),
contact Ian on 07941
424322/01789
261585 or email: ian.
brunt@zen.co.uk [JK14]
VARITY AUDIO
Fidelio speakers with
flight cases £ 3000, Tel:
020 8531 5979 [ MB17]

01268 758378 [ MA14]

finish, complete with

present room £ 350,

DENON TU- 260L II £ 47,

SYSTEMDEK I
IX

dedicated stands,
two years old, totally

Tel: 01663 742998

Tel: 01206 510392/
07966 400745 [AC17]

turntable, awesome

TURNTABLES

immaculate, as new
condition, complete
with packaging,
instructions and
cleaning cloths £ 1950,
Tel: Paul on 07747
564251 [ABFOC]

QUAD ESL- 63 serviced
May £ 875, Tel: 020
8688 6397 [ MB17]

[AC17]

gives lovely classical
sound, too large for

B&W Signature 805 in
grey Tigers Eye luxury

SHAHINIAN
Hark loudspeakers

(North Derbyshire)
[AB14]

(à la Audio Note
TT2) Rega RB250

APOGEE

SME arm M10,£525,

and Audio Tecnica
£225, Alphason Super

Stage full- range
ribbon speakers, good

Tel: 01474 326220
[MA14]

Nova extremely rare
turntable Linn arm

condition, anthracite,
amazing sound £ 750.

AUDIO TECHNICA

board £ 225, HR100S
titanium cult mega arm

Tel: 01604 584630/
07920 151588 [A8]

AT-0C9 m- ccartridge
£125 (£ 360), Tel:

492241 [A8]

killer £ 350, Tel: 07790

01308 868044 [ MB17]
KUZMA Reference
turntable, mint with

£5000 ono, as new,

ELECTROSTATIC

HARBETH Compact

Tel: 020 8524 2181

7ES.2, owned from
new, pristine condition,

[AB14]

RESEARCH Hybrid
ribbon speakers, similar

GARRARD 401 with
RB300, both in good

cherry finish, boxed,
superb, standmount

SPENDOR S6
cherrywood, boxed

to Martin Logan Aireus,
special gloss birds eye

condition £ 349, inc
plinth, also Ortofon

30kg, custom stands
available £ 875 inc.
stand, £ 800 ono with

with manual, bi-wire,
bought 2004 ex- display

brown finish £ 650,1R
149 round speaker,

Rohmann MC £ 299 or
sold all together £ 549,
Tel: Steve on 07745
450581 [ MA14]

SME Series Vtonearm,
extremely rare goldplated version, 20

TECHNICS SL110
direct- drive turntable
3009/2 Imp, cover,

hours use, boxed, like
new, VdH mcs 150
silver-wired £ 1600,
SME Model 10, latest

stands, Tel: 01205
366691 [ MB17]

£600, Tel: 01922
474864 [A8]

black, new foam grills
£225 ono, Tel: 01604
584630/ 07920
151588 [A8]

REVEL B15a sub,
Amator 2 £ 1195

8 months (£ 2500)
£1200 ono, mint,

SONUS FABER Elector
Amator II speakers with

(£2800), Tel: 07812

boxed, Tel: 07786

Sonus Faber matching

£350 ono, Tel: 01278

084848 [ MB17]

964335 ( London) [A8]

stands, immaculate

793886 [AC17]

SONUS FABER Electa

airline air bearing
arm and compressor,
amazing, all boxed,
manuals, mint £ 4950,

power supply version
£1700, SME Model

AT110E, ex condition

30 with Series V gold
writing VDH mcs 150
silver-wired tonearm

£1500, Tel: Ken on
07754 654981 [ AB14]

VAN DEN HUL Frog
moving-coil cartridge,

PROAC Response 1.5
floorstanding speakers,

LUMLEY Monitor 300

3year old, lovely
sound, boxed £ 795,

little use, 2years old
(£5000 new) £ 2250

NAIM NATO1

Tel: 01924 893372 (W.

ono, Tel: 01323
722921 ( 9-5 Mon- Sat)
Eastbourne [AB14]

Elector Amator Two,
walnut speakers with

B&W CM 1bookshelf

packaging, £ 600

speakers, maple, 3

adjustable ironwood
stands, condition

months old, mint,
boxed £ 375, Tel: 0115

including carriage and
insurance, Tel: ( Dublin)

as new, priced to
go (£ 2900) £ 850,
Tel: 01704 821146

9754070 [AC17]

003531 4591432
[LA17]

TANNOY

ARCAM FM1 T31 AM/FM

DUAL 503/1 £ 35, Pro-

(Southport) [A8]

Canterbury 15HE

RDS, mint, guaranteed

Ject Debut Ill £ 97, Tel:

£3950 (£ 8500), mint,

£225 ( E449.50), Tel:

01206 510392/

Yorkshire) [ MA14]

speakers, natural oak,

SONUS FABER

WILSON AUDIO
Watt Puppy 3.2 superb
imaging and dynamics,

Tel: 07764 156157
[AC17]

excellent condition
£3495, Tel: 01444

AUDIO PHYSIC

892157 [A8]

boxed, (£ 7500)
£2995, Sonus Faber

IM LAB Mezzo Utopia,

Musica, boxed, £ 1195,

fine speakers in great
condition, seller in

Sonus Faber Extrema

central London £ 4799
ono (£ 7500 new),
Tel: Pedro on 0772
0772207 [A8]

arm lead, crated, fully
serviced and cared

superlative tuner,

presentation box with

for by SME Steyning,

early model, excellent
condition, reluctant
sale, original

calibration data and
accessories £ 725, Tel:

all tools and manual
£7000, Tel: 01923

07729 626598 [A8]
LINN LP12 turntable

235423 [AB56]

Afromosia, no arm
£195, (vgc), Tel: 01202
767873 ( Dorset)
[AC17]

07966 400745

Avanti 3, cherry,

(£8000), boxed £ 3495,
Soundlab Millennium
3, (£ 9000) £ 2595, Tel:
07966 267404 [AB14]

and Nordost Quotrofil

new March 2006,
only 60 hours use, in

CLASSIFIEDS

CONTACT US
If you're sending in Hi Fi
News classifieds by post,
please make sure you
address them to:
Carole Molloy, Hi Fi News,
IPC Media, Leon House,

DECCA Volt speakers

233 High Street, Croydon

LINN ICABER
speakers Active £ 500,

for sale, French

CR9 1HZ

Tel: 02920 830127

built 1989, Decca
London ribbon horn,

[AB14]

polished ash veneer,
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www.choice-hili.com
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Accessories
AHRC Gran Reaper
Gryphon Exorcist
Jamo 1300 Pod Docking+Sats
Kimber 3501
LP Record Boxes
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

Choice
hi-fi
• Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
• No Sale No Fee
• No limit to numbers of items
• No Time Limit on adverts
• Credit Card Payments
• Tried and tested items Guaranteed
• Insured Delivery
• World wide Online Exposure
• Independent & Safe brokerage
• 15 Years Experience & Dedication to
Quality Used Audio Equipment
• New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
• Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£90
£70
£0
£125
£75
£57
£140
£395

AV Processors
Arcam AV8
kcam AV8
Krell AVS
Krell HTS
Lexicon MC12 Rev 4
Lexicon MCI2B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£2295
£3750
£1800
£9500
£3995
£4150
£695
£4500
£2995
£1995
£150

AV Receivers
Arcam AVR300
Arcam FMJ 2029
Denon AVC 3800
Pioneer n(132011-5
Yamaha AX640SE

£995
£1249
£495
£450
£225

Cables
Argento Serenity Master Reference
Black Rhodium Requiem
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters XLR
(Cosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
Kimber Monocle
Kimber Orchid
Kimber Select 1130
Marcus Cables Krell CAST 3metre pair
Nordost Reference TUB Intercon.
Nordost Reference TIR LS
Siltech Cables Valanced
Transparent Audio Audio Reference Spk
Transparent Audio Digilink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave lOtt DIWire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den hul CS 122
%TO Signature

£3320
£695
£495
£150
£160
£295
£325
£450
£395
£670
£1850
£200
£1995
£125
£150
£350
£12990
£900
£25
£250

Co Plovers and DACs
Accuphase art v2 CO Player
Accuphase DP- 75V
Accustm Arts SAC 1m6111
Accustic Arts Player 1
Arcam 5
Arcam CO271.
Arcam C062
Arcam Cd737
Arcam Cd82T
Arcam CD92
Audio Flight Col
Audio Alchemy 200 transport ar1.0 DDE
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research CO3
Audio Research CO3 MkII
Audio Synthesis DAS Discrete
Audio Synthesis Transcend
Burmester 00f COP
CEC DX 5tDAC
Cyrus CD70
Cyrus cd7q/psin
Cyrus PSX-R
dCS Delius 24/192
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
Gamut CD Ire!
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta- Laser- II
Gryphon ADAGIO
Gryphon MIKADO
Krell KPS 2011
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST 11
Mark Levinson 390S
Mark Levinson ML 390s
MSB Link SAC 324/96
Muse Mod9 SOD/CD
Musical Fidelity M3 NU- VISTA 30 CD
Nairn Audio CD 3.5
Nairn Audio COO
Nairn Audio CO3.5 ,«Flat Cap
Onkyo MSB-1HDD 6CD MSB-I HOD recorder
Sony CDP-557E50
Stu DAC-Talent
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta DS Pro Gen Va
Theta Pro Basic 2
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wade 2000 Digimaster
Wadia 830
YBA 3Alpha
YBA CPI Delta 2PSU

£1200
£4000
£2795
£2295
£200
£325
£299
£345
£525
£699
£3795
£420
£1695
£22513
£3550
£3000
£2250
£6500
£1095
f650
£750
£390
£2500
£1495
£1495
£495
£1650
£3250
£6995
£4250
£8995
£4995
£3300
£3495
£350
£1450
£1695
£550
£350
£695
MO
£250
£0
£675
£895
£295
£1250
MO
£395
£395
£250
£1785
£1395
£995
£2895

fIerresSeitens
Denon DM31 system
Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Nom Audio SBL System
Norm Audio CO3/102/180/SBL
Rego Complete System

£2000
£120
£45(113
£995
£6975
£2350
£2000

eustorn Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
DUD Players
Arcam 0079
Arcam 0088
Arcam 0089
Arcam FMJ DV29
Meridian Audio 598 CO/DAD/GODA
Pioneer DVD656A

£175
£850
£795
£999
£1300
£1100
£150

HI Fl Other
bang and olufsen Beosystem 5000
£ 850
Bose Quiet Comic-ill Noise Cancelling Headphones £ 125
Harmon Kardon Citation 23 FM Tuner £ 225
Musical Fidelity T3 Tuner
£ 250
Nakamichi 682zx
£ 390
Nakamichi DR 8
£ 200
Rotel RT925 tuner
£ 75
Intimated Amplifiers
Albarry PPI
£ 140
Alcorn 085
£450
Audio Analogue Primo Senorita £250
Audio Valve Assistant 2130 Integrated £995
BOW Technologies Wazoo XL
£1599
Conrad Johnson CAV50
£ 1295

Conrad Johnson MF2500A
Gryphon CALLISTO 2100
Krell KAV 300i
Krell NAV 400x,
Maud/ 17 Ki Sig MKII Platinum
Musical Fidelity A1000
Pathos Logos
Roksan rocksan handy kat

£1695
£2795
£1095
£2250
£595
£895
£1600
£450

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Labs Bolero
£ 230
Non Phalanx/Poseidon £ 10000
Arcam One
£ 300
Audio Acoustics Fundamental K2
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C
£0
Audio Acoustics Sapphire Ti C Mocha
£0
Audio Note AN- J
£ 450
Audio Physic Medea It
£ 13000
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer £ 2500
Audio Physic Spark (latest)
£ 1099
Audio Physic Tempo 31
£ 1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 2500
Audio Physic Yara Floor
£ 795
Audiovector M3signature active
£ 2100
BOW Nautilus 802
£4995
Bose ACOUSTIMASS8 3
£ 150
Doh Euphonia MS4
£3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Uynaudio Contour 1.3 mk11
£600
Dynaudio CONTOUR 51.4
£ 1495
Dynaudio FOCUS 110
£595
Dynaudm FOCUS 140
£ 895
Dynaudm FOCUS 200
£495
Dynaude FOCUS 220
£ 1395
Dynaudm 51.4
£ 1095
Dynaudio 53.4
£ 2495
Dynaudio 55.4
£4250
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£ 2850
( lac Jet CL310 Jet
£ 550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 102
£26120
Gryphon CANTATA SPEAKERS
£ 7995
Hales concept 5
£2200
Jamo 0030
£650
JAS Orna
£995
JBL TLX103.121.111 £ 180
JMLab Diva Utopia
£5900
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£ 3400
JMLab Electra 906
£ 595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
£ 2850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE -« Stands £ 3600
JMLab Micro Utopia Be + Stands
£ 2750
JMLab Nova Utopia
£ 1050(1
JR Jordan JR 150 ,6Stands
£450
KEF 105 mkt
£450
KEF Reference 4
£ 1600
leema SPLXI 2sub- woofer
£650
Lumley Loudspeakers reference signature £ 1300
Magneplanar MG 20e
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
£3600
Martin Logan AEON 1
£ 1995
Martin Logan Ascent,
£ 2495
Martin Logan DEPTH
£ 1299
Mirage FRX 9
£600
Mission 780 SE Alder
£ 175
Nairn Audio SRL Walnut
MO
Perigee FK 1Loudspeaker £2995
Pinga P4XL Mk2
£ 1295
FMC Loudspeakers BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proue Tablettes mkt
£ 250
Quad ELS 57
£995
Quad ESL 988
£ 2295
£2295
Quad ESL 988
BEL 0 200E
£ 350
REL Strata
£ 295
Revel bl 5a subwoofer
£ 1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£ 300
Sonus Faber Minuetto + Adi. Stone Wood Stands £ 595
SoundLab Al
£8990
System Audio SA2K
£ 1595
Tandberg Studio Monitors
£650
Triangle MAGELLAN CONCERTO £7995
Triangle VOLANTE
£3395
Tnangle ZEPHYR II
£ 495
Triangle ZEPHYR XS
£ 495
Velodine FSR 10
£495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
£ 250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
£4500
Wilson Audio MASO 2
£ 28000
Wilson Audio Sophia
£6500
Wilson Audio Sophia
£ 5749
Wilson Audio System 5.1
£ 5900
Wilson Audio Watt/Puppy 61
£6495
Wilson Audio Wat13/Puppy2 £3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£3295
Muhl Channel Amps
Arcam P7
£2595
Parasound A51
£2895
Pioneer VSA-E07
£ 575
Theta Theta Dreadnaught 11
£ 3900
Thule Space PR/PA 2508
£ 2250
Multi Channel Speaker Systems
rie.i•
• . • ! luau.
. • • /iebern/2 Berg/ Subson
Power Amplifiers
Accuphase P IOU
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Accost. Arts Power 1
Alm ST 13.01
Alm ST 15.01
Arcam A80
Arcam 090
Arcam P85
Audia Flight Flight 100
Audio Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Audio Research Ref 600 Mkt
Audio Research 070
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
Audio Synthesis Desire Monos
Audio Valve Baldur 70
Audiolab 8000 P/C
Audiolab 8000a mklIl
B.A TVI( 600se
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 5013 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
CATJL2 Signature
Carver TFM-42
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary SLA 70
Cello Duet 350
Classe Audio CA 201
Conrad Johnson 0001 25
Cyrus IA

£150
£3250
£195
£2650
£4000
£3495
£2150
£995
£1095
£500
£749
£395
£4495
£3495
£5000
£12995
£1595
£700
£3450
£1795
£785
£300
f5995
£1900
£1250
£2300
£1950
£4650
E11500
£360
£1200
£895
£3995
£1800
£895
£275

Dared - Vacuum Tube amp MP60
£1250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP- 20 « SL 2000 Al
£1850
Dual mono block- 200w 236
£2200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
Exposure XVIII Power Amp
£475
Gamut 0 100 0611
£1395
Gamut 0200 mkni
£3395
Goldmund 18.4
£7365
Gryphon ANTILION SIGNATURE
£8995
Gryphon DIABLO
£5595
Halcro DM 38
£9995
Halcro DM68
£15500
Harmon (arduo AP2500/PA2200
£395
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Jeff Rowland Model 12 Monoblocks
£5500
Kren FPB 300
£3750
Krell FPB 600c
£5995
Krell FPB 700 cx1600 Upgraded)
£7995
Krell FPS 750 mcx
£22250
Krell FPB 750mo, Monoblocks
£13550
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
£3995
Krell FPB-700CX
£9995
Krell (SA 250
£1950
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
£1295
Lumley Reference MI20
£1750
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
£4995
Mark Levinson ML436
f7975
Mark Levinson No 23
£1750
McCormak DNA 125
£1150
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
£5750
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
£1095
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
£2495
Naim Audio 180
£595
NuForce Reference 9.02
£1350
Passlabs 0600
£6995
Quad 33, 303, FM3
£280
Rotel RB-06
£220
Rotel RR- 06
£230
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
£695
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
£1295
Tom Evans Linear A
£3750
Tube Technology Gen's. Monobloc
£2500
OTC power one
£1300
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£6995
Pre AmIdifiers
Accustic Arts Pre I
Adyton Modus
Alom PST 11.011
Alma PST 11.011
Audio Flight Flight Pre
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
Audio Note M3.i. Phono
Audio Refinement Pre 5
Audio Research LS22
Audio Research LS9
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
BAT. Vhf 31
Bonner Timpano
Boulder 1012
Boulder 2010 Pre
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK III 233
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
Chord Electronics CPA 4000E
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 16LS2
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 17LS
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
DNM 34 soin
DNM series 2/3
Electrocompaniet EC 4.6
Exposure 6/7/8 8 expander
Gryphon Sonata Alegro
Gryphon SONATA ALLERGO
Jadis JP 80mm
Krell KCT CAST II
Mark Levinson 380s
Mark Levinson ML 32 Ref
Phono module
McCormak MAP1
McCormak RID 1
Meridian Audio 002
Michell Argo HR/Hera
Michell ISO HR/Hera
Norm Audio 102
Nam Audio Flat Cap
Naim Audio Nue 62
Rotel RC- 06
Tact RCS 2.0
Tact RCS 2.000
Tom Evans Argo Hr
Tom Evans The Vibe
Tube Technology Prophet Pm 8 Power Supply
YBA 2Alpha
YBA Passion Pre
Projectors
in Focus SP 7205
Madrigal MP 9CRT
Stands
Attacama Equinox
Base Cabinet
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8 Cones
Mana Acoustics reference sound table
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
Partington Dreadnought
Stands Unique chunky

£1495
£1295
£1450
£995
£3495
£2795
£3750
£395
£1895
£895
£795
£1500
£2000
£6495
£9995
£2995
£5995
£4750
£3995
£2495
£595
£3750
£325
£550
£325
£5500
£7995
£3595
£4995
£2850
£7000
£1295
£1150
£1100
£550
£295
£595
£225
£250
£230
£1575
£1995
£595
£1995
£1000
£995
£3995
£2250
£19990
£175
£250
£400
£175
£250
£90
£275

hantables/Amo/eartrldges & Phonostades
AHRC Grim Reaper
£80
Basis Debut Gold Std/SME V
£4995
Clear Audio Accurate
f2395
EAR The Head
£390
Garrard TPA 10 Pick Up Ann
£200
Graham Sine Era Gold V
£395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
£200
Kcetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat.
£3250
Linn LP12/AREliArmegedoh
£2495
Michell Odyssey
£1595
Michell Orbe
£1550
Nottingham Analogue Interspace/RB300/fleson
£425
Origin Live Encounter
£750
Ortolan 510 MM
£35
Ortofon 540
£85
Ortofon Jubilee
£1000
Ortoton Kontrapunkt
£650
Oxford Crystal Reference - Graham 2
£2900
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/Arterniz/Jubilee
£3500
SME Focus /series Ills
£350
SME Model 10A
£2899
SME Model 20/2A
f4995
SME Model 30/20
£10999
SME Series IV Arm
£750
SME Series VArm
£1450
Systemdek 110E900
£350
VPI TNT 4 + Rokpod Arm
£6500
TV/Plasma/ LCD
NEC 42 XM3/XR3
NEC 50 XMA/X135
Panasonic 42 PW08
Panasonic 42 PWD8HD
Pioneer 502 mke Plasma

£1495
£3000
£1495
£1995
£800

CLASSIFIEDS

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
specwe ,srs iv home entertarnreent

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Marontz,
Monitor Audio, Mondount Short, NAD, Okki
Noicki, Project, REL, Roksan, Themescene, Trichorcl
37 High Street, Aldridge

atc

HIGH END SALE

&Cam

01922 457926

Oranges 8- "owns

castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon
m+k

Th

rnichell
naim audio
neat acoustics
no:tinigham
primare
sme
spendor

KRELL FPB-400cx
CALL
WILSON WATCH rears £2500
KRELL KAV-250A
£1200
EAR 8L6 integrated £ 1100
ARC SP16 w/phono £ 1800
AA 192/24 MAESTRO CD £ 1000
COPLAND CVA306 5ch.pre £ 1100

signals

CVA535 5ch power

Ipswich (01473) 655171
fax ( 01473)
WWW.

r.

iq n a

uk

co

Lockwood Audio

HiFi,
Home Cinema

live music at home?

VINTAGE GEAR

amplifier sound is the key

AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

& Multi-room
Specialists

transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

Spares and repairs
See the TAMMY Cones
Hotline at

020 7924 2040

www.lockwoodauclio.co.uk

msm.oandlhifi.co.uk
61 ebbs Road, Battersea, SWII 6RX
email: oranges.lemons(csirgin.net

CALL

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivemac.com

encisirgnals uk

517

£ 1850

Various cables

,
unco hfi for r_frov.n-ups

www.dnm.co.uk

Call For appointment to visit us at Hanwell on
+44(0) 20 8579 7755
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8579 7156

vrs>

mail: sales@lockwoodauclio.co.uk
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An indulgence in pleasure...

DRIVERS:
> ATC
> AUDAX

Arcarn
ART Acoustic

Audiolab
Bose

> ETON
> FOSTEX

Denon
Linn
Loewe
NAD Master Series
Naim
Panasonic
Pioneer
Quad
Sony
Systemline

> LPG > MAX FIDELITY
> MOREL > PEERLESS
> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS
> SILVER FLUTE

Toshiba
Yamaha
and many more

> VIFA > VISATON
> VOLT

sniMINIS

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

«EMIR

HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

efeel

e

1411.k.

e
kei,e0:>
.-

„.

' t

Free

for

your Custom

Automation

1.4.1» VR.1> GA L

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault

EST 1985

Bespoke Audio & Visual Consultants

St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email . solen@solen.ca
Web vvvvvv.solen.ca

site survey

At Kimberley Audio and Visual we offer excellent quality HiFi systems and Home Cinema equipment.
We also specialise in Multi room audio systems with custom installations for all our products. Come in
store to experience the quality of our audio and visual systems in one of our top demonstration rooms
with our highly experienced and qualified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store
and also provide a free local delivery service.

PLIAM.STOAD

Slitt244.P

sext-eyereArre

SHOWROOM
76 Hie t*reet
Plurnatead, London SE18

SHOW ROOM

•How ROOM

54 High Street
Sideup, Kent DA14

193 Broadway
Ben leyheath. Kent 13A6

Tel: 020 8316 5572

Tel: 020 8309 5400

el: 020 8304 3272

alt.OyDON
9110W ROOM
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO

Tel: 020 8654 1231
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PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-li by enthusiasts
Below is lust asmall selection of
some of the exciting products we offer:
The Denon DL110 is ahigh
output moving coil cartridge
It offers great performance for
the vey reasonable price of
£70 and can be plugged
directly into any MM phono
input.

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Skaaning

Loudspeakers

Fostex

L.DIEFLM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

ALÍ

morel*

A

vifài
NÔRDOST
ffik711N

The Denon DL- 103 Moving Coil
cartridge is a true classic not
lust because its been in
production since 1963 but
because it still offers a
performance to rival designs
costing much more than its low
£100 price tag would suggest
Also now in DL- 103R £ 200
Denon DL- 304 This is awonderfully
transparent sounding MC cartridge that
is almost unmatched for its midband
quality which is especially amazing
when its low £210 price is taken into
account
Audio Note 103 This is Audio
Notés top MM cartridge and it
features the same diamond and
titanium cantilever also used in
the 101 featured below
ir successfully captures the energy on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound £ 350.
,The Dynavector DV- 20 is available
in both high and low output versions,
the former for use into MM phono
in guts and the latter into MC inputs or
astep-up transformer £ 395

Scan-SpeaK

19

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC. •
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA
TEL 608.831-3433 FAX 608.831-3771
rnfo@madrsound.com
Web Page httpiwww madisound tom

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell i
hest
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

Ortofon Kontrapunkt ' BACH' range
of moving coil cartridges start with the
A at £ 450, and evolve through the H'
at £ 600, the S at £ 750 and ultimately
to the -C' at £ 900

II
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become a legend in its own lifetime its
effortlessly musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they're
trying much to hard £625

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges starts with the loi
(pictured left) a beautifully
hand crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and coils
made horn pure silver wire
Its sound is transparent yet dynamic with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality. £ 1,595

Visit our website at:
http://wwwiatwyre.com
email: tatwyreeflatwyre.com

THE
CABLE

Mecomininge

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

116
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Main dealer fir
lannoy Prestige Speakers
SPEA KERS
Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers with stands

£395

Eiac CL330 jet speakers with Stands

£995

Hales Transcondance 5 speaker

£ 2895

Kef Concord Speakers

£ 150

Living Voice OBX-R2 speakers

£2800

Origin Live OL speakers

£250

Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint. £9995
Tannoy Westminster Royal HE speakers (£ 15,000) £9995
TDL RTL3 speakers

£ 95

-AMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre- amp

£395

Mark Levinson 25S phono stage with power supply
Mark Levinson 26S Balanced Power amp

£ 1995
£ 2500

Mark Levinson 28 pre-amplifier with phono stage . £ 995
Mark Levinson ML28 superb condition Boxed

£995

Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp 8 Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp

£595

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£995

Arcam Alpha SP power amp

£ 195

Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks

£ 5,495

Ayre AX- 7 Integrated Amp

£ 1495

Classe CA201 power amp

£ 1995

Exposure 15 integrated amp with phonostage
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks

£ 345

£ 3500

Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp

£ 2995

Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo

£ 3,750

Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp

£ 4995

Perreaux 200ip integrated amp

£ 1,095

D PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Micromega Drive 3 DAC 1

£ 495

Pioneer PD/S502 CD player

£ 95

Sonic Frontier Transport 3

£ 1995

Sony CD pm41 CD player

£ 60

ISCEIZANEOUS
3/4 meter Kimber KS2020 digital interconnections
Boxed

£ 250

5 tier equipment stand superb condition

Nakamichl 680 cassette deck boxed

believed, and we believe it truly represents the state of the art
of cartridge design This masterpiece costs £ 7,500 including
power supply

Technics ST- CT 550 tuner

£ 275

Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner

£ 125
£295

Sony ST-SE570 Tuner

£ 60
£ 65

Techniques St-610L tuner fm/mw/lw
Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair
Winds 01 stylist gauge

£ 65
£425

New 495.00

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)

COMPONENTS
I ACCESSORIES
110T
U
B
E
S
(215)862 4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities mailable
Visit our Web Page wwich(fi-stereo.com

The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dIspenses with permanent magnets and uses silver wired
electromagnetic coils instead which are powered from an
external power supply It's performance has to be heard to be

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
7,

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation

202, lindan Road, Worthing, BNI4 (JEJ

AMPLIFIERS

The Lyra Argo is a high
performance nude design that
uses a Boron cantilever ard line
contact diamond We feel it offers
superb value for money at £ 795
with arefined yet weighty
performance

CHOKING

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited

£ 25

Zerodust CD 8. lens cleaning cloths ( retails £ 25) .. £ 17.50
, SWAMIS, CSAII1MCIS 6 TONEADDIS
We firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is to use a hich quality step up
transformer

Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU

£595

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

It is for this reason that we stock a range of designs, from the
new Note Products StepNote at £ 200 ( pictured above left)

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years.
'On selected Items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

the Audio Note range priced between £ 390 ( above right) to
£4 500 and the Music First Audio copper or silver wired
designs which range from £ 1,500 to £2,750 and otter avariety of ratios and impedances via frort mounted switches

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH
Open 9 30 to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB- AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel:

01903 872288 or

Evenings
Fax:

07860 660001

01903 872234

""
yis
- in
A1

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

CLASSIFIDS

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO let HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofom • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBRIDGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Bokimere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Coniscliffe Road
County Durham DL3 7EE
011325 481418

OPEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30
LATE NIGHT A— BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,
home cinema, multi- room and

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

MUSIC
MATTERS

Interest free credit on selected items • 0% APR

IFY 9

BADAl

lighting. Home trials are available
for many products

Crum

THE AUDIO
SPECIALISTS

www.musicmatters.co.uk

turntableworld!
Aesthetix, Avid, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock, Lyra, Michell, Moth,
Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Rothweli, Graham Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration,
Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Eienesch and VPI

probably the largest analogue dem selection in the UK
tuntcbleworld is at hifisound 30b Lcrchfield St, Darlington, DL3 71E. Tel 01325 241888 or email newsturntableworld.co.uk

QUAD
SPECIALIST

KLW

Premier Audio
.
RiVitt

1

Plow clemonsuatIng

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Santis Faber Speakers, Siltech

British, Japanese
73, American hi-fi
catered for.

Cables, Ismek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
ESL 57

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Reilacement panels for ESL 57, ESL63 and LE I

Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Reuoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.
Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57,56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MU.SIK.com
www.quadatderde

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and akg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £ 1000!
Agents i3r Croft, MothtHadcock, EAR. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

Plus cartridge re- tipping service
Web Site:
Email:

www.cartridgeman.com

thecartridgeman@btinternetcom

020 8688 6565

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,

Phase Linear 8. SAE
specialists-

Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S
rPu dio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Aadio Ateo - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
/X we lcome

Custom equipment designed
8. built in PIOILIS.ESalle of pre-cavvned
eciaaipmeht.

emu demonstration god se(aion (IS/ganef

We are 10minsJ 39 - M1

10mins J30 M62

01264. 323573

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

mocIdsts of: ARCAM • DENSEN . EPOS . LINN . LOEWE
•
MICROMEGA • k41/4 AUDIO . NEAT . REGA . ROTEL
•
ROYD
TEAC . YAMAHA & MORE

nidelitY

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
accessories

o

indecently good hi-fi

Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon 111.1 rii, s
trrrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

CC,C1IC

Audi ea servicing
specialists,
upgrades .available.

n

Phone today for ycur

FREE

.-- FULL COLOUR Catalogue or

1
)
High

check out our website.
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 2E16605
Websne: www.wilmslowaudlo.com
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Does This Seem Familiar?

Can Hi Fi Sound Real?
A 1- speaker system is unable to reproduce life- like the sound heard in aconcert hall because it
cannot reproduce the dispersive elements of the original sound. Normal stereo is therefore typically flat and lacks much of the ambience, immediacy and naturalness of live sound.
Dynavector's SuperStereo processors restore these dispersive elements
and enable the important group delays to be produced Simply connect one and 2small satellite
speakers to your system and you will have asound much closer to the original
(a ithout affecting the normal stereo signal to the front speakers).
See further details about SuperStereo at: http://vseb.onetel.com/-dynavector

Address: PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY

order to listen to music...

Te l/ pas: + 44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analoguea email.msn.com
Website: wess.absoluteanaloguc.co.uk

¡pee
...hut it helin.

Get it right!
À.
For more information I
please see our nehsite.

It's a common problem.

0
Way too Loud

The usable range on the

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems
of
excess
gain
and
bring
sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
£ 39 •• pair delivered

To erder

Rothwell: 01204 366133
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

Dyneector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 + (0)1202) 767873.E- mail: dynavector®onetel.com

It is not necessary ta have
great hill equipment in

0
Too Loud

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used

The crS1

Contact us now for details of special limited January offers.

Absolute Analogui

0
Loud

See the ex • r•iii ,i,1 ri•
•
Plus adr1 rill t
r.t,.li

,
.1L,t1u,

1,111

IN HARIztISCIN HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE

NATIONWIDE

DELIVERY

SAIL E
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
DENON DLIO3R
DENON 01103
DENON 01160
DENON DL I10
DENON 01304
GRADO RSI
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM W'
MICHELL TURNTABLES
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
TOM EVANS GROOVE
TOM EVANS VIBE
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRICHORD DIABLO + PSU1
STAX HEADPHONES

EPOA
EPOA
£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£625
£1300
£370
£P0A
£640
£1500
£2200
£1600
£800
£599
£885
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLDRING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH, HADCOCK, i-IEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EPOS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLC, ALPHASON, OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE IS AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.

ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA

-Exchange price on application.

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 fiG0

TEL: 01283 702875 90n-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS,

O'Brien Hi-Fi

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London, 5W20 OTVV
T 020 8946 I528/0331 E shop@obrienhdlcom
Free parking • Five minutes front A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 5.30

Sonus Faber - Domus

Moon - Supernova

Audio Research • Avid • Copland • Chord Company
Creek • Dreatnvinion • Oynavector • Epos • Gutwire • Lyra
Knell • Martin Logan • Michell • Mom • Nairn • Opera
Onkyo • Origin Live • Prima Luna • Renon • .
Sonus Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • Theta • Totem
Transparmt • Unison Rencard, • Velodyne • Waterfall

ezz>

Please contact us for a list of ex-dem de display product

-01011111111°)
Chord - Cables
We are currently
demonstrating these
stunning new produce.

Sugden - A21 SE Amp

Ilease contact us to
arrange a demonstration.

& CD

they used to say, it's grim up north...
Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable, Chord Electronics, Consonance, Creaktiv
Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio, Nbien, Neat, Opera, Pathos, Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio,
Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio, TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

...not any more
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 71E. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk
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exquisite audio products
www.selectaudio.co.uk

e. select.audio@tiscalt.co.uk

t. +44 (0) 1900 813064

f

astrex

AirTight
Emillé
Luxman
Melody
Reimiyo
Acoustic Signature
Basis

Emillé

EMT
Feastrex
Gershman
King Sound
Basis PSTT Cables
Boston Audio
Harmonix

A. Gershrnan Black Swan
B. Riemiyo DAP- 777

H. Basis 2800 & Vector Arm
I. Feastrex Coaxial Drive Unit

C. Riemiyo PAT-77 7
D. Basis Vector Tonearm

J. AirTight ATM300B

E. EMT JSD Cartridge

L. Harmonix TU-220MT
M. Harmonix HS- 101 SLC

F. Luxman 509F
G. Basis PSU Cables

K. Feastrex D6

N. Emillé 300BSE

300BSE

AudioLincs

T. 01476 591090

Grass Dance

T. 01764 650573

Brighton Hifi Ex.

T. 01580 878101

Hazelmere

T. 01494 865398

Retro Reproduction

T. 0131 558 9989

Walrus

T. 0207 7247224

The Sound Surgery

T. 01392 662920

© 2006

selectaucho

No comparison
No compromise
Make no mistake!
Today we

have access

to

music

quite

literally everywhere, its influence seems to
be all pervading. Music excites us, it relaxes
us, we can enjoy it live, we buy recording and
'downloads' by the million. Music underpins
every conceivable aspect of our lives. Music
is our second language and ' without it life
would be a mistake' Yes, philosophical we
know - but true.
At Ki West One we are all exposed and privileged
to indulge our senses in the absolute finest audio
equipment available today. From time to time we
are introduced to certain new products whose
performance pushes back the boundaries to
provide new higher levels of sound reproduction,
which exceeds all our expectations. Recently we've
seen the release of several new ground breaking
products. The most significant ones are previewed'
for you here.
Once again we invite you to share the experience with
us, so call in soon or better still make an appointment
for apersonal demonstration at your convenience.

Make no mistake - Visit Ki West One

•

Preview - take five
audio research
HI GH

DFF IN ITION

1. Audio Research Reference 7CD player...
"arecord player for the digital age"

This press comment aptly sums up our thoughts on this wonderful CD player. For years now we
have witnessed steady progress being made in improving digital recording techniques, we have
also enjoyed the benefits achieved technologically in the replay. Sadly, however, there has still
existed asense that fundamentally the CD format would never be able to replace the analogue
masters of old. Audio Research are rightly proud to award the CD 7their 9th official ' reference'
product, this being given for the very 1st time to asource component. The Ref. 7is without doubt
an authority in reproducing ' High Definition' in aunique E
D distinctly analogue way.

2. Krell Evolution 505 SACD/CD player....
"a synthesis of almost impossible contradictions..."
This is an extract from aMessage written by Dan D'Agostino, the founder of Krell. It refers to
the latest range of electronics called the Ev3lution Series. These represent the culmination of
26 years of dedication E
Dare considered to 3e the best sounding products ever built.
The eagerly awaited 505 player claims to be the 1st player to preserve the ' perfect' analogue
of any original recording. This inspired achievement in design ensures that the finest musical
subtleties and textural shading remain undisturbed. This player will astound us all ' that's for
sure' and there is no contridiction there!

Sonus faber

3. Sonus Faber
"Magnifico"

Guarneri Memento...

1993 heralded the revolutionary debut of awhole generation of Sonus Faber loudspeakers. The
original Guarneri was defined by the audio critics as " amusical instrument". Subsequently the
very 1st hand-crafted pair were later chosen by the museum of Cremona to voice the famous
'Sala dei Violini'. After 13 extremely successful years of production came the ' transition'. The
renewal matured with the rediscovering of the core values of the Sonus Faber sound_ enter the
Guarneri Memento, the ultimate tribute to " del Gesu" - truly magnifico!

M tleTIN LOG,

4. Martin Logan Summit
'
In search of the holy grail'

For over 50 years now, manufacturers have been trying to exploit fully the virtues of the electrostatic
speaker principle. It started commercially witi Quad, followed by many others, KLH. Dayton Wright,
Beveridge, Acoustat, Stax, just to name afew. Martin Logan are now unequivocally the leaders in the
field. The new technology applied to the Summit successfully overcomes and perfects the
electrostatic virtues. With the breakthrough ' X-stat' electrostatic panel coupled to the 'powerforce'
active base chamber the Summit really is able to elevate you to anew and thoroughly convincing level
of musical satisfaction, all with effortless ease. Search no more, the Summit has it all!

v
xt„
e8N.

5. Wilson Audio Duette...
"when size really matters"

Pioneering to the extreme, has been the commitment David Wilson has dedicated himself to.
Building loudspeakers truly capable of transmitting the full force and intricate dynamics of live
performances. The engineering team at Wilson Audio have always claimed that the ' size' is
irrelevant in their approach to design. Hov\ ever, when given the challenge to create aspeaker
able to ' work acceptably' in so called compromising environments, they were forced to
brainstorm the best way to the characteristic ' big' sound from asmall enclosure. Ultimately
the solution ' the Duette' stunned and shocked them all. When size really matters, this is the
only one... Awesome achievement!

KJLONDON

Leaders in the worlds finest high-fidelity
26 New Cavendish Street London W1G 8TY
42 Cowgate

Peterborough PE1 1NA

T: 020 7486 8262/3

T: 01733 341 755

www.kjwestone.com

F: 020 7487 3452

F 01733 358 141

»audio

...because the flame is worth the candle

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE

AUDIO DESK SYSTEME

BEL CANTO

Massive, precision engineering took on six
superb turntables in aHiFi Work] magazine
shoot-out and, at lust £1295 (excludng arm)
it was the Challenger that took the title!

So many reviews.comment on the -mproved sound
quality from CD's . hen treated by the ADS CD lathe.
At lust £320 we think it's at i
Tipo—ant for digital
replay as arecord cleaner is for iiinyl systems.

The hut sixmoons.cdn ' Lunar Eclipse'
award goes to tFe new Bel Canto M1000
monoblocks. One thoused wdts of iron grip
power with kid gove delicacy anc finesse.

BASIS Vector MkIll Tonearm
hi Fi News magazine 2006 award winning produc -,
Basis Vector MkIII.
The inique dual pivot design offers both impeccable tracking and
damping. Indeed, the Vector's design objectives have been achieved so
successfully, another of the world's pre-eminent tonearm designers has
been kind enough to say so, for details please see our website.

ANALYSIS PLUS Cables and Interconnects
Designed and manufactured by this science based R&D company,
Analysis Plus products feature aunique ' Honow Oval' profile specitkally
created for high- end audio signals. We've now installed Analysis Plus
Solo Crystal Oval throughout our own 'reference' system.

HORNING Loudspeakers

KR AUDIO

Experience the most naturally reclistic
remotion of all types of music, dyncmic
contrasts and subtleties with asense of
emotional communication that's now rather
rare from modern 11. fi systems.
Valve f-iendly, room friendly, powerfullbass
and spatial finesse, hear recordings witt no
hint of tiresome technological influence, no
exaggerated detail, no 'edgy' highs, just
remarkably believabie, free flowing mt.sic.

What better pedigree? Sublime musical
reprodution from amplifiers designed
aid produced by the valve manufactu-ers
themselves, KR Audio. We always have the
majestically graceful KR Kronzilla DM
monoblocks ( right) an demonstration as
well as KR Audio's world renowned
integrated models like the VA340. We also
keep awide range of KR Audio valves
inctiding 30013, 300BXL, 845 and 611.

Part- exchange & Ex-Dem Bargains

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ATLANTIS ACOUSTIQUE Esterel Loudspeakers (£3,500)
Mint, boxed
AUDIO NOTE M2 Phono Stage
Mint
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 Power Amplifier
Superb, boxed
AUDIOSTATIC DCI Wing loudspeakers in black
Mint, boxed
BENZ MICRO Ruby Wood Cartridge - Very, very few hour! use Mint, boxed
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amplifier (£ 3,,000)
Mint, boxed
B&W DM603 Mk2 ( Block)
Superb, collection only
CARDAS Oucd-Link Loudspeaker Cobl3s, ai wire, spades " 2ft+
Stçerb
CLEARAUDIO Insider Cartridge - Very few hours
Mint, boxed
CLEARAUDIO Insider Reference (Midge - Very few lours
Mint, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner (£895)
Ex-dem, boxed
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre- amp. (World class, £2,495) Ex-dam, boxed

£2195
£1195
£95
£2795
£1295
£1795
£325
£795
£2395
£3495
£595
£1595

EAR lhe Head' MC Transformer
Excellent
LINN SONDEK EPI 2 (Trampolin) - new Orn [milk Elmctor,
Abat + New
HORNING /eus High Sensitivity Speakers (£ 2,000) -ix-dens, mint, boxed
MICHELL 3rbe with SME V
Superb
MUSIC FIRST MF] Passive Pre-omp ( Ex-dem)
IP mint, boxed
REFERENCE 3o Dulcet (£ 1,595)
Exdemi mint, boxed
SHAN _ING CD- T300 (Omega) CD Player (i(4,000)
à-dem, mint, boxed
SME Suries IV Tone»
tx-dem. mint, boxed
SUMO &di Valve Pre & 30013 monoblocIG - Shiny Brass finisn
Superb
TALON Revert Loudspeakers. Black glass fire:sh (£ 700Ln
Mint, boxed
TOWNSHEND Isolda loudspeaker Cables 5rmr, banana Ex-den, mint, boxed
ZU Druid ,Ak IV Loudspeakers. Black (£2,395 ,
,
à-dem, mint, boxed

www.audiolincs.com
GRANTHAM ( Al) SOUTH LINCS

audio

DEMONISTATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DE_IVERIES DAILY EXPOR — SALES

£349
£V95
£1295
£2695
£195
£1095
£3295
£E95
£2695
£2995
£495
£1795

PHONE:

078 2192 5851
or

01476 591090

shadow audio:)
Call 015(12744 77:- for the best part-ex prices!
List changes daily so visit w,

regularly!

Rewriting the
rulebook...

New Web Site launched
Visit the new Shadow Pudic web site today, where yc
find all/he latest product information at your fingert ps

rel
▪

Meridian 200Transporl and 203 DACcombg absoluteiy rree eampleeeat sound
Mk romega Aria, black ex Nil Ctoioeteview model (£2150)
AudioRitedrch CD3 MK I, silvec unmarked condition, boxed (£4750)
Shanliny CDT200, exc cond. boxed, r/c, gold legs a2150)
Nairn COX with NAXPS power supdy, good odnci, boxed, sserial na 17(croc
Arcam Diva 93t, silver, exc cond, boxed, manual, oc, 1yr old, If' 000)
Micromega Aria,bladc,ex Hfi evice reyiew model (£21501
Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC - Transport, only afew months old (£4000)
Musical Fidelity kW SAW player, boxed, factory sealed box ( 14000)
AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition 111499)
Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (14000)
Resolution Audio Opus 21.2 box cd player, boxed. black/saver (£ 2950)
Marantz SA-1 1SL mint cond, 6months old!, charnpagne fwssh (( 1999)
Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC exc cond, manual boxed IL14C0)
Unison Research Unico Valve output CD, latest spec 24/192 model (£ 1250)

£ 1349

Brystoni4B-SSf Power Amp, 2 months old!, black I/* faceplate (£ 2750)
EAR Yoshino 8347 Hybrid Integrated, mint condition, boxed 0E2800)
Qinpu A1.0x, ex What HiFi review model, boxed in immac coed (£ 300)

£2249
£1995
£230
£895
£895
£995
£995
£995
£695
f2195
£1995
£495
£2795
£59S
L49',
£1395
£1695
£749
£995
f1095
£550
£949
£3995
£649
£425
£549
£1495
£749
£3595
£1195
£1895
£1295
£749
£795
£1995
f1695

Qinpu A-8000MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed asnew (£ 1295)
Parasound A21 Power Amp,. immac cond, silver, only lyr °to 1£* 500)
Musical Fidelity A308 pre-amp,.immaculate, boxed, manual (( 1999)
Musical Fidelity AS Int, 250wpc 6months old, boxed, as new (£ 1499)
Musical Fidelity AS Power Amp 6months old, boxed, Immac ( 11499)
Michell Alectc Monoblocks,exc cond, boxed (£ 2000)
AudioNet Arm 1Power Ano, slver/blue display, boxed, mint ( 13150)
Bryston13-100 SST Int amp unmarked condition, boxed ( L2 / 501
Bryston1360 SST Integrated,excellent condition, slyer, boxec (( 1600)
Mdntosh C220 Pre, only 2months old!, boxed in mint cond (( 3300)
Roksan Caspian MK2 integrated, boxed with manual and remote.
Roksan Caspian power amoMK2, boxed. Be quick - asteal at the price!
Chord CPA2800 pre-amp+onono stage, £2800 new, in blal, immac
Gamut D200 Power Amp, gilvet immac condition, boxed (( 32OO)
Jungson JA-88D Integrated, pure class A, mint ( 1899)
AVI LabiSeries Power Amp, immac cond, less than lyr old 1E1650)
Eastern Electnc M520 Mt, What Hi Fi 5star review 4ninth, oict (£ 1539)
Nairn MAC 102 Pre Amp, good tond, boxed, serial no 142noc
Naim IOW 250 Power Amp., good cond, boxed, sedal no. 304xx
Manley Labs Neo Classic 30313 Monoblocks, 25vez, immac 15895)
Eastern Electnc Minimax Pre, ex-dem, mint condition, boxed (£769)
Michell'Orca Pre, excellent condition, boxed (( 1600)
Krell PAM 5pie amp + phono stage, exc cond. legendary pert (12000)
AudioNet Pre 1G2, silver/blue display, mint (( 2130)
Cyrus Pte XVS, immac cond. only 5rnnths old!, one prey owner (( 1000)
Nagra FSA Power Amp, very ra ,e, only 6months cldl, imrnac, stunning
Audioret Sant V2 Integrated, slyer, boxed, exc cond (£ 2400)
ATC SIA2-150Int amp, black, rrtnt con.....as good as brand new (£2400)
Shanling SP80C Monoblot ks, exc cond gold legs, fully boxed ( 12000)
Unison Research Unico Line, only 3months old!, boxed, manual l(950)
Unison Research Unico SE Int elm mint cond, boced, manual (£1375)
Bow Walrus Power Amp, boxed, exc cond,150wpc ( 3995)
Bow Warlock 're, boxed, evic cond, fully balanced. c/c ( L3495)
Pas«, Labs X1 Pre, mint «md,,lesï than lyr old!, sep DOWPf supply ( f4700)
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Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (( 3750)
Quad 989, Vin :age finish, out, 6months old, boxed.mint coed i
MOO)
Acoustic EnergyAE1 Classic exclisp, never played, fully boxed with warmth, ( f845)
Acoustè Energy 1MkIII, 8stcck,slight mark to iron right coiner ( E1995)
Wilson Benesch Arc, silverstands + side cheeks, elm ac CCT1C (
12600)
li&W Cfd4 speakers, in Rcrsenut, 5years old, boxed
Mission Elegante E82, lyr bd, boxed in superb condition : f1300)
Art Emotion S•gnature, maple, lyr old, boxed, imrrac cond 1E9(00)
Quad 61-63 Electrostatics, mint condition!, vintage finish (Ixown grills)
PMC F61+, cherry, boxed, mmac cond, few mnt -rs o'd! ( 1 695:
Monitor Audio GR20, 2yrs old, black, boxed, exc cond 1(15.3))
('MC 031, in oak, boxed as lew, 6mnths old, simply stunnthg! ( f2700)
JAS Audio Ona, ex HiFi Pltis review model, poplar tumor (tD1399)
ART Steen° 6, maple, ex-c•em, as new condition 'ully boxed ( 12000)
JAS Audio Supertweeters, Pevew pair, sound aw?some!! • f649)
Audio Physic Tempo 4, cherreexcl model, immaculate condition. ((2199)
Audio Fhysic Virgo Ill, cherry, Emrths old, boxed, as rp» (
139991

1,95
£1995
£1295
L1400
£595
£1595
£2995
£1995
£1195
£2995
£2295
£1395
£695
£795

£1395
£
595
£1699
£2250

SME 2C/2a, irC SME Vtone, rm, unmarked cond. Jew mnths old ( 16300) £4495
Trichord Diablo phono stéoe, exc cond, only 9rnit -is old, boxed (£ 750)
£495
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Wilson Benesch Full Circle, oozed as new, exc cond (£ 21031
£ 1495
Tom Evans G6ove Plus prrionc stage, boxed, mint cond ( 13600) £2395
Eastern Electic Minimax Plorostage, exd, min:, boxed (( 1099)
f895
VP1Scout inc MW-9tonearre, mmac cond, boxed, very little t!age (£ 1300) £ 1195
VP! Super Scoutmaster Sima•s
eedisp, fully boxed, mint (
LdS95)
£4250
—.-..-- ...,. , . ..
,• •
1‘, , • , • i
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Speakertabitex-dem,4m

1).111, 1111 WM.

(
Len

Fownsaend Supertweetes, titanium finish, boxed as new, cad ( 1800)
isotek Titan Mains cond it irate, few months old, boxed ( f15001
Nordne Valhalla Spk
ln per side, bi-wIre with z-ptugs (( 5700)

List is updated day on our web site.
HIN 54/01/0;

Acoustic Signature
Reimyo

Movers

Emilie
Luxman
Puresound

Shakers

Eben
Kingsound

Extras

Murata
Vertex AQ

4/9`)

f2995
£3795
£650
f1495
£1795
£449
£749
£6495
£1149
f1295
£795
£1995
£1149

ai
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Isotek Gil Minisub, silver Font,current spec, imincit tond ;1545)
halm HiCap power suppiy. good cond, serial no. 304xx, superb
! smelt Mainli de filtered mains cable, excellent condition (12001
isotek Mainli le digital filt'tred mains cable, exc cond, stunning (( 225)
Hovland Reference Speaker Cable, ex-dem, boxed as new, 3ft "air

Leaders

£349
£395
£550
£95
£110
£79',
£649
£1095
£3995

thesoundsurgery

hifi components and accessories

Pick up abargain on our Used /Exdemo webpage!

Central Audio
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00

www.centralaudio.co.uk
central-audio@btconnect.com

Website:
E-mail:

Tel:

0121 747 4246

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP

To order the FREE ( NEW) full colour
JPS Cables Brochure, please call or
alternatively email us your details.
You can also download the brochure
from the audio salon web site.

for those who don't believe in compromise
4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland

info@audiosalon.co.uk

www.audiosalon.co.uk

www.jpslabs.com

AUDIO RESEARCH LS8 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH REF2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK11
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK111
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
ACCUPHASE DP67
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP90
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACCUPHASE DP75V +AD INPUT CARD
ACCUPHASE E212
ART AUDIO DIAVLO
ART AUDIO VPS DM
ART EMOTIONS
AVI LAB SERIES CD
BAT VK6200 3 CHANNEL
BOULDER 810 PRE IN STOCK
BOULDER 850 MONOS IN STOCK
BRYSTON BP20
DARTZEEL NHB 108
DCS VERDI LASCALA
DCS VERONA
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIRE WIRE
EAR V70
EMM LABS CDSD/DCC2
FOCAL JM LABS 714
FOCAL JM LABS 1027 BE
FOCAL JMLABS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD
FOCAL JMLABS CC70
FINITE PAGODE + CERA BASE
KRELL KPS 25SC 24/96
KRELL FPB 700CX
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2
KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL FPB 600C
KRELL FPB400CX
KRELL KPS 20IL
KRELL SACO STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 300IL
KRELL 2250
KRELL 280P
LEXICON MC8
LINN LP12 BASIK PLUS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
MARK LEVINSON NO 39
MERIDIAN DSP6000 24/96
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA CD
MUSIC WORKS MEGABLOCK PLUS
NAGRA DAC
NAGRA PLL
NAGRA VPA MONOS
NAIM CDS3 S/N206XXX
NAIM XPS2 S/N205XXX
NAIM 252 S/N199XXX
NAIM 500 S/N234XXX
NAIM FRAIM VARIOUS
NAIM 282 SN215XXX
NAIM SCAP 2 S/N198XXX
NAIM 500 2 AVAILABLE S/N 181XXX 180XXX
NAIM NCENT SN215XXX
NAIM NSUB SN215XXX
PEN AUDIO REBEL2/CHARA
REGA P5 + TTPSU
RVOX H6 TUNER
RO TELL RSDX02E DVD/SURROUND AMP
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA
SIL TECH OCTOPUS SIGNATURE
TRANSPARENT REF XL- SS
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL
TRANSPARENT REF XL-SS
TOM EVANS MICRO GROOVE +
VERTY AUDIO PARSIFAL
WILSON SYSTEM 6
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6

Wanted quaility hifi

NOW

1800 . .. 795
10000. . . 3995
2000.. . 895
5000. . . 2195
6500. . . 3495
2500. . . 1695
4500.. . 2995
7500.. . 3995
6500. . . 1995
3000 .. 1695
8000 . . . 3995
2200 .. 1295
4800.. . 2995
2200... 1395
5000. .. 2995
1500. . . . 795
5925. .. 2295
7250
8500
1200.... 395
11800...8500
10000. .. 4495
4000. . . 2995
9500... 4495
3500 .. 1495
13500.. . 5995
480 . . . 245
4000... 2395
8500... 5495
180 .. . 95
2500... 1595
25000... 7995
15000... 6995
12000... 3995
24000... 6995
15G00... 4495
12000 .. 5995
15000 . . 2995
4G00. . 2595
3700. . . 1295
4G00... 2595
3000... 1995
5000 .. 2295
N/A . . . 395
6000 . . 2495
5000... 1995
11000 .. 4995
3000... 1395
300 . 150
7800. . . 3995
5500. . . 3495
I
5495
5325. .. 3495
2550... 1795
4450.. . 2995
12850... 7995
POA
3075... 1995
3000 .. 1995
12850. . 6995
525. . 325
1650. . . . 995
2600. . . 1295
1000 . .. 595
N/A . . . 295
1000. ... 395
12000. . . 6995
7000. . . 2995
595 . 295
3530. . . 1495
1000 . .. 595
7000.. . 2995
850 . 450
14000. . . 5995
20000 .. 7995
4000 .. 1995

roo. . .

High End Cable

Kelease ttleagic
After 5 years

in

production,

best phono stages around.

the Dino is stir

one of the

Highly versatile with accessible

switches on the baseplate to facilitate a wide range of

www.highendcable.co.uk

For the best prices telepnone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free ?& Pwor ldwide on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable
Audience
Chord Company
Ecosse

CHORD

NOÉDOST

Nordost
Oehibach

cartridge and gain settings.

Stereovox
Tannoy
Tuwnshend
van den Hul

Di No

Wyrewizzard
IsoTek Power Conditioner::

r"1

I(

TOWNSMEN° AUD I
O
N.1•,,C1,0000 0 ,

Cable Tower

H. L.r.z HI II

Mot lye, Coil
Movinc,

Clearlight Audio Cones

MAgNET

Oehlbach Accessories

SwirehablE Gain
Su/het-fable Loaclinc,
Supea

Stu headphones
Echo Busters

REÇUIATORS

Discfteit Output

Ayre CD — IsoTek CD

STACI
E

Cable Tower

Creek Phono stages

UpciftadEablE Powea Supply

Ly•ra MC cartridges

OEHLBACH

Crtofon MC cartridges
S.Jmiko MC cartridges

REAd ThE REViEWS ON OUR WEbSiTE:

Nc

e

WWW.FRIChORdRESF_ARCII.COM

- ' Never Connected' - unique noise

Never-Connected

reduction technology available
for this product further enhances
d q alit

TRichoRd REsEARch

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
salesOtrichordresearch.com

Second Hand
XLR cables

ABBEY ROAD CAB

DIN cables
Media cables
SCART cables
S Video cables
Jumpers cables
,
-LIDMI

cables

DVI cables
Digital cables
Sub Woofer cables

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
vvww.trirhorclresearch.com

Reference cables include free Burn In.

Brands:

Used Bargains:

Amphion Loudspeakers

Mark levinson 380 pre £2200

Bel Canto

Meridian 566 DAC £475

Custom Design
DH labs cables

Meridian 500 CD transport £350
Exposure XVIII power amp £ 750

English Valve Amplifiers

Leak Troughline III £295
(one thing decoder)

Jeff Rowland

Nam NAT 101 with snaps £450

lsophon Loudspeakers

Quad ESL 63 £ 1100

LFD Audio

Krell KSL pre £ 700

Sound Good room panels
Spirelux Isolation
Weiss Digital Audio

valve amplifiers
Hai needs valves

Music First Pre £ 1100
Meridian 500 transport £ 350
Latest List
Visit www.valve-amps.co.uk to
see the latest list of Dargains,
which is updated da 1
)
1on the site
Paul Benge
English Valve Amplifiers
67 Springfield Road
St Leonards-on-Sea
East Sussex, TN38 OTU

Fine Fidelity
Needs Valves!
PROTEUS
Proteus is acompletely new
integrated valve amplifier built to
exacting standards Each amplifier
is totally hand built using the best
quality components and materials
Call or email for more details

T: 01424 445107
M: 37842 126218
E: paul@valve-amps.co.uk
W: www.valve-amps.co.uk

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM
"Nothing less than total dynamite"

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for ALL
belt drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega tonearm, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £1000! High performance rewiring with
high grade lits wire is also offered at an additional £70 and external
rewiring is also ‘70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking."
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of HiFi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the best of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
WIIATHI
16041.110. AMID 1/ 1•12

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured
by Regal £ 124
Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Audrolab
Castle
Chord
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Michell
Mendia
Missior
MJ Acc
Monitor
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
AC
in den Hut
harfedale
imaha
lots more...

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdedt, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: i
nfoceorigi nlive.com

www.originlive.com

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

All Chord Electronics available. with up to 3yrs 0% finance
.eier

24 Gillygate, York
01904-629659
www.Vickers-Hin co uk
- Since 1967

pi)

tezzlemeeetY6tctiuCONSULTANT'S

tyeeceahiktic
y. tie Me estAefroduchy
for- mimic/ love/is/stile& (90.
Accuphase

Lamm

Resolution Audio

Anatek Acoustics

LYRA

Siltech

A.R.T

Metronome

Silver Arrow

AVID

Nagra

SME

Ayre Acoustics

Oracle

Spectral

Clearlight

Orpheus

Stax

dcs

Peak Consult

Thiel

DNM

Plinius

Harmonic Tech

Quadraspire

vau

IsoTek

REF 3A

Verity Audio

Kingsaudio

Renaissance:

"Boy does that
single valve Serve
up Siam"

OVERALL PA-ING

19/20

SMART sour«)
HiFi News
"Provided a Jruverse o almost
perfect listening pleasure,
sweet de:ailed and above all,
supremely musical"
Hi Fi+
"Near pe -fect bleed of
and perfcrrrtance"

Hi-FINews
VP128

£159°

bMAitS

to view,

•

44

Listen to perfect vinyl sounds (or record
An computer or CD) EXCLUSIVE r

price

What HiFi
"Smooth warn sound.. Makes
vocal based music: apeasure

-

SOMETHING DIFFERENT?
At V'audio we do try and look out for something that little
bit different from the usual products available at your average HiFi shop, if only because we are not ashop, and deal
more directly with our customers. The AVI products we
mainly sell because they sound excellent, are very good
value, and within the budget of the average customer.
The Integrated Amp and CD Player at around £ 1500
each, plus one of their floorstanders ( Duo. Trio, Brio for
£1300/3250/4950 respectively), take some beating. The
Brio is aparticularly good bargain, if you can afford it! For

Call for lb!! reviews

something dif lercnt.

Check out our massive range of products & great prices

0870 8500129

* sit e urdat eddai ly

freSS 6109.blet
+: + ( 0)5600 b 9 411

Bellari (USA) Valve Phono Pre-Amp

Manned 24hr order line:

d;scover tAka+'s new
.
,
*1-f1 fors+

ma n
's

MON -SAT : 9AM-6PM
HIGH WYCOMBE - -TEL : 01494 865 829
PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

• Al valve dircuitry
• FLAA equdization
• I-tadphone/stereo line
output wirh volume control
• Rffrible filer

* see i4,elateSt
frocivos vsu.111 1

*
Hul

Expert, friendly & un biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request
Comfortable listening rooms

,111'

*read ee là+es+
industry news, freviewS,
ilnel rumours

www smartsounddirect.com

have the Electrocompaniet (E/C)

range of electronics, with the EMC-1UP top loading CD
player, being aparticular favourite at £3200. Their new

HORSHAM HI- Fl & HOME CINEMA LTD

Multiplayer will be availte shortly.

On the speaker front,

the Nola range from the ÜSA, competes \\ ith the best in the

Ex-Dem and Used equipment for sale

Original Price

Jeff Rowland Model ST Si BPS8 Power Amp

£18,000

dC5 Egar DAC

£7,000

£ 2,995

dC5 Purcell Upsarnpler

£4,500

£ 1,595

Magnum Dynalab MD -106T FM Tuner
EAD Powermaster 2000 5 Channel Power Amp

£3,600
£6,000

£2,250
£1,495

addition, namel} the Viper Reference, which we should

Krell Showcase Preamp/Processor

£4,500

£2,995

Revel Voice Centre Speaker

£6,000

£2,995

have in around November. Larger than all the others in the

Lexicon MC4 Prearnp/Processor
Lexicon CX-7 7 Channel Power Amp

£3,500
£3,500
£2,000

£2,300
£2,500
[ 1,195

Dynaudio Audience 8 Loudspeakers

£1,000
£1,500

£695
£595

Revel B-15 1000w Subwoofer
Revel F50 Loudspeakers

£2,750
£6,000

£ 1,995
£3,495

Revel C50 Centre Speaker

£2,500

£ 1,795

great with the E/C front end. Will report once in stock and

Revel S30 ° loom Speakers
Sim2 HT 300E Link DLP Projector

£1,800
£12,000

£ 1,295
£4,996

evaluated! Do phone for achat or demonstration.

Sirn2 Domino 30H DLP Projector ( New)

£3500
£

£ 2250

Lexicon RT-10 DVD/CD/SACD Player
ATC !- CM-12 Loudspeakers

Sirn2 C3X Lite 3 Chip DIP Projector

11,000

Price Now
£ 5,995

[ Phone

Shanlmg Omega Drive CDT 300 CO Player

£4000

Dunlavy SC VI Loudspeakers

£24,000

£ 2750
£ 5995

Please Visit Our Website Fcr More Quality Equipment
Tel: 01403 271931 or 07890 390310
email: projectorsareus@btinterner.com

website: www.projectorsareus.com

world, particularly the Viper range (see www.nolaspeakers.com), and 'veare looking forward to the most recent

range, this replaces the original Signature, and similarly
has an outboard cross-over, and uses bass drivers from
their $ 100,000 Grand Reference IV. The Signature sounds

au

HI-FI Consultants
36 Druid Hill, Stoke Bishop, Bristol BS9 lEJ
Tel/Fa/ 0117 968 6005
e'rneff: icvhifi@yahoo.co. uk

VISA

b

i
.)

brighton hi-fi exchange

NEW
WEB SITE
LAUNCHED!

NW'

davehifiguy.co.uk

tele hone new
nisei) 878 101

web

mobile
.hifiguy.co

More Favourites

Did you know?

ASR Amplifiers

We have moved and are now situated in the
beautiful and peaceful countryside.Why not call to
arrange apersonal demonstration and relax in
one of our two new listening studios!

Emitter I : The Emitter Iis the
entry model, offering all the qualities
of the Emitter- family. Separate power
supply are keeping electro magnetic
fields and vibrations away from the
control unit.

Acoustic Signature :

1!

_

Hand-crafted
masterpieces of music making, which are
developed, produced and made for natural
listening. Ask us to tell you about the ' Mambo'
model...

Fact:
The ASR Reference 4Box Integrated Amplifier is the best sounding, best selling
Amplifier we have ever demonstrated in our listening studio - period um

Blue Note : Stibbert uses the latest Bluenote
digital technology and output proprietary filter
called Zero-Cloci"'. ElectroPower Tm voltage
power supply is the first self adjusting power supply
installed in aconsumer CD Player. It is without
doubt the most stunning £ 2,950 CD Player we have
ever heard!
Emille : The 4different new Emilie models
each with diverse tubes will expand the range of your
speaker choices and bring your music to life like never
before! Call us for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

uulo
Basis make some of the most
beautiful turntables we have every laid
our eyes on. Did we also mention it
makes some of the best sounds we
have ever laid our eyes on as well?
Call for more details and to arrange a
demonstration.

Martin Logan has some competition
from abeautiful new electrostatic.
Its already making waves over here
and we think is going to be agreat
success. Give us acall to arrange a
demonstration - trust us, you will not
be disappointed!

GerShillarl
The attractive stylist inherent
in any Gershman model is immediately evident.The
exotic shape of the top three designs is no accident.
Based on the strongest architectural design known to
man, the pyramidal enclosures, these speakers from
Canada are more than alittle special.

Manger
Luxman :

A range of products are available and we
just have to mention the L-509F Integrated model.
Falling in love with the sound of the L- 509F Integrated
Amplifier is easy but leaving our place without one could
prove rather more challenging!

We have an extensive
range of used hi-fi
equipment. Shown on
the right is just asmall
sample of the products
we have.
our web site:
www.hifiguy.co.uk
as the list changes
daily.
Visit

Did you
know we?
•can collect your hi-fi
•deliver your hi-fi
•install your hi-fi
•offer trade-ins
•offer part-exchange
•commission sales
•free advice
•home loans
•home demonstrations
•home trial
•after sales care

Clearance Specials
(be quick)
Audio Artistry Dyvorak Speakers ( L6,000)

£1,500

Audio Note DAC 3.IX Signature ((3,000)
Audio Research Classic 120 Mono (£8,000)

£1000
£2,500

Audio Research 5Ffionostage ( L1,800)

£1,000

BATVK-55 Poweramp (£2.900)

£1,500

Can.uy 303 Signature Monos (3006) (£8,C00)

£2,995

Conrad Johnson Premier 8Monos (LI
f3.000)

£3,995

Edge Signature Preamp ( L14.000)
Hypenon HPS-938 Speakers (exd) (£3,800)
is JPS-2 Preamp (£ 12.000)
1KSA-100S Poweramp (£6,000)
II KPS2OIL CD Player (
L12.000)
nSondek LP 12 ( black/basic plus) (£N/A)
Intosh MC2000Anniversaiy ( L14,000)
hell Gyrodeck QC Rower
y(
LI,4CX))
usic First Preamp ( L1,500)
usic-t1 Fidelity CD/Pre (£2,500)
eferenceVeena Speakers (£2.800)
owland 301 Monobkxks (£30,000)

£2,600
£1.200
£2,995
£350
£4,950
£795
£1,000
£800
£1,600
£15,000

audio 600 powerplant ( 0.800)

£1,000
LPOA
LPOA

Dmc-15 Preamp (£4,700)
Spectral Dma 1COs Poweramp ( L4,800)

ItOSi
MCD201 : The

o

7r

istAucho

Dominus Speaker Cables (£8,000)
nstAudio Dominus Bal Interc 3,000)
((

103 zerobox : Our sound system,
aptly called"Zerobox", lives up to its name and
does not draw attention to itself but rather
steps back to allow the more important task
of propagation medium to come forward:- The
reproduction of music maintaining the dynamics
and spatial imaging with which the microphone
recorded it, without any technical interference. In
other words, as amusic lover experiences alive
concert.Active Bass version available soon.

£2.400
£2,400

NEW web site launches

MCD201 will play
your CDs, CD-R,CD-RW, SACD and MP3.
Utilizing apurpose-designed transport that
spins CDs at 4times normal read speed
and SACD discs at 2times normal read
speed gives the aser multiple chances to
extract and refocus through imperfect
discs resulting in fewer errors. A stunning
CD/SACD Player.

Did you know?
We are the only dealer in the UK to have the complete Reference
McIntosh System on permanent demonstration in our listening studio.

We
Jason transport
Medea dac
It it the best CD Transport and DAC
Combo we have ever heard - bar none!!
Hear what CD is really capable of in
our new listening studios today!

ww.hifiguy.co.uk
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you afresh and focused way of choosing asophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

New

Lamm ML1.1 Monos - less than 30 hours use
£12000 £20000
Clearaudlo Goldfinger cartridge. Brand new in sealed box
£4000 £5640
Croft Charisma X phono/line pre-amp
£1500 £3000
Musical Fidelity KW series DM2S CD transport • DAC - boxed, brand new
£3000 £4000
(still has protective film on plugs and display)
Iron Syren pre-amp with line + phono - 3months old - boxed - barely used
£4500 £7000
Mactone MA300B 20 watts 300B power amp - 30 hours use
£3000 £6500
Mactone XX330 line pre-amp - 10 hours use
£3000 £8000
Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed - 10 months old
£6000 £9600
SME V tonearm - standard wire - 10 years old
£850 £ 1800
SME V tonearm - 1month - standard wire
£1400 £ 1800
£900 £ 1600
Placette passive line stage - 3inputs - 120v - remote control - 6months old
Living Voice loudspeakers - venous ex-dem, part-ex, seconds, from very
please
call
young to very old
Tom Evans Groove Plus
£1900 £3000
Rega Jupiter CD player - professionally clocked + rebuilt with Black Gates
£600
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard
£700
Transfiguration Esprit - 10 hours use - perfect ex-review bargain
£600
Pathos 2box pre- amp with remote control - spotless
£1500 £950
Canary 903 4box pre-amp - champagne facia - 3months old - boxed
£2850 £6500
Border Patrol 300B SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - charmer
£2500 £5000
Primare D30 2CD player
£650
Sugden Bijou rnmimc phono stage - 100 ohms
£400 £650
Sonus Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition
£1750 £3500
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts single ended stereo
£2500 £4500
Avalon Arcus loudspeaker - Maple
£3500 £7000
Tube Technology Prophet pre-amp - 30 hours use
£1250 £2500
Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use
£1250 £2500
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck with Rega RB300 tonearm, Reson Rece
£1000 £ 1633
cartridge and Living Voice mat
Canary 608LV integrated amp 25 watts with Living Voice upgrade
£950 £3000
Unison Research Smart 300B class A power amp - 1year old
£2250 £4500
JPS Constrictor power cables - very nearly new
£600 £ 1200
JPS SC3 Interconnect - very nearly new
£400 £ 795
Revel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands
£850 £2000
Linn Genki CD player
£400 £ 1000
Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed
£400 £ 1000
Nordost Ocaltro Fil Interconnect - 2nt set - boxed
£700 £ 1800

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

Audio Flair
Lcodcri NVVI
0208 20 I9286

CROFT

e.adriangiauchoflair.co.uk
www.audioflair.co.uk

AMPLIFICATION

EMINENT AUDIO Trinity Cottage. Worfield. Bridgnorth.WV15 5NT. Tel + 44 01746 716881
email: audiognosis@emirrentaud:0c0.uk Mob + 44 07792 420266 web: www.eminentaudio.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:01992 653999moBILE: 07860 511111
FULL LIST 64 PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
SOLID STATE
THE ALCHEMIST PRE/MONOS (£ 15,000) ULTRA RARE
£5795
MARK LEVINSON 333 POWER AMP EXCLT
£3250
XTC PRE- 1POW- 1 (SUPERB) MINT/BOXED
£1895
SONY TAE-9000ES PRE/TA9OES STEREO POWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £1250
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER MINT/BOXED
£2250
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE (3K NEW) AS NEW/BOXED
£1295
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD-208 STEREO RECEIVER EXCLT/BOXED £ 1995
LUXMAN M-05 Cl ASS APOWER AMP EXCLT/BOXED £ 1995
PERREAUX MM/MC PRE 8300 WATT X2 POWER VGC
£995
SONY TAFB94OR FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW
£275
NAD C372 FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW
£350
MARANTZ PM 6100 OSE FEW HOURS USE ONLY AS NEW
£175
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1PRE (C/IN PHONO STAGE) EXCLT £695
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2 EX DEM/BOXED
£2695
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PREPPOWER (ULTRA RARE) MINT/BOXED
£6495
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE MINT/BOXED £4995
C JOHNSON PERREMOTE PRE OK MINT/BOXED £195
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE BRAND NEW
£995
DPA 50S PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE MINT/BOXED £395
MARANTZ MA- 700 MONOBLOCS X4MINT/BOXED
£1195
PIONEER A-400 MINT/BOXED
£195
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100 EXCLT/BOXED
£195
MARANTZ PM 55SE EXCLT/BOXED
£99
YAMAHA A0-620 AMP EXCLT
£249
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERVICED EXCLT
£345

LOUDSPEAKERS
TANNOY G.R.F.MEMORY MINT
£4450
QUAD 989 ELECTROSTATICS MINT/BOXED
£2850
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500) BRAND NEW
£5750
MARTEN MILES II BOXED
£3795
MARTEN MILES Ill BRAND NEW
RING
AUDIO PHYSIC CALDERAS II ($19,000?) EXCLT
£3895
JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA MINT
£4450
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2($20,000+) I3( DEM
£7995
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA BRAND NEW
£5995
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2BRAND NEW
£3995
MIRAGE M1si EXCLT
£2750
KLIPSCH K- HORNS B.EYE MAPLE EXCLT
£2995
SNELL TYPE All EXCLT/BOXED
RING
KEF 01 MINT/BOXED
£175
KEF 10-5 AS NEW
£275
KEF 10-7 AS NEW
£350

KEF 10-9 AS NEW
£ 550
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD BRAND NEW
£ 1195
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700) GC.
£895
CURA CA- 30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700) MINT/BOXED
£1295
ALA JORDAN NOTE- 5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB) EIDEM £ 1250
SNELL CMKIV EXCLT
£995
AUDIONOTE ANE ROSEWOOD GC
£795
T+A TMR-100 TRANSMISSION UNES
£750
CASTLE AVON
£375
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH EXCLT
£650
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£ 1275) EXCLT
£475
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109 D(CLT
£275

VALVE AMPS
AUDIO RESEARCH VS-55(FEW HOURS USE ONLY) AS NEW/BOXED .......£ 1995
AUDIO INN FIRST AUDIO 2A3 POWER AMP EXCLT
£ 795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS- 8PRE AMP ( BLACK) MINT/BOXED
£895
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED MINT/BOXED
£1695
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE MINT/BOXED £995
AUDIO INN 1000 MKIII 6L6 MONO'S MINT/BOXED
£1250

CD/SACD/DVD
LECTOR CDP-77 XTRA AES/EBU OUT MINT/BOXED
£ 1695
PERP.TECH Pl-A/P3-A/PSU SIG- 2 ( LAST 1) BRAND NEW
£ 1895
PRIMARE V-25 DVD/CD PLAYER (£1000) EX DIS
£450
CHORD 1500E 96/192 Ide 3DACS/PFIE (£6800) MINT/BOXED .,.._... 12750
CEC TL51-X TRANS 8710 DAC *VOL MINT/BOXED £ 1995
£395
MERIDIAN 563 DAC OLA MICA MINT
TRICHORD DIGITAL TURNTABLE EXCLT
£450
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO 0- SOUSE GC
£99
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS- III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT NOS/BOXED £395
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-II CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT VGC
£295
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED £ 1595
AUDIO ALCHEMY DOE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED
£350
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXED £275
AUDIO ALCHEMY ODE VI 1NEW OLD STOCK NOS/BOXEO
£225
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz MINT/BOXED
£375
MONRIO 18B DAC/PSURGC
£275
ZSYSTEMS Z3src UPSAMPLER (£ 1450) MINT/BOXED
£495
DENON DPFJ3030 200 CD MULTI PLAYER EX.DEM
£195
DENON OVO 2800 (GOLD) MINT
£395

VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS 8SKELETAL ARM LOVELY
£895
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE EXCLT
£ 1250
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF /ARM/FLYWHEEL EXCLT/BOXED
£ 7495

WALKER F90t:ENIUM PROLOGUE SIC. EX DEM/BOXED
£12500
ROGUE AUDIO. PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800) EX.DEM
£395
PROJECT DEBJT GC
£99

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS
UV); THETA TJNER (VERY RARE) VGC
SONY 700ES .iHEAD TAPE MACHINE MINT
SONY 777ES DAB/FM/AM
QUAD FM-4

£195
£250
£375
1195

STANDS LAST FEW!!
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105 EX OEM
SOUNDSTYLEXS-1D5 NEW
SOUNDST°LE XS- 100 NEW
SCLNOSTYLE ST- 135 NEW

£149
1199
£195
£275

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
IAIS".;ING LINK CRY° REF 12 PLUG BI WIRE 3METRE PAIR AS NEW/BOXED ...£675
RENA SSANCE SIGNATURE 3METRE PAIR (0300+)
£795
RENA SSANCE SILVER 4METRE PAIR
£795
DF'A BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
£795
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM
£375
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR BI-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC
£795
PS AUDIO X-TREAM BI- WIRE 3METRE PAIR
£750
NFNNe AUDIO SL-ŒRIES 2.3 METRE PNR EX DEM. FACTORY TERMINATED _1475
AL/DR/NOTE NI-L3METRE PAIR( FACTORY TERMINATED SILVE1 SPADES) £225
OLD XT- 3r,0 4MM AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR
TBA
13LX,',K RHODIUM S300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE) PER METRE £20
f3LACK RI1DDIUM S 130 02 BI WIRE ERA/ID NEW (£20 METRE) PER METRE ..£9

INTERCONNECT
MISSING LINK CAYO REF )(LEI 1METRE PAIR AS NEW/BOXED
£275
MISSING LINK CAYO REF BULLET PL/OS 1M AS NEW/BOXED
£225
RE NAISANCE SIG.RCA 1METRE
IBA
RE NAISAKCE SIL XLR 2METRE PAIR
IBA
RE NAISANCE SIL.RCA 2METRE PAIR
IBA
AUDIOOUE.ST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£350
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE t5METRE RCA
595
ANCLSTIC ZEN :;ILI/ER REFERENCE ) 2FT PAIR BALANCED XLII
£1195
HOVLAND
1METRE OLA BALANCED AS NEW/BOXED
£275
Al 0(3<
ORATOR() BALANCO 01.131 WORE (£997 FETAL BRAM:ireN£335
91.ALY Ewan MUM° BAANCED u 2b/ETFE (£1501f FOAL DWI) reN £650
BLACK R1K3DIUM CRATORIO 1METRE RCA BRAND NEW
£295
BLACK RI- ODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
METRE BRAND NEW
£75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW
£65

Basis turntables
&Vector tonearm
at Retro Reproduction
in Edinburgh

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Ter: 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture•co.uk
'Ole 016 Chapel.

Basis Debut with Vector

282 Skipton (oat!

Mk111 tonearm

Harrogate,

N Yorks

HG1 39-1E

Vector Mk111 tonearm

Tst.

• Basis 2500 turntable

1970.

with Vector Mk111
tonearm

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1•10 DAYS •
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES TO EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

Elektra

£ 33 £28

GEX £ 24

SR- 60

£75

1006

£ 76 £62

GEX £ 54

SR- 80

£90

1012 GX

£95 £ 76

GEX £67

SR 125

£140

For unsurpassed reproduction of

1022 GX

£ 126 £ 104

GEX £ 86

SR 225

£175

GEX £ 108

SR325i

£260

the supreme medium for music

Eroica LX/H £ 135 £ 113

GEX

N/A

RS 1

Elite

GEX

N/A

£835
£450

reproduction return to Basis.

Audio Technica

RS 2
DR50

£30

DR100

£40

DR150

£70

90415

£29

1042

£ 144

£ 117

£ 238 £ 194

AT 95 E

£ 25

£ 16

AT 110 E

£ 30

£ 18

To appreciate the sonic
superiority ofBasis turntables
as well as the incomparable

AT 009 MLII £ 330 £ 295
£ 105 £95

EX

N/A

DL 1038

£ 190 £ 170

EX

N/A

DL 110

£ 79 £69

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95 £83

EX

N/A

Vector Mk111 tonearm simply
phone Retro Reproduction of

DL 304

£ 210 £ 190

EX

N/A

Edinburgh on 0131 558 9989

Lyra

Grado
Prestige Black

£40

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110
Dorian
Argo

£ 77

28A

R EPRODUCTIO N
HADDINGTON

PLACE

EDINBURGH
TEL:

0 13 1 558

9989

M 97 XE

New Goldring Headphones

Sennheiser Headviones
H0435

£45

HD485

£54

HIFI ACCESSORIES
Goldring PA1 Phono Amplifier

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

£ 13

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£ 795 £695

EX

N/A

Milty Pixall II Roller plus Refill
Milty Zerostat Neutralising Gun

£98

£ 58

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235 £ 200

EX

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

£38

HD465

£495 £ 395

Shure

R ETRO

Reference Series

EX

Denon
DL 103

Prestige Series

£ 24
£ 16
£ 38

Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15
Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two Phono pug
:tm connector
£ 27
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any n-akeitype of cartridge
EX - Exchang• prIce same make moving coil cortridg•

I Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652
MANTRA AUDIO (NPR), TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, NORTH YORKSHIRE YO8 SSO

"Icon Audio has surpassed itself"
"ln short ( the Stereo 60) is asmooth sounding, well balanced and
excellent all round performer that I
would recommend in any shortlist of
amps that goes up to £1000 or beyond." Hi fi Nem December '06
sti-c.c. se/
DEMONSTRATOR AND

USED

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

Digital
Audoo
Audoco

Syniheror
Synthesos

DAX Decade
DAX Decade

Krell K1010111. CD/ t
Orpheus lobs One DAC

0
—

BI, Balanced 5/1-1
Rot Songle ended 5114

0,71001 labs Zero CO playee • demo
Promo, VIO CD/OVO Player ro-deona
TIlef0 Generotoon V Balanced SIN
Theta Pro Bozo, II DAC veoth OscoonlBalanced
Wodro

302 Black

SIN

', demo

Now

3500

1799
1499
449

2600

1499

14993
3150

3199
1799

4600
195

1999
499

6290

1299

2990
4000

695
2999

2650

1499

650
575
225

499
3/9
119

NIA
650
270

1399
399
179

Analogue
Crown Ferrel Ltd Edotoon

MC Cortrodge

I00hrs

Cleoraudoo Ernotoon Tuentob/e Package X- demo
EAR 8347 MM Volume Phono stage S/H
Heed ALAI° Orhot / TT PSU New ito Boxed
/Cocoon Stabo/Stogo S Tuentable New& llo o
red
Mc Cormack Mocro Drove Phono Strife S/H
Rego P2 / Boas Turntable S/H
Rega 715 Maple

1//1

Roloson

Shores MC 600 tors

Roloscon

X eeeee Alphoson

5/1-1

Xenon % PSI/

5114

Remote PreamOnfoer X-cleno
ro

650

315

1200

599

NIA

549

625
1798
1299

649
799

Contad Johnson IVI4L Remote control/led valve o- de,,,
Conrad Johnson Preonoer 18LS x-derno
Ceeeee gent Audoo CAT SLI So eeee
l
ook S/H
D
8200 Preamploper 5114

2)99
4000
6000
1100

1750
1999
2299
199

Krell !
SRC HR hrecomploper 0/1-1
Orpheus two PrecomploPer or oo denoo

6898
3200

2499
/999

Pas, Labs 02 balanced Precomplefrer SIN
Rokson II Peeomp ( requores PSI)) 5174

2800
2299

9eeeee II 5 Preamploffer feepoteres PSUI S/H
Sugden on eeeee class Preamp/oNee at-derno

2699
2300

Speer/al DMC 30s Reference Iowa/yoga/Toe, 0-derno
Tog Mcleuen 11120r Lonesooge 5114

7600
NIA

4999
329

1050
NIA

599
1299
7499

6400
9000

1999

Amplifiers
Audro Analogue Donut., Mona Poorer *0001
ploers
,1
Audoo Reseoech 060
Re Built 5114

()

o
A
'
" to o
01: o
, 7 e:::::,:' ,
"
' Çl '
olf,m .7i
"
l
i
",,:l:: `
::,—
"
," I:
',; '
,,i",
.071"17,
Be/ canto EVO2 Gen', or- demo
Conrad Johnson M960 SE Valve AmploNer
Conrad Johnson Premoer 3505A or
Cyrus2 I PDX Amp/oNee POU SIN

S1H

demo

Densen Beat 340 x- demo
ensen heat 350 manes 1-derno
Densen bear300x, o-0.,,,
CS fA I 1
ttttt spec upgrade monos SAFI
roar GM20 071 Mono Valve Amp/oNers
are 3006 Mono valve amps

S/P1

5114

rpheus Three power amplober o•demo
olosan SI 5 stereo peer, omplofter solver
oloson 05/.5 POU

X-000,,
X-deo

SIN

Solver $ 114

togden on ttttt class monos •

demo

skuoloo Physoc
IJM

gm

Spaek

x-derno

lob Chorus 714s Style or- demo
ml/V1 lab Electra 921 be Annorersary 5114
0000larton Logan Aeon
OrOo 0- demo
Monnor Audoo Rodous 360 Subwoole7 CB•l 1 r
Pen Audoo Rebel 2 r- demo
Pen Audoo Charm Actore Subvcoofer x•demo
Pro,

Response

Iii
LLI
CL
5./1

"

2 S Mahogany 5114

Bevel 750 Performa In Sycom•re
Ituork Tolosoncon II Mahogany S1H

ce

5,

S/H

5onus Labe, Conceruno Home Pion. lacquer 0114
5onus Faber Loather Soands. foxed heoght. or- demo
590,00,
sstsesi

53
SPI

Cheery 5I14
Teak

SOH

Cables and A
les
Atacama 50cm Sand lolled stands £1I-1
Audoo No.- Int ANV• AfSIEBLI balanced Dogiral 51H
BCD Engoneerong 1000 Table 4 Ner 5174
Cogan Noll eeeee mezeo ( MD 0 7.5on RCA
Carders

Cross /

So,

RCA- RCA

SIN

5114

Cordes Golden Cross I Son Bolonced 51H
Modrogol MOCO Ion RCAIRCA 15olon ° unto/ Cobb
Notdost
Nordoss

new/ bo•ed

Shove 2rn moons coble or-denoco
Voshnu 2no moons colt/e SIN

Nordoso Voshnu 2on melons cable $ 114
Shun Mook / pr Spoor,' Control/er wo
deeno
5hun Nook Ultra Doomond Reston eeeee set of 3 n•deono
5hun Nook Mpengo des, e-deino
8,100,1, 00108 Cl,,,,, lor)on Solver & Gold Speaker cable 81418
8,,,,0 SPX20 Ins IEC-51euloo Moons <We •- derna
Sound Orgonosotean Record Rock

CABLES & TABLES

59 eeeee 1 M1-350 20ft

moth CD doter,

»elm,ot1101109%... excellent

1800
3200
1800
5000
7000

999
3999
999
2499
2999

NIA

449

2995
1495

1199
599

695

299

6600

4999

619
399

/699

1199

4700
479
2800

1750
149
1699

3189

2)00

390
995

149
699

1995

999

2700

1099

.5500
NIA

3299
499

699
310

399
199

599

319

1200

399

179
/65

69
99

/650
N/A

899
99

550

299

940
420

/99
219

120
419

175
199

449
450
110
45

299
229
399
29

3950
199

2995
95
40
799

999
1500
998
1129

499
499
499
119

Tronsporeno M USI
C W IISC II I"

1199

599

650

549

los

7 62en x-derno

Tuners & Tape decks, power
Densen Beat 800 ANIIFM Tuner • demo
0, 0,00

p F,r
T

Quhe2n

y

o¡n : 0,

supplies

T
.00nn r
,,f
,ur (mude

SIM

LA-4 1.,irie reire-arrii3
i.Dig beautifully controlled sountlimaglug very detailed _distortion an all
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design
Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High glow level outputs
Will match any power amp

Inters eeeeee RCA- RCA xderno

Illoor NEW

(Upgrades available]

1899
1895

NIA

Valves

From £1,699 Inc Russian Valves

5999
119

5171

3008

Fabulous 3008 Sound
2x 35w rms will drive niost speakers
UK Designed. Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loon

8000
NIA

1400

Western Electroc

Stereo 300

2899
2500

Chord III 1m moons eable orsdemo
59.01101 AC1 Z Cord Irn MOIR, cohle SIN
1,1IISparelle M I.11/C Lon/e Ultra lon RCAo-RCA 5114
Transp
M US// Lurk Ullro irn FICAPRCA S1H

st.

'Upgrades available]

199
995

1000
549

1 maple X- demo

Lab Moero Urohoo Class16

From £ 1.399 Inc Russian valves

/ 299
1599

Loudspeakers
TC SCA112 Cherry 5114
Rudd, Physoc Vora MOOMOCOI [ Suety xo
dern•

KT88 integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSU.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers iweight33kg1

399

Aucloo eeeeee ch 151 Hybrid Preamplolow 5193
Conrad Johnson ProllOtil. ralre Preomplofeer or-deono

....„
elk

2

Was
2999
199

S/h

SIN
000000 on o- de.,,

woch

Preamplifiers
Audoo Analogue hello,.

Z

22
22

Arcom Dora CD92 So/ver dCS /tong Player
Denser, 80,1400 XS • demo

ITEMS

850
395

599
199

1600

195

1491

849

Midland Audio X- change are looking for Audio Research,
Krell, Mark Levinson, Naim Audio, SME, Wadi*.

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

1114/MB25s. TBolton. Hi F
INews lISIO 2006

From £ 699.95 complete
Stereo 5C1
New UK design. KT88 2x 55w
Retro " Leak" style driver stage
Switchable Integrated or Power Amp
Switchable Triode output 2x 27w. Silver
audio cable. ALPs vol pot. Choke PSU.
Tape loop. Standby facility included.

Only £ 1,199.95

Inc Russian Valves

Ask about our new 1(188100w mono blocks from £1,699.95
PS

.1 All Yetlire

listen to Me music not the surface noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback.
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC TX option.
Choke regulated PSU. High output.

StEggete
11fflIIMRIIMNI\

Volume control. Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

From only £449.95 complete MC E599.95l

New Passive Preamp.
4inputs, tape loop. Alps Blue Pot silver Teflon cable
Gold plated terminals Only £229.95
Common Features: Hand built Point to Point wiring. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control
Gold plated terminals. Audiophile components by Solen, Rubicon. Silver audio cable. Steel & alloy
plate construction Soft start Unique HT delay. Comprehensive manual Inc DIY valve change info

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven reliability. Unbeatable
advice & back up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*

For more info visit our website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 0116 2440593 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
t.01562 731100

L01562 730228

m.07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

ZC_Crei o thectio— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa . 1, ,1MasterCard accepted

CE marked

The leading reseller of careful
hi-fi components and systems. Buy, www.hifitradin
The Trading Station I 5Cowgate Peterborough PE1 1LZ

TRAI)ING
STATION

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Sat: 10am
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABL

Vinyl
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH EB101 Turntable ( B1k)

250

98

AUDIO RESEARCH PH5 Phonostage Ex Demo

1799

1496

GOLDRING G.85 (Very nice condition)

MERIDIAN GO7 CD Player ( Ex Demo — Blk)

1695

1395

KRELL HTS5.1 Processor

6500

2;

MERIDIAN 508 20 bit

1850

795

KRELL KAV150A Power

2500

1;

MERIDIAN 598 DVD Player

2400

1398

KRELL KAV250A Power

3700

1!

MERIDIAN 207 CD Pre Amp with 209 Remote

1400

295

KRELL KST100 Power

2897

MICROMEGA Logic CD Player

400

95

KRELL FPB250M ( Single Mono)

4497

1
,

MISSION PMC2000 CD Player

500

75

KRELL FPB300cast Stereo Power

9998

4;

NVA Emotive Statement CD Player

2495

1298

KRELL FPB400cx ( as new) 30 minutes use

11997

9
,

PIONEER DVR7000 DVD Recorder

1299

496

KRELL FPB600 Stereo Power

15000

5
,

PLINIUS CD101 ( Silver) Ex Demo

2850

2350

KRELL 650 Monos ( Unused) pair

28000

9,

PRIMARE D20 CD Player

750

448

KRELL FPB700CX Power

14998

QUAD 66 CD Player

700

248

KRELL Master Reference Amplifiers

QUAD 77 Cd Player ( Carbon- Mint boxed)

799

375

LINN Kairn Pre

ROTEL RCC955 ( 5play) CD Player

400

178

LINN LK100 Power

3050

1895

SHANLING SCD200 SACD - new valves + clocked

LINN Malik Integrated

150000

9
1
53,

1750
NA
600

NA

175

SHENG/YA S1OCS Tube CD Player

800

495

McIntosh CR16 Multizone controller ( Ex Demo)

4467

31

KOETSU Black Cartridge ( New)

1200

997

SONNETEER BRONTE CD Player

100

595

McIntosh MC 58 8ch power ( Ex Demo)

2999

2
1

KOETSU Red Cartridge ( New)

1498

1257

TEAC P500 Transport

600

195

McIntosh MHT100 AV system controller ( Ex Demo) 5499

MICHELL GYRO ( without arm) Ex Demo

940

895

THETA DS Pro Progen

1395

596

MERIDIAN G91 DHDVD/Pre Processor ( as new)

MOTH Mk11 Record Cleaning Machine ( low HRS)

450

348

THETA David Transport

4650

1495

ORACLE Alexandria

150

495

YAMAHA CDV1700 CD/Laserdisc

600

75

SME10A/309 Tonearm Ex Demo

358

2955

SME20/2A Ex Demo

6320

5246

MONRIO Asty Int Amp

550

SME20/2A S/H

4::

MERIDIAN 562V Video switching unit

318955
29

2.

MERIDIAN 568 ver Il AV Processor

3300

22

MC2 ( SQUARED) MC1250 Pro Power Amp 810w

4500

21

6320

4296

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-150 Int Amp

800

3

SME30/V Arm/Tessarac PSU/Microbenz Ref ( 50 hrs)16500

8495

MUSICAL FIDELITY X-AS100 Power

800

4

WILSON BENESCH Full Circle ( Ex Demo)

1496

NAIM NAC102 Pre + NAPSC

1000

5

NAIM NAC 82

2000

9

NAIM NAP 180 Power ( olive)

1300

7

2000

NYTECH CA302 Int ( Classic)
PLINIUS M8 Pre — Bal — Remote ( Ex Demo)
QUAD 33 Pre Amp

Amplifiers
- •

o

A8, RA60 Int ( Teak)

Digital Sources

NA
2300

QUAD 34 Pre Amp ( grey)

NA

1

QUAD 44 Pre Amp ( beige)

NA

2

NA

98

QUAD 707 Power ( Carbon, boxed)

900

5

ARCAM Delta 110 Pre DAC ( Audioquest wired)

550

198

QUAD 77 Pre ( Carbon,boxed)

699

3

ARCAM Delta 120 Power ( Audioquest wired)

800

298

QUAD 77 Int ( Grey)

700

2

ARCAM Delta 290P

400

195

SONY TAE-1000ESD Pre

495

1

ATC SCA2 Pre Amplifier

3995

1498

3000

9

AUDIO RESEARCH 150.2 Stereo power ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

SPHINX Project II Pre Amp

1600

AUDIO RESEARCH 150M.S 5Channel power(Ex dom) 6490

4797

TACT M2I50 Digital Int Amp

3500
1500

5

NA

7

2

SPHINX Pro¡ect 12 Monos

ARCAM Delta 190 CD Transport ( boxed)

500

228

ARISTON ACOUSTICS CDX 720

150

78

AUDIO ANALOGUE Maestro CD Player 192/24

1650

1350

999

398

TAG McLAREN F3 Pre

AUDIOMECCA Pierre Lurne Mephisto Trans

3500

998

AVI 52000 MA Stereo Power

1000

395

TANNOY 511840 Stereo Power x2 ( classics) ( each)

AUDIO SYNTHESIS Transend Transport

1000

395

CHORD CPA1800 Pre

2500

998

TALK ELECTRONICS Storm II Int

650

AVI 52000 MC Reference CD Player

1200

498

COPLAND CDA535 ( 5x125 watts) ex demo

2998

2348

YAMAHA DSPE390

250

COPLAND CDA288 CD Player

1999

1195

CYRUS 3Integrated

400

245

YAMAHA DSP800 — AC3-DTS

250

COPLAND CDA823 Ex Demo ( Mint)

2100

1950

CYRUS 5Integrated

600

295

YBA Passion 1000 Monos

CYRUS DAD 30 CD Player

600

225

CYRUS 6vs Black ( Ex- Demo)

650

500

CYRUS 70 CD Player

595

495

CYRUS 6vs Silver Quarz ( Ex Demo)

650

500

1000

800

CYRUS 8V5 int ( Ex demo)

CYRUS 8X cd Black (ex demo)

AVI S2000 MP Pre

850

635

2200

1700

DCS Elgar Plus

9500

4998

CYRUS DAC XP Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

DCS Verdi Encore

9500

4998

CYRUS PRE X Silver Quartz ( Ex Demo)

1000

795

E.A.D. T8000 CD/ID Transport

2000

598

CYRUS Smart power plus Silver quartz ( Ex Demo)

700

525

ELECTOR MEL Pre

500

118

JADIS Orchestra CD Player

1345

897

KRELL SACD STD

3998

2496

EXPOSURE 17 Pre ( inc MC Board)

1000

498

KRELL KPS20i/I

11000

3495

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6Amplifier Ex Demo

1850

395

300

95

LINN KARIK
MARANTZ CD67 CD Player
MERIDIAN 200 CD Transport

1000

298

141

375

2950

1497

GOLDMUND Mimesis 6B Pre Ex Demo

250

1297

HAFLER DH101 Pre

495

128

3000

1095

KRELL KBL Pre

(300 watts per channel)

10000

4
12

49

BEST PART EXCHANGE PRICES
GUARANTEED ON ALL LEADING
BRANDS NEW OR SECONDHAND.

ed and mint condition
exchange. Commission Sales.

Afull 12 months warranty
service now available ASK FOR DETAILS

ion.com
0870 608 8211 Iemail: info@hifitradingstation.com

REGISTER ON OUR SITE &
RECEIVE £50 VOUCHER

m ICLOSED MONDAYS
ITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

NAIM SBL blk

Loudspeakers

Amplifiers

OPERA Mini / stands included ( Mahog)

Retail

Offer

0INNOVATIONS S800 Monos

1200

448

'Uwe Monitors- 2p3irs Carbon & Maple

0INNOVATIONS S800 Power

1200

518

available each

ORESEARCF LS2

2798

995

ACOUSTAT Model XValve Powered Panels

ORESEARCF:157 ( Silver)

2590

898

ANTHONY GALLO Nucleus/sub/psu/stds Ex Demo

NA

2227

APOGEE MINI GRAND ( EX SHOW)

2250

1598

ARISTON CINR Monitors

1200

275

SONUS FABER solo centre

10498

4995

B & W CM2/ RoLewood inc stands

800

445

SONUS FABER Cremona Auditor/stands Ex Demo

10 RESEARCF SPIO pre original mint
0RESEARCH SP16 inc phonostage
0RESEARCH REF 2MK 2Pre

ProAC Super Towers (teak)
Pro- AC Tablette 2000 ( Cherry) Ex Demo
3000

2495

NA

795
346

925

795

SONUS FABER Grand Piano/Custom Graphite Plinths 2195

1495

7574

3997

SONUS FABER Stradivari ( Ex Demo) Violin Red

POA

2898

B & W601 black

200

95

CASTLE HARLECH ( dark oak)

950

498

10 RESEARCF' VS110 ( Ex Demo)

3999

3196

ECLIPSE/TD512 gloss black / inc stands

2000

1298

10 RESEARCH VT100 MkIll ( Ex Demo)

6400

4396

HARBETH NRG2 ( beech) Ex Demo

650

425

ION Silver Knight Pre

1250

595

HARBETH NRG4 ( Maple)

1200

750

TRIANGLE Titus 202 Speakers ( New) Black/Cherry

ION Silver Knight 300B Monos ( pair) Retobe

2000

1298

IMPULSE H7 block ihorn loaded)

1200

295

WEGG 3Stellar I ( gloss black) Ex Show

1295

JM Labs Electra CC:10 Centre
JM Labs Metso Uto3ia ( black/cherry)

22000
450

348

2536

2196

2495

1395

16000

5498

TOWNSEND Ribbon Speakers

1295

495

TRIANGLE Celius Speakers Black/Cherry ( new)

1095

896

SONUS FABER Elector Amator 1+ iron wood
SOUNDLAB Al Electrostatics ( Cherry)

5C0

375

7250

3698

WILSON Sophia MkI ( gloss black) Ex Demo

WHARFDALE SFB/2 ( Classics)

NA

495

REF HTS 2001 x3Egg Speakers

600

295

WILSON AUDIO Max Iupgraded to II spec

RAD JOHNSON PV11 Pre

1950

748

REF 103 Cherry

300

225

WILSON AUDIO Wham ( unused)

RAD JOHNSON PV121.

2000

995

REF Model 90 Cent7e black

250

108

RAD JOHNSON PV6 — mm fitted

495

1000

6897

5998

445

650

RIGA XEL ( Black)

9000

2000

1000

995

7200

16000

498

3500

10 RESEARCF VM220 Monos ( Ex Demo)

RAD JOHNSON Premier 8Monos

798

795

QUAD E51.63 ( Brown Teak)

10 RESEARCF CLASSIC 120 Monos

ION Sterling ETSE Monos

1800

345

276

4990

3998

NA

398

11992

7496

40000

21996

274000

POA

WILSON AUDIO Whow sub

8500

4798
1898

REF Reference Model One ( black)

1100

528

WILSON BENESCH Actors Cherry

4000

1tF GM20 OT. Monos ( pair)

7500

3996

REF Reference Model 1.2 Cherry

1500

798

WILSON BENESCH Centre inc stand Ex Demo

1775

1496

SDA5 Power Ex Demo

2199

1797

REF Reference 107 Teak vgc

2700

1195

WILSON XS Sub ( piano black) 2available

18298

9998

22000

10998

NA

1098

770

428

LAND CVA305 ( multi- channel) Pre — ex demo

1999 1598

SDLP2 Pre Ex Demo

1799

1397

REF 035

350

175

WILSON Maxx Centre

AExplora 90 Int

1000

495

REF 055

500

246

YAMAHA NS1000M Black

LEY Referenie VTL Monoblocks

6000

2798

REF 085 ( surroLndt)

300

126

ZiNGALI Colosseum sub/sats

NA

498

2100

1428

ITOSH ( 28 Pre ( US Spec)

REF Reference Model 3.2 ( Rosenut)

7333

4996

ITOSH C1001' ( two box Pre Amp)

7500

2996

KRELL Resolution 2 ( as new)

ITOSH C2200 Pre ( mint)

5500

2998

KRELL RESOLUTiON 3 - 2way loudspeaker ( EX den,o13B45

ITOSH MC20'? 100 watt tube power ( EX Demo)

3499

2797

KRELL Resolution C ( centre — as new)

12900

7996

LEAK Mini Sandwich

MA

78

NA

698

LEAK Original Sandwich 15 ohm ,12

MA

148

ITOSH MC2000 Anniversary Power ( Rare)
ITOSH MC2205 ( 200 wch) Power ( US Spec)

2980

2847
1996

RA VPA Mows ( perfect) spare tubes available 11000

5996

LINN Kabers ( passive)

2500

496

105 Logos lnt Hybrid

2750

1998

LINN Kabers ( active)

3000

895

105 Twin Towers

3600

1798

LINN Walls ( white)

6500

5496

Inpol II ( New)

300

148

LIVING VOICE Auditorium ( cherry)

2200

1248

900

725

LUMLEY Reference II Signature ( Oak)

4000

1298

AA LUNA Prologue Two Int ex demo

1200

998

MARTIN LOGAN Ae.on 1 ( Ex Demo)

3148

2497

Components 845 Monos

3000

995

MARTIN LOGAN Grotto active sub ( Ex Demo)

999

797

NL NG STP8C Int ( Mint)

1300

895

MARTIN LOGAN Montage moving

SO1 RESEARCH 56 ( all tube int) ex demo

1995

1598

2798

1997

1799

1447

MARTIN LOGAN Ihest ( Ex Show)

4998

3767

ALMIOLAB 8000 TUNER

800

395

MOREL Music First 704

1000

398

AUIDIO NOTE AN-VX 1M se Pair Silver

800

398

M & K590 Wal Speakers

1200

396

HOVLAND Oft PAIR speaker cables

750

258

McIntosh MC C5350 Centre channel ( Ex Demo)

2499

1997

LDWTHER PM2 Cdrive units pair

NA

175

McIntosh LS320 2way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

3998

2997

LUXMAN KX780 Cassette Deck

NA

298

McIntosh L5340 3way Loudspeakers ( Ex Demo)

9599

7697

MAGRA lys OGB Large Spool Tape Machine

NA

3398

MERIDIAN DSP3000C Mk1

1950

998

11000

4998

AA LUNA Prologue One Int

coil diapole ( Ex Demo)
MARTIN LOGAN Mosaic moving
coil diapole (EX Demo)

MERIDIAN DSPo000 ( 24/96) Blk

Miscellaneous

NAKAMICHI CR3E
NORDOST SPM 5m Pair

MERIDIAN DSVV2500 ( 24/96) Blk

2930

1498

MERIDIAN DSP 7000 ( silver) ( New)

161/5

11996

600

395

1600

445

QUAD ACOUSTICAL

730

450

YAMAHA 02031-2CH 31 Band graphic EO-US Spec

MONITOR AUDIO

lver 6 ( Cherry)

MORREL BASS MAUER 602 Oak
NAIM Intro

REVOX B77 high speed ( boxed)

700

325

4500

2495

NA

595

TEAC RH300 Mini Cassette Deck ( champagne)

200

65

QUAD 66 FM TUNER

800

298

FM2

NA

85

NA

248

EST.
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THE A — Z OF SPEAKERS.VVHEN YOU'RE READY FORTHE FINAL UPGRADE ...
When the joke's over concerning brands A, B, and C of commercial High Street
loud squeakers, maybe it's time to explore the world of hand-crafted cabinets
with proper drivers.They cost no more money and they deliver better value.
You'll find them under only one roof in the UK, so you know who to ask.
When you're ready for the final upgrade.

4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk
www.audiosalon.co.uk

REVEL
A whole new range; from £499 to

The much awaited Ultima Gem, Studio

£1 999. Upscale they have introduced

($115,000 per pair) and Salons ($22,000)

tower versions following :he acclaim

were launched. Expect abig perfarmance

of their 30th Anniversary Limited

increase on previous models and amore

Edition. If you want to hear it as it

Italian and conventional timber finish.

sounded in the studio, check these

The combination of Harman research

out!

facilities and the genius of Kevin Voecks
guarantees future classics; could be the
one for you!

SYSTEM AUDIO
Opera offer cabinets with timber and leather

Based in Denmark and founded by music-lover

remarkable even by Italian standards; and

OleVVitthoft. Noted for super value the company

affordable.The value kept raising itself as the

has worked for years to design aflagship. At first

compelling reason we had to commit very

glance the Explorer is aconventional slim Danish

seriously to this manufacturer. "These speakers
sell for how little?Are you sure?" Opera is in

floorstander that will grace any living room. Closer

stock and on demo as we write - from £695 up

The drivers employ the lightest membranes every

to £9,995. How to describe their sound? Detail

employed: the challenge of 80mg for the tweeter is

inspection reveals acomposite of 42 wood pieces.

and dynamics combined with Italian passion and

thrown out to all competitors.The result is audible.

organic authenticity. In other words:a high fusion

The price is the best news: £2,490 per pair.

of technology and music. Brilliant

THIEL
This aristocratic manufacturer is about

The wait for the much anticipated

to launch the Response D28. Slimmer

CS3.7 (shown at Los Angeles Show

and floor-ported than the D25 which it

in June 2006) is almost over.The

will replace, it will sell at £3250 - £3900

Show reports and previews give just

(premium finishes) per pair, UK including

agimpse of this ground- breaking

VAT The D25 is already asensation (buy

speaker. Expected UK price is

our nicely run-in demo pair for only

£6,995. Pre-order yours from the

£2,350 (RRP £3,675 in Birds Eye Maple,
an exquisite finish appropriate to this

Audio Salon today so you don't

exquisite loudspeaker — they look as

queue!

have to join what will be avery long

special as they sound).
At the end of the alphabet and trie
conformity scale, Zingali is like no other
loudspeaker ir the world: aunique blend

ZINGALI

of coloration-free horn, compression
driver, and the patented Omniray
dispersion. Prices start from as little as
£995 per pain Call for more details.

To find out more - call the Audio Salon on 0845 4000 400 today!

Are you hearing your Naim Audio
system at anywhere near its full
potential? The inherent sonic ability of a Naim
Audio system has never been in doubt, however with
products such as the Fraim support and more recently
the Hi Line interconnect and CDSS5PS CD power supply,
Naim Audio themselves have amply demonstrated the
ever greater levels of performance that are achievable
with your existing components. ITom Tom Audio can
optimise your Naim Audio system through thoughtful
and creative upgrade routes, and by utilising anumber
of products and accessories that are both compatible
with and sensitive to the Naim Audio ethos. IAs well
as a range of loudspeakers and analogue products
that work wonderfully with Naim Audio electronics we
also have a range of compatible accessories that will
unlock the potential of your system and maximise the
investment you have already made. IThese include the
incredible range of products from Vertex AQ, an end to
end solution of supports, filters and cabling that will
simply stun you. The incredible effect of this system
can be demonstrated here or in your own system, but
prepare to be shocked.
Loudspeakers: Naim Audio, Kudos Audio, Neat
Acoustics, ART, Shahinian, Audio Physic, Living Voice

Lamm
Metronome Technobgie
Von Schweikert
Renaissance Amplifcatior
Verbatim Cables
SRA

Supports & Cabling: Naim Audio, Vertex AQ, Nordost,
Chord Company, Isoblue, Kudos Audio
Analogue: Nairn Audio, Avid, Dynavector, Lyra, Tom Evans

audio Call St Albans 01727 86 86 59
Visit www.tomtomaudio.com

www.2ndhandhifl.co.uk ... what are you up for?
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... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday to Saturday 10 tu l 5, or email news@2raelhandhlfl.co.uk
Quality hifi equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade In.-. Commission Sales too

Offering you the very best in audio and visual system solutions
•Two Channel Audio • Multi Room
Want to hear aLinn LP12

•Home Cinema

• Turntable Workshop

• Custom Installation • System Set-up

or maybe the new Funk turntable?

naim

Discover pure music at..

»www.soundgallery.co.uk

ARCAM

LOEWE.
ef30

4 p.m/sc.

...and others
Visit our showroom at
Calveley Court, Southburgh Road,
Reymerston NR9 4QD

The Sound Gallery
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks
01494 531682

tel: 01362 820800
email: enquiries basicallysound.co.uk
www.basicallysound.co.uk

BASICALLY

SOUND
AND VISION
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SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT

grad4à•-

THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE TONBRIDGE, KENT

stax
hardware

SUNDAY 11TH FEBRUARY 2007
10.30AM - 4.30PM
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nairn audio
neat acoustics
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ipsw ich

info @ audiojumble.co.uk
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE ALL DAY
MAIN LINE RAILWAY STATION WITHIN
WALKING DISTANCE.

runco

trichord

Stalls £25.00
10.30am Standard Entry £4.00
9.30am Early Entry £10.00
BOOKINGS/ENQUIRIES 01892-540022 /

hi fi

for grown-ups

01 4

3

6 5517 1

fax
01473
655172
email:eng@signals.uk.i o rn
signals
bucklesham
ipswich
suffolk
IP 10 01:.
w
w
w .
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n a I s..uk.c
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•VALVE AMPS • TURNTABLES • RECORDS •
SPEAKERS • COMPONENTS •
•BOOKS • TUNERS • CD PLAYERS •
•VINTAGE RADIOS •
WWW.audiojumble.co.uk

muRata ceramic speaker technology

muRato

41,4veze entegt

Audio Atmosphere Penkridge, Staffordshire
Tel: 01 785 711232 www.audioatmosphere.com

Hinti news

°recycle
•

Management
Team

Editorial Team

We Live At...

Editor • Steve Fairclough
Acting Editor • Paul Miller
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison

Our editorial, advertisement and
publishing offices are at:
Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House.

Editor- in- Chief • Mark Hedges
Associate Publisher •

Production Editor - Patrick Fraser
Art Editor • Sheradon Dublin

233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey.
CR9 1HZ, England.
Tel • 020 8726 8311

Richard Marcroft
General Manager • Niall Clarkson

Editorial Assistant • Marie Ek
Consultant Editor • Steve Harris
Technical Adviser • Martin Colloms

Fax • 020 8726 831 7
e-mail • hi-finevvs@ipcmedia.com

Managing Director • Paul Williams
Chief Executive • Sylvia Auton

Consultant Technical Editor •
Keith Howard
Group Art Editor • Patrick Morrissey

Online...
For test reprints,
subscriptions and news go to
www.hifinews.co.uk

Advertisement
Team
Group Sales Manager
Paul Reynolds • 020 8726 8322
Senior Sales Executive
James Bush • 020 8726 8324
Sales Executive
Ben Foster • 020 8726 8317
The Market ( Reader Ads)
Carole Molloy • 020 8726 8321
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Clare Lordan • 020 8726 8315

Photographic
Team
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DYNAMIC AUDIO & VIDEO

AKT BLAKEY &
IE jAZZ MESSENGE

AZz
ICONS

BUDDY RIC
Now on DVD, an incredible
series documents aperiod
when great jazz musicians
of several eras could all be
seen in their prime.
Steve Harris takes alook

DIZZY GILLESPIE
CogNAmiC AUDIO & viDEO

Jazz Icons
Various Artists

iT

DVWIN 11/16.1WWW AR,CR,COR,OC.EF.LA,Q.1 and TM,

f
us page is usually about sparkling,
state-of-the-art recordings to show
off your system, not old video
material filmed decades ago in

black and white. But there are times when
the performance transcends any limitations
of the media. The first nine DVDs in TDK's
amazing Jazz Icons series are, collectively, a
case in point.
Jazz Messengers ( Lee Morgan, Berny
Colson), Dizzy Gillespie. Monk, Basie, and ( in

LOST CONCERTS
What TDK has unleashed is awhole

colour) the Buddy Rich big band from 1978.
Most exciting of all perhaps, is the ciance to

collection of ' lost' concerts, filmed from
1957 onwards mainly in Europe. None of
the material has been released on video
before, and much of it was never even
broadcast. Picture and sound quality have

of Ella Fitzgerald Live in '57 and '
63. Ella's
'63 closer, 'Mack the Knife' includes her
wonderfui Satchmo impression, but you can
see the real thing on Louis Armstrong Live in

see the incredible galaxy of great musicians
Quincy Joies assembled for his short-lived
big- bard in 1960.
A live concert refreshes the parts that

been well restored, the lavish packaging

'59, made for Belgian TV.
Filmed in colour 20 years later in Norway,

recorded music cannot reach, but agreat
concert on film is sometimes the next best

Chet Baker was still matchlessly lyrical and
also gave apoignant interview, while the first
half of this disc captures him arguably at his

thing. Acpick course ot Jazz Icons could have

priceless footage is presented complete and
uninterrupted. Earliest of all is abreathtaking
performance which makes up the first half

peak in 1964. Then we have Art Blakey's

For more go to: www.jazzicons.com

includes expanded, erudite notes by
leading authorities, and best of all the

you enjoying your music coiection more tha -i
ever before. 0.)
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ON TEST:
•Group test of standmount speakers
•Pass Labs X2.5/X150.5 pre/power
•Rega Apollo CD player
Friday 12th January' •SIM2 HT5000 1080p projector

SA
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PLUS:
Flow to...optimise your choice of
cartridge and arm
Inside Story: Out of Tune?
We investigate single- ended vs
push-pull amplifier distortion

Ayre

MX- Rmono amplifier

The Ayre MX- Rrepresents a radical new approach to power
amplifier design, exceeding all previously known performance
limits. Housed in an ultra- rigid chassis machined from asolid
block of aircraft-grade aluminum, the MX- R's unique form factor
provides for easy placement as well as astunning appearance.

symmetry

Innovative new circuit technologies combine to create a

t: 01727 865488

previously unrealized sonic experience that will deepen

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

your appreciation of your favourite music.
.sS

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Sonus Faber Concertino Domus

Sonus Faber Grand Piano Domus

• Sonus faber

For over two decades, Sonus faber have treated us to speakers so beautiful that they've revolutionised the entire industry. Where once there were only parallel sides, we now have curves. Where
once we suffered poor veneers, we now savour finishes worthy of the finest furniture. From the
exquisite Homage series, representing the ultimate in Sonus faber artistry, to the Cremona range,
offering the pleasure of Homage for awider audience, Sonus faber has addressed the needs of the
majority of music and cinema lovers. Now, the audience is wider still.
Imagine an affordable range of loudspeakers able to join the Homage and Cremona families. Imagine
afull selection, from centre channel to main and surround speakers to subwoofer, floorstanding or
shelf mounting, acomplete selection of stands, with the unmistakable lute shape, leather details,
fine woods, and - above all - dehriously musical, truly sublime sound quality. Imagine no more: Sonus

Sonus Faber Gravis, Center Domus

faber offers you Domus.
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